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POKBWORD

.

The iLill city of Lawrence offers a particularly good field

for the study of immigration, its situation near the great port of

Boston sends to it a flock of unskilled immigrants who find in its

textile industry their first work in America. Its proximity to other

textile and industrial centers attracts the roving alien in search

of work. Since its foundation as an industrial enterprise by Boston

capitalists in 1845, it has received in turn practically every race

of the westward tide. Its deve_opment occurred when the great pota-

to famine sent the Irish immigrant to America. In close succession

came the English and Scotch seeking wider fields for skilled labor,

the German escaping from industrial and political troubles, the

Canadian coming over the border from farmland to mill, the Hebrew

"flying the Old World's poverty and scorn", the Italian, Slav, Syrian,

Armenian, GreeK and Portuguese, all in search of livelihood. In

the seventy years of the community's development, the older races

have had opportunity to work out, to some degree, their problem of

assimilation with American life. Their progress has been practical-

ly unaided by the guiding hand of philanthropy or culture, since

the capitalists lived away from the city and Lawrence had no history

before her industrial development. The later immigrants of varied

stock and ideals had not yet had time to accustom themselves, ex-

cept in small part, to city life in America. The small size of the

community forbids excessive segregation of racial groups and, in

general, the cosmopolitan population work side by side in the mills,

live side by side in the streets, and seek recreation, education,

and development from the same sources.
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History of Immigration.

Foundation of the City . Lawrence was created as an

industrial community. A local historian of early times writes thus:

Where population is so dense^ there was scarcely a dozen habitations;

in all the city, less than 150 souls in less than three-score homes.

No church dedicated to the service of Almighty God stood within the

present city limits. There was, her9 and there, an ordinary farm-

house, with rude surroundings." At a time when the Yankee invention

of the cotton gin and the Southern practise of slave labor combined

to make an abundance of cheap raw cotton, and while the successes

of such mill cities as Lo-ell made manufacturers eager to expand and

develop New England industries by the utilization of the water power

of swiftly flowing rivers, a long-headed and foresighted manufact-

urer discovered valuable water water power in the Merrimac Kiver

near the site of the present city of Lawrence. At his urging, a

group of capitalists from the nearby city of Boston,— the majority

of whom -ere already stocxholaers in the prosperous mills of the

neighboring city of Lowell .financed the development of the water

power and the building of a mill city. The name of the city is

that of one of the most able of the capitalists, a man known beyond

the local range of New England interests—Abbot Lawrence.

Immigration to Lawrence was coincident with the erection

of the dam, the first step in the industrial progress of the city.

'To the southwest of the dam and above the north end of the same

were the shanty villages, built on leased land by Irish laborers."

(Lawrence Up to Date). When the dam was completed, mills construct-

ed, and industry begun, there poured into the city a continuous and
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swelling stream of immigrants, yearly growing more diversified as to

race

.

Racial Statistics * The census of 1848, the first year

of maunfacturing, is given as follows.

Born in America 3766
" " Ireland 2139
tt " England 28

France 3
" Wales 2
" Scotland 9
" " Italy 1
n " Germany 1

Total Population 5949

The pioneer races, as shown in the above table are Ameri-

can and Irish. As the textile production of the new city increased

other races entered the field. Skilled textile workers from the mill

districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire of England were welcome addi-

tions to the corps of mill workers. The greatest number of this

race came perhaps in 1865, but the immigration of English factory

workers is still continuing, though in diminishing numbers. Many

textile workers from Bavaria, Silesia, and Saxony of Germany came

to Lawrence from 1848 to 1390. Scores of French Canadians came in

the late60*s and are still coming.

The census of 1875 gives the population as:

Native born 15,546
Born in Ireland 8,232

w England 4,265
" n Canada 1,924
w " Germany 963
M n other For. Countrie s xb5

Total Population 34,916

The immigration to Lawrence continued to be of the same

character until after 1390, the census of that year showing no con-

siderable number of other races.





C ensub of 1890.

native born £4,156
Born in Ireland 7,b97

n England 4,985
" Canada 4,459

" " Germany 1,850
" Scotlana 1,079

" " Hussia 50
" Italy j 4b

Total Population 44, 854

From 1890, the Italian, Polish, Lithuanian, Hebrew, Syrian

ana Armenian have come in constantly and rapidly increasing numbers.

The foreign corn population was given as follows in the Federal Cen-

sus of 1910:

Native White native parentage 11,899
" " foreign & mixed parentage32,553

Born in Can? da French 7,598
" " Italy 8,595
" " Ireland 5,945
" " England 5,559

" Kussia t,oob
" " Germany c,501

Turkey (Suror.e 1,986
Usia 91.. 2, 077

" Canada not French. .. .1,800
" Austria 1,450

" " Scotlana 1,336
" " Franc 788

" Portugal o89
" Belgium 314
" Greece 171

" " Sweaen 121
" M Finland 35
" Roumania 54
" " Hungary 28
" " Wales 26

" Denmark 11
" " Norway 8
" " Switzerland 7
" " Atlantic Islands 5
" " Newfoundland 5
" " Other For. Count - ies

.

. 52
Total foreigh born 41,519 41,519

T0T4L POPULATION 85.892
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In the Federal Census the immigrants are given according to

the country of jtheir birth,-— an arrangement which does not always

clearly designate the race. Immigrants of the Polish race may, there-

fore, give as jheir birthplace Austria, Germany, or Russia and yet

racially they should not be classed as either Austrians, Germans, or

Russians. Heoiews born in Russia or Germany are ethnically of to-

tally different stock than the Russians or Germans. Syrians, Armen-

ians and Turks are all born in Turkey. An estimate of the racial

population in Lawrence is given by W. T. Lauck, formerly in charge

of the Industrial Relations of the United States Immigration Commis-

sion, in an -rticle in the w Survey n of 1912 called "The Significance

of the g^itua-.on in Lawrence". His estimate follows.

Irish 21,000
American 12,000
French Canadian 12,000

* English 9,000
Italian 8,000
German 6,500
ithuanian 3,000
trrian 2,?00
kbrew 2,500
S-^tch 2,300
P<ish 2,100
Fr*ico-Eelgian 1,200
PQuguese 700
A^\nian 600
Oixle races 1 , 400

85,000

Causes of Immigration. The different alien people who have

chosen Lawrence for thei- home in the new world have done so for

economic reasons. Work v*s either available or it seemed to be.

Secondary causes vary but slightly for the different races, and in-

clude political and religiois oppression, and industrial unrest.

The first comers of Ue immigrant races to Lawrence, the Irish,

came from the south of Irelrr.d during the famine years when even bare

existence was impossible in their native land. Among the early Irish
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settlers were not only those of the laboring class^but also numerous

small tenant farmers whose agricultural hopes were forever ruined by

a combination of landracking landlordism and the great potato famine.

The Irish, Jewish, Polish and Lithuanian peoples may all be properly

described as immigrants from countries to which they owed no alle-

giance and all found in the new land a common escape from political

and religious persecution. The basic cause of the German immigration

was the political revolution which sent to America the famous exited

"Forty-£ighters" , but a condition of local industrial unrest accel-

erated the movement to America of the textile workers of Silesia,

Bavaria and Saxony who came to Lawrence. The German immigrant, how-

ever, knew no such hardships of religious or political pressure as

the Celt or the Hebrew. The English people who have ccme to Lawrence

have been textile workers of more or less skill and have left their

mother country for no motive of religious or political persecution,

but solely lor financial betterment. The Scotch can be classed with

the English in this respect and indeed have been closely alliea with

them in their interests in Lawrence. The Scotch and English being

similar in religion to native stock have assimilated and mingled with

it more rapidly than any other, racial group, the division coming on

religious as well as racial lines. To this group may be added for

similar reasons those immigrants who have come to Lawrence from Can-

ada and who are not Canadian French.

The immigration of the Canadian French has been solely for

economic reasons and in many cases the severance from the home coun-

try is not absolutely complete, many Canadian operatives habitually

returning to Canada during the summer months or in times of financial

depression. Rapid money-making is the Jure which entices Syrians and

Armenians as well as the smaller groups of Greeks and Portuguese.
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Similar commercial motives caused, the Italian influx to the city.

Some sociologists contend that the southern Italians and Sicilians

are escaping from a system of landlordism fully as disastrous to ten-

ant farming as that of Ireland in the famine days, and there is no

douct that the let of the Italian peasant is far from eti easy or pros-

perous one. The element of religious or political persecution does

not enter into the Italian exodus.

Fully as potent a factor of the recent heavy immigration as

conditions in the home land and the Lawrence market for labor is the

activity both here and abroad of steamship agents and the comparative

cheapness and quickness of Transatlantic travel. The pioneers to

Lawrence made their Voyage to America in sailing vessels, the trip

taking several months of disagreeable travel. The present trip on

an ocean liner is an affair of much shorter duration and less har-

rowing experience, yet anyone who has ever seen the steerage condi-

tions on a wet rough day will cherish no illusions of the excessive

ease or luxury of the voyage. Each returned immigrant whether he

be a "Come home Yankee" or a son of sunny Italy is always a self-

constituted advance agent of the new world, since by his tales of pros-

perity and show of hard cash he convinces the stay-at-home that the

path to success is easy in America. There is no doubt that paid

steamship agents circulate airong the small towns of southern Europe

and urge immigration by every kind of direct and psychological per-

suasion.

Furthemiore , certain rumors concerning posters circulated by

local mills picturing operatives emerging from the mill with over-

flowing money bags to deposit in an adjacent bank recur at intervals.

The one ^ho has ever seen such posters or is able to produce one is,
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however, impossible to locate, as are those who have received direct

promise of employment. Federal investigation failed to find any vio-

•

lation of the contract labor law by Lawrence concerns, but it must be

admitted that the consensus of opinion in the city is that the mills

did entice this class of help, and in the words of the man on the

street, they were clever enough to "get away with it."

The selection of immigrants which is made by itinerant steam-

ship agents is not such as will maize for permanent or desirable set-

tlersr»-in fact, since profits come to the steamship company for return

trips as well as for the voyage over^^the immigrant selected is often

one who intends to return to his native land. It is probably a truism

that the undesiraole element in the community is that encouraged to

immigrate by such methods.

Economic Equipment . The Irish coming to Lawrence from

the southern provinces of agricultural Ireland had no previous exper-

ience as textile workers for the most part, and their first work in

the city was not as operatives but laborers. While the Irish girls

entering the mills proved to be reliable and skialful operatives, the

English and some of the Scotch operatives being mill workers of more

or less skill in their past environment
?
fitted all the more readily

into their places in a mill city. Operatives coming to Lawrence from

Lancashire and Yorkshire in England not only were used to city life

and proof somewhat against its dangers but their previous development

as organized labor protected them from industrial exploitation. The

Germans, bectlMde of their industry and thrift, as well as their fam-

iliarity with textile work in the Fatherland, have been the most

sucessful as mill workers. The French Canadians, with no previous

experience, have worked up from unskilled work to positions of :..ore
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or less skill.

Of the later races but few have had textile experience of

any kind, except the small group of French and Belgian weavers skilled

in their own land. A considerable number of the Lawrence Hebrews come

itim Warsaw and are accustomed in some degree to textile work and, for

that reason, perhaps more than is usual of that race have remained in

the mill. The Poles, Lithuanians, Italians, Syrians, Armenians and

Portuguese have come as the Irish aid, fresh from the farm. Wnile a

number of Polish women work as weavers, the majority of the other

later races remain at unskilled work.

Educational Qualifications. The massof immigration has

had slight education, although individual members of each race may

have been rich in education or culture. The Irish petty landlords

who came in the famine days were able to read and write, and their

wives had generally received an education in convent or needlework

schools, but those of the laboring class were deficient in some degree

of even the rudiments oi reading and writing. Education in rural

Ireland until the seventies was difficult to acquire without loss of

faith or patriotism. The English operatives rarely nad any large

amount of education for in industrial England at the time of the

heaviest immigration there were slight educational opportunities for

the children in mill districts.

Of the immigrants who have not English for a mother tongue

few are beyond the rudimentary stages of learning, even in their nat-

ive language. Some of the Syrians living in Lawrence were educated

in English mission schools of their own land. Large numbers of the

South European races are illiterate. Those immigrants coming from

rural districts are the more frequently lacking the ability to read
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and write, Sicilians in particular having few opportunities i'or schools

ing. (Df the later immigrants, the Belgians and French possess a fair

education, as a rure.

Capital , The majority of the immigrants have brought

small capital save their household goods , and in many cases, hand

luggage is all that is brought from the home land. Of the storekeep-

ers, a few had previous mercantile experience and invested old world

savings in an American store, but, as a rule, the small merchant ac-

quires his capital by a few years 1 work in the mill. The bulk of the

capital possessed by the new-comer has been strong muscles ana willing

hands

.

Industrial Displacement . The immigrant, as a rule, has

found his first work in the mill. He remained in the mill if, posses-

sing skill and intelligence suitable for the higher grades of work,

he was given opportunity to attempt the higher branches of labor; or

if he was content to do dirty, heavy, unskilled work. The Irish were

the first of the immigrants to leave the mills, and rarely does the

second gemration enter. The English, Germans end Canadians have re-

mained r.ore steadily in the mills. The principal races at this time,

however, are probably Italians, Poles and Syrians, or the American-

born children of those races. It can hardly be said that the older

immigrants or the native born have been forced out of the mills by

the recent immigration. Some of the older races have advanced to

positions of more skill. The rapid expansion of the textile indus-

try requires more laborers than can, at present wages, be recruited

from native stock or from earlier immigration. This need of low-

paid, unskilled labor the later immigrant fills. As a new race enters

an industry, however . there seems to be a more or less rapid exodus
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of other racial groups of an earlier day.

Permanency of Residence . At the time of the original

departure from the hcmelana, it is probably the intention of each

immigrant, save those fleeing persecution, to return when prosperity

has come. T:.is desire for return dies out, as a rule, and even when,

in many cases, immigrants have actually returned to the native land

with every intention of remaining, the attraction of America was too

strong, and re- immigration occurred. The exceptions to this rule are

those young immigrants of the later races who have no family ties in

America and are thus willing to journey at will as the spirit moves.

Assimilation. The early immigrants had the advantage

of common speech and somewhat similar customs. For the majority-

early and late-- the arrival in Lawrence was the first introduction to

city life. To the great advantage of the earlier class was the small

size of the community. Housing conditions, while not ideal, were

abreast of the times. The later immigrant comes to a city of tene-

ments where the complexities of city life are as difficult to learn

as the learning of the new occupation. Because of the tendency of the

noru£nglish speaking people to live in colonies, the immigrant comes

to a street which bears as close a resemblance to that of Naples as

America. He is living in America but apart from American life.

Popular Prejudices . No one of the immigrant races vrtiich

have come to Lawrence has been received without prejudice. The Know-

Nothing party, directly opposed to the Irish immigrant, polled a large

vote in the city in theearly days. The Scotch, English and Canadian

English were received a trifle more graciously since there was the link

of a common religion, cut the English operatives were not rated as a

particularly desirable class of help, in fact, in the report of the
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Massachusetts Department of Labor for 1881, in a quest ionneife concerning

prosperity in Lawrence, a mill operative was quoted time: "The reason

for the non-existence of strides in Lawrence was the absence of the

English element, which he considered was always harmful". The criti-

cisms of the Canadian French were equally severe. The publication of

the following indictment in the twelfth Annual Report ofBureau of

Statistics oi Labor of Massachusetts gives the tone of popular feeling;

"With some exceptions, the Canadian French are the Chinese

of the Eastern States. They care nothing for our institutions, civil,

political, or educational^ .. to earn ail they can by no matter how many

hours of toil, to live in a most beggarly way, so that out of tneir

earnings they may spend as little as possible, and to carry out of the

count y what they can thus save, ... .this is the aim of the Canadian

French in our factory districts." Similar drastic criticism has been

made of each succeeding racial group. A mill overseer was thus quoted

in 1912 in the "Survey".

"The Slavs and the Latin races are money savers. They come

here with greed to save, live in dives until they have accumulated a

-ot. Their methods allow $1.25 a week for sleeping, four to eight in

a room,—with washing, cooking and bread. The Anglo-Saxon or Anglo-

Saxonized live under our conditions and are se]f-reliant . " It would

seem that criticism oi the addition of new races to the Lawrence melt-

ing-pot was viewed with the same spirit as that described by A. Piatt

Andrew in an article in the Worth American Keview, June, 1914, when

he says: "It looks as if in the eyes of some Americans the only good

immigrants were the dead immigrants, and the only opportunities for

the country's development lay in the past".

The most severe criticisms of the new racial groups, how-

ever, have usually come from those people who are working in the in-
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uustriee to which the immigrant has flocked; and the ho.tillty is pro-
bably due, not so much to racial antagonism, as to economic pressure.





HOUSING AfJD LIVING CONDITIONS OF THJS IMMIGRANT
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Housing and Living Conditions of the Immigrant.

Geography oi City . Lawrence is situatca on a broad and

fertile rolling plain on ooth sides of" the Merrimac River about twenty-

three miles from the river mouth and about twenty- six miles from Bos-

ton. i?'our hills of moderate height surround the city, which is en-

circled by the towns of Methuen, Andover and North Andover . Lowell,

larger textile city of older growth, is nine miles a cove it on the

Merrimac, and Haverhill, a smaller shoe city, is about the same dis-

tance below it on the same river. The Spicket River runs midway in

an easterly direction through the northern portion of the city and

discharges into the Merrimac River one-half mile below the Shawsheen,

— a river which forms part of the eastern boundary of the city. These

rivers are navigable for pleasure purposes only, and the Merrimac is

practically the only one used even for pleasure craft within the city

limits. The city territory extends one mile and one-third north, and

one mile and one-fourth south, and about three miles in extreme width

east ana west. With a total area of 4,577 acres, the city is smaller

ana more compact than most Massachusetts cities, and moreover, one-

third of its population is living on one- thirteenth of its area. The

great dam, 900 feet long, crosses the Merrimac obliquely at a little

above the center of the city, and running from it are the two canals

aown along each bank of the river, the larger on the north, the smaller

on the south. The most populous districts as well as xhe mill and

business sections have always been on the north side of the river, al-

though perhaps the earliest settlement in Lawrence was the shanty

village on the south side of the dam, occupied by the Irish laborers

during its construction. The shanties have long since given way to
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a permanent settlement, but this settlement and that of the other parts

of South Lawrence comprise a relatively small portion of the total

population of the city.

s City Planning . "The laying out of the city streets

curving with the river, and a central common at the heart, midway

oetween the enclosing hills with three outlying parks, was mainly the

work of Mr. Storrow, and residents can out commend the way in which

it was done. The artistic taste and knowledge of oest things, here

and abroad, possessed by Mr. Storrow and Mr. Lawrence, prompted them,

though they were both stockholders seeking profit, to adopt a course

which, for the time, was liberal, broad and progressive", is the com-

ment on the early city planning in a book written in commemoration of

tne fiftieth anniversary of the city.

The majority of tne mills have always been on the narrow

strip of land between the river and the north canal, while the section

of the city between the canal and the principal business street of the

city has contained the boarding and tenement houses owned by the mills.

The housing offered by the mills was never adequate forthe total num-

ber of employees, and tne majority of operatives have eitner owned

their own homes or rented tnem from private individuals.

The Central District * The first section built upon was

that directly north of the principal business street in the central

section of the city. With the exception of tne comparatively small

numbers of Dric^ houses built by the mills, the majority of the houses

were small frame structures accorjnodating not more than one or two

families. These houses were occupied by Americans, Irish and English,

but it must be remembered that at the start, the majority of the set-

tlers were native born and the immigration was almost entirely Irisn.
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This central section north of the Merrimac ana south ana west of the

Spicket is now and always has been not only trie most densely populated

part of the city, but also the receiving ground for successive groups

oi new immigrants. In acout the center of this densely settiea tract

is the Common, a par.* of seventeen acres given to the city, under cer-

ttff

tain conditions, in tne early years by^ Essex O^toptay- The streets

facing the Common and leading directly from it were evidently planned

and selected for the best residences. At present, these streets have

not wholly lost their residential aspect, but the encroachments of

oueiness ana semi-public - institutions are noticed, and directly back

of this residential fringe are the most densely populated foreign

districts of the city. It is practically impossible to reach the

City Hall or the main business street from the north side of the river

without passing through some section inhaoited by recent immigrants.

As the industries expanded and more varied racial groups

became a factor in the city's population, there was a corresponding

expansion of housing accommodations. The earlier immigrants and the

native oorn gradually moved to the outlying districts, leaving the

congested portion for the later arrivals. Certain streets and por-

tions of other streets in this district, however, are still residen-

tial, aoctors particularly, finding the district a convenient one.

On tne streets given over to immigrants, small frame houses were re-

placea by large tenement houses— still of wood— and, inmany cases,

every available foot of land was utilized by building several houses

on one lot. The alleys which run between the streets in the older

part of the city facilitate this method of crowding houses on the lot.

For a time the original small frame house ?r.oved back on the lot con-

stituted the rear dwelling, but these old houses are being rapialy re-
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crowding of houses on the lot is most common, the front house fre-

quently contains a store on the street floor, and while sometimes the

entrance to the rear house is from an alley, in many cases there is

no entrance save by a narrow passageway between the houses. Until 1875,

there were very few three-story frame houses in Lawrence, but since

that date, an increasing number of three ana four-story frame houses

have been ouilt, the majority of which have been at the center. A

"Survey of Housing Conditions in Lawrence" was made in 1912, under

the direction of the White Fund 1

, and gives the following interest-

ing data.

"In Lawrence, not only is there a rapid increase in the

number of families which are being provided for in the larger houses,

but there is a steady growth in the process which is crowding houses

together at the center of the city.... the density of the apartments

in the central district is aoout four and one-half times the density

Ir the rest of Lawrence, and more than twelve times the density in

south Lawrence ... .with Boston's brick center excepted, the map of

the Lawrence center is the worst in New England."

In the Federal Investigation of the Lawrence Strike, hous-

ing conditions are thus described: "One of themost striKing things

©bserved in Lawrence is the large number of rear houses. As before

stated, these rear houses are generally reached through passageways

between the front buildings. These passageways in the older sections

of the city are, in -nvny cases, narrow. A court separates the front

and rear buildings. In a few cases the court is less than four feet

in width, and in many other cases, where it is ten to fifteen feet

in width, the entrance of light and air is seriously interfered with
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by porches and ash chutes and by clothes hung out ot dry of the

total number of 82'd rear houses in Lawrence, 145 of them are three

stories in height and 51 are four stories high. The existence of the

front and rear dwellings seriously interferes with the light and air

in many of the apartments. In the older sections of the city, the

light is very poor in many of the lower apartments, end the rooms are

damp The stairways are dark The spaces between the front

and rear houses are poorly cared for, and in many cases, littered with

rubbish Practically all the rooms had outside windows, out an out-

side window which opens into a space only fifteen to twenty inches in

width between three-story frame houses is of very little practical

use so far as the admission of light is concerned."

Kecent immigrants are now acquiring property at the center

of the city and their first aim is to increase the number of tene-

ments in the property acquired. The report of the Lawrence Building

Inspector for says, "The great increase in the foreign population

of this city has brought with it a class of contractors who have little

conception of modern construction, and many of whose worxmen have

barely an elementary knowledge of the building trades. When in this

connection, the tendency to use tne cheapest of materials is consid-

ered, results are such as to cause the gravest -rpprehension to citi-

zens, who appreciate the importance of substantial construction".

The Italians are perhaps the greatest offenders in their methods of

remodelling old houses. The roofs of the old two-story and a half

houses purchased by them are raised to make room for another tenement

and the flat roof so created is fenced in by a high p:cket fence for

use as a chx ones-yard. A dove cote is frequently also added, and

roof grraens may become a feature of this colony. The work of re-
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modelling is done directly by the owners or by carpenters working

under no more skilled supervision than that of the owner or an equal-

ly unskilled padrone. Some of the worst appearing houses in the cen-

ter, and indeed, in the city are the result of this hit or miss method

of building which, with the common practice of utilizing old lumber

for these additions, is not conducive to strength or architectural

beauty. Wnile it is a commendable and excellent plan for immigrants

to own their own homes, the business of supplyi.-.g tenements for

other people ia a different matter, yet the immigrant is acquiring

property, not merely as a home, cut as an investment. The proper

sort of house for tenement use in a crowded, section is a problem for

a skilled architect. Unfortunately , some of the houses ouilt by im-

migrants will furnish poor accommodations for a much longer period

than the lives of their owners. Not all the bad houses at the center,

however, are owned by foreigners, and very few of those owned were

originally constructed by them. The bad housing was there before

the later immigrant had acquired real estate, but, obviously, there

is les3 and less chance for im-rovement when the landlords are immi-

grants with small capital and less Knowledge of proper housing.

The Armenians, Syrians, Lithuanians, Poles and Hebrews are all, like

the Italians, rapidly acquiring tenement house property, and while

less apt to indulge in amateur 'architecture, they show no other ao%-

vantage over the Italian landlords, and in some cases, a slighter

regard for cleanliness. The American custom, no where perhaps more

manifejs: than in Lawrence, of ouilding frame houses complicates the

problem of fire hazard and safety. The habits of the immigrant

popultaion who inhaoit the three and four- story wooden buildings

crowded together at the center are not conducive to fire prevention,
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since children, alone in the tenement, often kindle the fires, using

kerosene for the purpose, while the accumulation of rubbish and loose

papers in the yards and cellars wait a spark to start a conflagration.

The majority of the newer houses are piped for gas, out in the older

ones oil lamps or candles are used. The thing w ich has saved the

city from terrific fire loss has been the excellence of the fire de-

partment and not the care of the citizens.

Kents . The rents in the central district are not per-

haps excessive when one considers the wastefulness of the tenants as

regards water, their careless use of property, and the uncertainty

of payment. The rents range from $1.75 weekly to $4.00 or even $5.00

for tenements of two to six rooms. During the strike and the months

following it, the landlords were forced to allow their tenants to

remain, rent free, and either oecause of strong public opinion or

personal reasons, few cases of eviction occurred. Undoubtedly, in-

stances have occurred of exorbitant rents and many tenements with

moderate rents are ^ept in wretched repair, but the $3.00 rent, which

is quite usual, is not excessive in a densely populated community

like Lawrence.

Overcrowding . To further augment the density o£ the

central population, tnere is an increasing tendency to suoiet a por-

tion of the tenement or take in boarders. While a few of the earlier

immigrants are lefct in the central portion of the city, the later

comers from eastern and southern Europe are in the majority, and ap-

parently are not disturbed by overcrowding. The Italians frequently

sublet a portion of the tenement to another family, tne Poles and

Lithuanians take in lodgers or boarders, families of relatives share

tenements in the Syrian colony, while the Jewish immigrant often
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adds to his already large family a boarder who is a relative near

or distant. Of the 188 families visited by the Federal investigators

at the time of the strike, 1C9, or fifty-eight per cent, kept board-

ers or lodgers. Among the Italians, Poles and Lithuanians, it was

found that one-xhird of the members of the household were boarders

and lodgers. This overcrowding is not always necessary for* finan-

cial reasons, although, when the head of the househola is only an

unskilled worker, it is almost a necessity for the wife to augment

the income oy taking in boarders or working outside the home. Occa-

sionally, of course, the custom which is almost universal among the

recent immigrants, is carried on when financial need has ceased to

exist. A Lithuanian family^tne father of which earned a steady wage

of $10 or fcl<>, occupied a five-room tenement in a three- tenement

block which they owned. Besides the father and mother and four

children ranging in age from five to fourteen, this tenement was

occupied by five boarders, some of whom were men and some women. The

children were welL-dressed and clean, two were taking music lessons,

the family owned a violin and piano, and in general, the conclusion

would be that the boarders were being taken in to provide luxuries

and not necessities for the family. The tenement houses are badly

enough designed for their original purpose, but as a lodging house

they are insufferable, and the addition of adult boarders to the

life of a family already large enough to overflow the tenement is

often a grave evil, socially and physically. The central district

has, then, a threefold crowding, of houses on land, of tenements in

the house, and of people in the tenement.

Lighting . On account of the overcrowding of the houses

on the land, kitchens are often dark at midday, and the kitchen in
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an immigrant household is not only the place where the food is pre-

pared and household tasks accomplished, but the sole living-room the

family possesses. It is small wonder that the children prefer the

street to a room where the light is never more than a dim twilight.

The poor lighting, besides ruining the eyesight, is an important

factor in permitting uncleanly and unsanitary conditions. The stairs

and public passageways are not only in utter darkness, but also

usually cluttered with washing day impedimenta.

At night, the lighting is but little superior. The illum-

ination in the kitchen, the only room lighted at night, as a rule,

is usually furnished by a dimly burning lamp or flaring gas jet

high on the wall. The smoky, dingy walls furnish a poor reflecting

surface and the foreign population very naturally see^s the moving

pictures shows, rather tnan a domestic evening. Kecent immigrants

rarely bother with such convent onal necessities as window shades,

and at night it is often possible for the occupants cf- one tenement

to observe all the occurrences—public or private— of the adjoin-

ing tenements. The obvious consequence to premature or immature

minds, especially when the moral character of the neighboring ten-

ants is not of the best, is disastrous. Halls and stairways are sel-
.

dom lighted in the tenement houses, and the social dangers of such

unlighted passageways in houses where the street doors are not locked

are too apparent to need description.

Hygienic Conditions. Practically all the tenements in

the city are piped for city water and the water closet facilities

are considered the best in Massachusetts. The older houses are not

usually supplied with bathtubs and there is considerable complaint

that the plumbing is not kept in repair by the landlords. That a
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great number of the recent immigrants are careless and destructive

in their use of plumbing, and wasteful of water is a welL-i;nown

grievance of American landlords. The fallacy, fathered and fostered

by commercial interests, that bathtubs in tenement houses will be

utilized as coal-bins, has prevented their construction in some cases.

No greater necessity exists in a tenement house which accommodates a

large family and boarders of mixed sexes than a place for bathing

more private than the kitchen sinK.

Cleanliness of Immigrants . The standards of cleanli-

ness vary more perhaps among the individual immigrants than among

the different races. All the later immigrant races, however, and

many of the earlier ones, co:^e to the city, ignorant of city life,

conveniences, or conventions. The smaller size of the community,

the smaller numoer of apartments in the house, the common language

and less complicated conditions of life were an advantage to the

earlier immigrant. The peasant woman who has lived in a stone or

earth-floored house finds it difficult to learn that primitive meth-

ods of throwing water on the floor and swaboing it with a broom will

oe disastrous to the ceiling of the apartment below her. The Polish

woman who washed the floors of the entire house, then scrubbed down

the front steps, and woundup the cleansing process by wasning her

feet in the pail for the benefit of the street, undoubtedly strove

for cleanliness, but excellent as were her motives, her methods were

hardly adapted to urban life. Such a procedure might cause no ad-

verse comment, however, in the small village community which was her

former home. Similarly, another immigrant when confronted with pile

of garbage which she had successfully concealed in the closet, ex-

plained the situation by saying that her neighbors had objected to
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her throwing it out of the window, and there seemed no other available

method of disposing of it. To women for the first time experimenting

with an American stcve, sink, gas, and running water, housekeeping pre-

sents some serious problems, but the aspect of immigrant homes after

a few years in the country shows that remarkable progress can be made.

The Lawrence immigrants rarely have the opportunity of seeing an

American home for a model since the inhabitants of the neighboring

tenements are usually immigrants of but few years longer residence.

To aid in preserving their property and to Americanize more quickly

their immigrant tenants, six landlords of the city, owning 1£^ tene-

ments, have employed a visiting housekeeper to instruct the foreign

wcmen in American housekeeping methods, and to enforce certain stand-

ards of cleanliness and care of dwellings. The city also employs

inspectors to see that the Board of Health rules are observed.

The pe-sonal habits of the Kussian Hebrews are not sug-

gestive of excessive personal cleanliness, and he seems to be more

often in trouble with the health authorities than any other race.

The Jew is anxious to leave the center and live in the Gentile quarter

but he'* found to be an unwelcome neighbor, not so much because of his

Judaism, but because of his unsanitary habits, disregard of health

regulations and the tendency of the little children to roam the

streets clad in an irreducible minimum of attire. Some of the Jewish
m
imigrants have brought with them old world br<£as utensils and articles

for ceremonial use, but the rade as a class have small reputation

for household care. A considerable number, however, do not deserve

this opprobrium for they have homes well furnished in American fashion

and neatly ^ept. The ceremonial with which xhe Jewish religion dig-

nifies some of trie household tasKS should tend to increase the pride
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in home keeping. The desire to save is probably a large cause of

poor living conditions.

Household Furnishing. The homes of the recent immigrants

have one common characteristic, the use of the kitchen for the living

room of the family. The kitchen stoves are usually of good make and

ten cent stores furnish a vatiety of kitchen utensils at a slight

cc»T. The double-ended washtub of oblong shape, peculiar to the

Italians } is furnished by a local carpenter of that race. The in-

teriors of Italian homes often show pleasing vistas of spotless beds

piled high in old world fashion, the frames of white-enameled iron

or more pretensions brass surrcunted with feather beds rising to

enormous heightand crowned with crochet-edged pillows. The better

class of Italians often bring from their native country wool mattresses

of peculiar make and bed linen in large quantities. The love of

decoration, always manifested by these people, is shown by nailing

up bright calendars, and exhibitions of the children's work in school

beside the gaudily lithographed pictures of saints, and frequently

the dimly glowing taper before such a little shrine testifies that

the piety of the Italians is not always discarded on arrival in Amer-

ica. A familiar mural decoration is the circular loaf of rye-bread

hung on a nail out of reach of tiny hands. All ioreigners readily

acquire the American custom of sash and drapery curtains, although

the cleanliness, texture and taste of such window decorations leave

much to be desired. Tin cans and starch coxes form window gardens

in many a tenement for the Italian loves green herbs for culinary as

well as decorative purposes.

Until the Italians were seized oy the "movie mania", the

everings were passed gaily even in dimly lighted rooms, for while
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the father cobbled the shoe6 for the active feet of Tony and Assunta,

and the busy mother sewed and kept a watchful eye on her daughters

lest they lack industry in lace making, some of the boarders played

"lotto" or games of cards, while the musically inclined enlivened

the evening by tunes on the harmonica, accordion, or mandolin, while

all occasionally joined in singing Italian songs.

After a few years 'residence in the central district, the

more amritious Poles and Lithuanians tend to move to the outlying

districts, assuming American luxuries of life, usually beginning

with a graphopnone which grinds out raucuous music unknown to Ghopin.

The Polish people are very fond of music, however, and in many a home

of quite moderate circumstances, the purchase of a piano or violin

shows the musical ambition for the children. In their early years

in the country, their houses are often not attractively kept or in

cleanly condition. The barest necessities are found such as beds and

chairs enough for the occupants, and seldom such commodities as

oureaus . The Polish people take less pride in their beds than the

Italians. Every room is used as a bedroom save the kitchen, and the

multiplicity of boarders ana children together with the desire to ac-

quire savings maxes for a minimum attempt at household decoration.

The Syrian colony v/hich cccupies the western end of a

street well-populated with Italians shows but little difference to

the casual observer. The Syrians love acove all articles of furni-

ture a shiny and ornate brass bed, and aside from that one extrava-

gance have a minimun of furniture.

Food . In no one custom do the immigrants differ so

greatly as in their food, yet in all races there is a considerable

difference from American food. The operatives, mostly foreign, who
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testified at the congressional hearing on the Lawrence stride were

unanimous in saying that meat was a weekly and not a daily article of

diet. The Italians use "out little meat ana that usually stewed, but

their stable article of diet is macaroni, vegetables dressed with oil,

and rye bread. Tomato conserve spread out in every available spot of

sunlight is an autumnal sight in the Italian quarter. Many thrifty

housewives make their own macaroni, finding it cheaper than the manu-

factured article. In the spring, Italian women and children are fre-

quent figures on lawns and fie las, collecting herbs and dandelions,

while summertime finds them incessant berry pickers. Sometimes the

herbs and berries are sola to the grocers of the quarter, who also

buy mushrooms collectea by these same inaiviauals. Green vegetables

of all varieties, some strange to Americans are used oy the Italian

cooks, and the food is highly seasoned with peppers and sometimes

garlic. The condensed variety of milk meets with most favor with the

housewives, who consider the care needed for the regular milk an ex-

cessive burden, and long for the goats which were driven through the

Italian villages and milked at the door. Some Italians use tea cut

it is a custom almost entirely acquired in this country, and coffee

is the more general beverage. Light wines are universally used even

among the children of the family, the Italian frequently buying the

grapes from vines of American yards and making his own wine. Since

most of the Italians are from-fhe province of Sicily, the wine known

as Marsala is a favorite beverage. The Italians is quite willing to

experiment with American drinks, however, andthe use of beer as well

as soda water and ginger ale is quite common, wo feast is really

complete without American soda water and ice cream.

When tne P<^1 as and Lithuanians first entered the mills,
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their customary noon meal was a piece of rye bread torn from the loaf

and eaten with no more appetizing sauce than cold water. Since they

have become mere Americanized, a favorite dinner consists of bread

and canned fruit eaten direct from the tin, varied sometimes in sum-

mer by a cucumber without dressing. Two girls often share a noonday

lunch of a five- cent pie or a email pan of bakers' biscuit, and a

bottle of mi 3 k has replaced water as a beverage. The girls who are

boarding and providing their own meals frequently drink a quart of

milk aaiiy, and their principal food, aside from this, are the dif-

ferent varieties of bakery products. Tivhen meat is used, pork is the

favorite kind, and smoked shoulder, salt pork ana Polish sausage are

the usual varieties. The boarders are, as a rule, furnished bread

and soup or coffee by the housewife. The Polish men particularly

are heavy drinkers of beer. They, however, do not seem to lose much

wor.- ing time on account of this habit.

The Syrian diet seems to be a rather nutritious one. Lamb

and mutton are the favorite meats, and rice forms a considerable

part of the diet. Vegetables and fruits constitute a considerable

part of the food and garlic is used very freely. The Syrian women

ke the different varieties of cakes and sweets peculiar to this

people

.

The peculiar diet rules of the Jews sets them apart from

the other races. The varieties of meat eaten rust be purchased at

Kosher shops. Unsalted butter is often made by the individual house-

wives. The Jewish people use a considerable amount of fresh and

salt fish also.

In considering the racial idiosyncrasies in food of the

different immigrant races which have come to Lawrence, the food con-
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sumed by the earlier immigrants seems more closely resembling that

in American families. The Irish, Germans, English, and to some ex-

tent, the French Canadians live on a diet of both meat and vegetables,

although recent rise in price of meat has caused a curtailing of that

article of diet even among families of those races. On the other

hand, Italians, Hecrews and Poiish people consume relatively samll

quantities of meat. That the diet of any one of the newer races is

innutritious or unhealthful can hardly be stated. The children of

the ignorant immigrant mothers suffer from injudicious feeding of

articles suited to an adult diet, but the racial peculiarities of

food for the adult are probably less dangerous. Tha highly seasoned

vegetable food of the Italian balanced by his use of macaroni and

cheese as articles of diet give a menu quite as capable of sustaining

life at a much lower cost than the meat and potatoes which usually

constituted the Irish diet. To the peculiar food of the Jews is

attributed their longevity and resistance to disease. While the

diet of those Polish girls, who away from their homes satisfy with

no dietetic advice the craving for sweet and sour common to adoles-

cence, does net seem conducive to health andstrength, the diet of

the family in the home is perhaps so. ewhat more rational. Of all

the races, the Sla ic one seems to give the least example of a bal-

anced ration. The diet of the others, while not attractive to Amer-

ican palates, does not lack in food value or aigestibility to persons

who are doing, for the most part, heavy work. The bread anu cheese

^iet of the European peasant, the pork and beans diet of the New

England lumberman, and the more diversified menues of the recent

immigrants all satisfy a real need in the cravings of a people en-

gaged in heavy labor.
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Fuel. There is rarely any fire in the immigrant tene-

ment save in the kit chen stove and. often in Polish and Lithuanian

homes the tire is kinaled only to prepare a meal. The Poles, Lithu-

anians and Jews suffer less from the cold New England winters than

the immigrants from warmer climes. On account of the small closet

and storeroom facilities it is quite customary for the races living

at the center to buy coal and wood in very small quantities. It is

also the custom for the women ana children of the immigrant races

to collect kinuling from houses in process of construction, boxes

from stores, and the coal is replenished by piCKings from the tracks

ana .he dump. It is not always the poorest iami-ies wno are most

incessant and insistent scavengers, for often this habit is causea

by a desire to acquire pioperty ana by stinginess. Before the pas-

sage of the state law prooiting chiluren from dump picking, among

the group of juvenile dump pickers who went dailyto this unhealth-

iul task, were the children of an Italian landlord, owner of a

twelve- tenement block in the city and of a farm in Pleasant Valley,

the daughter of a prosperous Polish storekeeper, and the children

of a contractor. It was not the need but the greed of the parents

that sent children cn such tasks.

Clothing . The Polish and Lithuanian people become

the most rapidly Americanized as to costume. Merchants generally

consider them good customers who will pay almost any price for a

do sired article. The women willingly buy the latest frills, and

desire, moreover, to be shown just how the purchased article should

be worn. The congregations on their way to the Polish and Lithuani-

an churches on Sunday mor- ing are remarkably well-dressed in by no

means cheap attire. Their color schemes are somewhat garish but in
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general the costumes are close copies oi' the latest mode. The children

oi' school age are usually neatly dressed, as a rule, in ready-made

garments, but those too young to go to school are clad in a minimum

£f clothing. At their work, either at home or in the mill, the women

do not dress neatly. The favorite costume inside the mill is a slip-

over apron, often worn in lieu of a dress, while at home the slattern-

ly appearing housewife is frequently in her bare feet.

Altaough the second generation of Italians affects Ameri-

can clothing entirely, the older generation rarely becomes thorough-

ly Americanized in appearance. The older women wear voluminous

skirts and very full aprons, and usually wear a gaily colored neck

kerchief, if not a colored head scarf. The older men are satisfied

with ordinary rough clothes, brightened by a gay tie, but the young-

er ones love snowy clothing efnoticeable color. Imitation fur coats

are very generally worn by the women in the wintertime, but uncovered

heads are by no means unusual throughout the year for both young and

old. The Italian women dress their hair with elacorate combs and

are thus more willing to dispense with hats. The Italian children

are more apt to wear clothes made at home than the other nationali-

ties^and patches of every size and shade testify to the mother's

thrift. The children of all the foreign nationalities have the

haoit of wearing their clothes in layers, and in this respect, the

Italians are perhaps the worst offenders. One Italian school boy

in a heated room had on three blouses, one on top of the otner, a

vest and a coat. This multiplicity of garments is worn in place of

underwear, which is seldom owned by the children of poorer parents.

The Italian love for color is shown in their choice oi wearing appar-

el. Economy in purchasing cloth in large quantities is a noticeable
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feature in clc tiling cnildren. One family in the central school was

easily recognizable by the peculiar blue cneck blouse worn by all

from the fourteen-year older to the five-year older. Another fam-

ily specialized in a large black and white plaid, and still another

lamily of boys brightened the classrooms by wearing blouses made of

a brilliantly flowered material, generally used for kimonas.

Syrian ana Armenian girls ove American finery, and dress

quite tastefully in new world style, but the older married women

wear clack very frequently and for a head-dress the black lace scarf,

draped like a Spanish mantilla. The young girls love snowy jewelry

and receive elaborate gifts of watches and bracelets when they be-

come brio.es.

The Jew is rapidly removing all traces of foreign attire.

Cni- the old men wear beards, ana wigs are almost a thing of the past

for the women. 7;_e school children are very well dressed. The young-

er children are sometimes not very clean, and the boys are rather

careless about their personal appearance, out the older boys and girls

are usually well clad in quite tasteful attire. Jewish girls are fre-

quently very pretty and affect the very latest styles in coiffure

and attire.

Life on the Streets. The streets in the center of the

city are broad, straight, and in many cases, paved, with wide side-

walks in good condition. The district receives as much if not more

attention from the street cleaners than any other portion of the city

and yet the litter of old boxes, papers, and rubbish of all K.inds

makes passage through the district a disagreeable sensation. Peel-

ings from bananas and oranges dropped on the sidewalk instead of into

barrels, papers torn and. scattered to the four winds of heaven, doors,

steps
?
and rails chained over with pictures and writing, fence pickets

whittled andbroken, show tne lack of civic pride in the rising gen-
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eration, tor the condition is largely due to tne children. A janitor

or caretaker is an imperative necessity for some of the large tene-

ment dwellings, since when dozens of families share an entrance no

one feels the responsibility of keeping it clean, and when the yard

is common no one clears away the rubbish. Education in these matters

would remedy the condition and although many of the evils are due

to the children , the schools can not with profit assume supervision

of street cleaning in addition to their already heavy burdens. The

pupils are frequently instructed in the duties of cleanliness in re-

gard to the streets, but until the parents enforce the practice of

cleanliness and tidiness, the academic instruction will be of little

avail. The paved streets in the district are iept clean by the

street cleaners, and the Board of Health is doing considerable educa-

tional work in posting clean-up signs in the different languages in

the foreign neighoorhoods , as well as installing Civic Pride boxes

for waste and organizing clean-up weeks for the children. The Muni-

cipal League has also issued literature on the subject and stimulated

the children's enthusiasm by offering prizes to children having gar-

dens in the tenement district.

Some of the streets running the length of the central dis-

trict include several different nationalities, and the character of

the street shows a distinct change with each racial group. One street^

purely Italian at its beginning
;
becomes the dwelling place of a min-

gled population of Jewisn, French, Portuguese^ and some colored people

at its end. Another street starting out with a combination of an

Italian and Polish colony ends up in the Syrian and Armenian quarter.

As the different races work side by side in the mills, so they live

side by side in their homes, and while certain nationalities flock
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to a certain section, it is not altogether unusual to have several

different races under one roof.

The streets in the central district and the Common at its

heart are becoming more andmore, especially in Tarm weather, the liv-

ing rooms of ihe immigrant population. The Italians more particular-

ly than any other race congregate in the streets. The majority of

that race in Lawrence come from Naples, Southern Italy, or Sicily,

and they bring with them their habits of gregarious living. The men

form groups, smoking, talxing^ and gesticulating as only the Latin

can; the women sit at the doors or hang out the windows; ana the

children select the most travelled part of the street for their play.

The small store where the entire family, including the baby and the

dog, spend their days shelters often a group of neighborhood gossips.

Occasionally the card players have their table set in the courtyard

or passageway. Family disputes and reconciliations are alike open

to the public gaze. On hot nights, the entire population moves to

the Common and the gcass is covered oy family groups*

The Syrian colony presents a somewhat similar picture.

The men are more frequently to De found inside the coffee-houses which

are a characteristic of this district, and the women are even more

assiduous in the handwork than the Italians, and work is finer and

more elaoorate. The peculiar nigh notes of the Syrian voice and the

increasing swarthiness of the people are the principal distinguishing

note to the street of tne Syrian colony.

The Polish and Lithuanian children play on the streets as

frequently as the children of other races, but the adults do not so

frequently congregate there, although the women hang over the fences

occasionally in attitudes expressive of the most complete and passive
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indifference.

The streets in the Jewish quarter are crowded with their

characteristic pawn shops, where anything not absolutely worthless

finds refuge under the three balls. The push carts of the peddlers

and the live chickens displayed outside the kosher butcher shops are

a typical Jewish note. The children swarm all over the place, out

the adults, except for some veneraole grayoeara too old to work, are

seldom seen loitering on the streets.

Social .Events. Weddings, christenings, and funerals are

the social events in the immigrant quarter. The Polish weddings with

their usual accompaniment of unrestrained beer drinking have beeome

a dangerous element in the social life. The Polish and Lithuanian

immigration is practically all of young people, and thu3 the restraint

of the older folx is lacking on these festive occasions. Money is

spent more freely on strong liquor than in the old country, with un-

happy results of fighting and other social evils. The most serious

troubles among these people are caused during the laxity of behaviour

attendant upon such celebrations. The wedding usually includes a

dance. Tne invited guests instead of giving presents^as is the Ameri-

can custom, give money. Tne wedding feast is not elaoorate usually.

The Italian wedding celebration usually includes a tour

of the foreign quarter in hacks or automooiles . The gayly aressed

oride and the wedding party to the cousin of the remotest degree are

driven around the town, the expedition usually ending with photograph-

ing of the happy pair. The Italian girls are rather strictly super-

vised before marriage and are seldom permitted to go on the streets

at night without older persons. Theygive in their entire wages to

the fa ily oudget, cut as a usual thing money is set aside for tneir
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marriage portion. Syrian girls as well as Italian ones marry very

early. Usually the Syrian bridegroom is much older than the oriae

out this is not so common among the Italians. Girls of sixteen are

considered quite old enough for marriage in tne Italian colony.

The Jewish immigrants are also noted for their celebration

of the marriage ceremony. For the proper cele oration, a hall is hired,

and dancing and a general good time follows the ceremony. The Jewish

girl, like the Italian, still has the old world dowry even if she

come of humble parents.

With the Italians, the christenings are even more social

gathering than the weddings, and often the baptism is postponed until

the necessary amount is secured to have a feast. The godfather and

godmother are quite important features in the child's life and often

ma^e substantial gifts to them. Similarly, the circumcision of the

Jewish boys is a ceremonial which is combined with festivity.

On tne festal day of a patron saint, the Italian quarter

is gaily decorated with bunting and flags and illuminated by elec-

tric bulbs strung in designs, Japanese lanterns ana the small Italian

tapers. On the festival night, the entire population is on the street

and processions, music and firing of cannon end the exciting day.

In direct contrast are the observances of the religious holidays of

the Jews. The entire religious ceremonial, rich often in detail and

significance, is carried on within the house or the synagogue, and

one passing on the streets would have no knowledge of the holiday

time, save by the closed shops and air of quiet.

Racial Characteristics of C entral District .. In the cen-

tral district of the city are represented all the races of the later

immigration. Their various characteristics have been ta^en up in
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detail except for the Greeks, Armenians and Turks who have come to

the city only in small numbers.

The Greeks who form but an insignificant part oi the popu-

lation are mostly in the western part of the central portion. The im-

migration of this race is mostly male, and there is little family

life. The Portuguese who are a comparatively small racial group,

comprising less than 400 at the last census, live almost entirely in

the lower part of the central section on a street near the business

district. The families seem to be \ery poor, for the most part. The

children in the schools are frequently confused with the Italian, the

racial similarity being great. Whi.e the majority of the Armenians

live under similar conditions and in adjacent quarters ot the Syrian

colony, a small group have made their homes among the Germans on

Prospect Hill. Their arrival was at first looked upon with disfavor

out their apparent prosperity has made their advent less unwelcome.

There are some Turks in the city oesides the Syrians and Armenians

who come from TurKey, but the immigration of these people, like that

of the Greeks, is almost entirely masculine, ana merges into the

Syrian population. The Chinese of whom there are out ot> in the city

are usually situated in the central district and their launaries form

a characteristic note on the streets.

Immigrants and Tneir Descendants Away From the Central

Distric t . While some of theeariier immigrants and the native corn

still live in the central districts, the majority of these races are

now living away from the center and in tne more or less outlying

districts. What their habits of life were when in the cent al dis-

trict is not a valuable suoject for comparison with that of the pre-

sent population since housing ccnditions at the center are so radi-
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cally different today than even a decade ago. When these earlier

races lived at the center, they were housed in cinch less crowded

quarters, in a much less congested district than in the present day,

and it would be manifestly unfair to Diame the particular races now

inhabiting the central districts for evils for which bad housing is

alone responsible.

The English, Irish and Scotch , The Irish in their exo-

dus from the central district left their early quarters, familiarly

Known as the "Plains'' and"Irishtown n
, to the Syrians and Italians,

and first moved northward to a district called "Across the Spicket"

.

Near this district and similar to it is a section occupied chiefly

by operatives in the Arlington Mills— a group of mills built latsr

and in a different section of the city than the original mills and

utilizing the water power of the Spicket rather tnan the Merrimac.

A large number of English people coming to work in this mill sought

tenements and boarding places in this district adjacent to their work,

and although the mill furnished no tenements, the district soon ac-

quired a tenement house population. Similarly, the expansion and

building of new mills on the south side of the Merrimac ftiver caused

a similar settlement in xhat part of the city. These settlements are

mainly British in character, although French Canadians settled just

south of tne Arlington district and on the south side of the river in

later years. These districts for the most part house the more recent

immigrants of the British races and those of the earlier immigration

who are content to remain in tenements or who desire housing accom-

modations near some particular mills, although Polish and Jewish people

are gradually invading the section. The houses in. these sections

were originally cottages cr two-family frame houses but the rapidly
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appearing stretches of three-decker tenement houses will repeat soon-

er or later the poor conditions of lighting and crowding on land and

tenement shown in the central district. The streets and sidewalks

are not usually as good as those in the central section, although ra-

pid improvements are being made in this direction. The general ao-

sence of tree planting takes away from the attractive appearance of

the section. In general the poorest representative of both English

and Irish are taken as typical ox these districts, not oecause they

are characteristic of the whole population but because their procli-

vities put then more strongly before the public eye. Scores of sober

and industrious workmen, who live in these districts blush unseen for

their brawling. counrtymen who disgrace the streets when under the

influence of John Barleycorn. The saloon on the street floor of a

tenement house and the location of many such places in the district

render temptation easy to the intemperate, in those households where

the heads of the family are victims of intemperance, there is no ad-

vance in standards of cleanliness or thrift over recent immigrants.

Fortunately, the majority of the English, Irish and Scotch, when re-

moved form the oau influence of tenement life and proximity of saloons

have standards fully as high as the native born.

The majority of the English, Scotch and Irish immigrants

and their descendants cannot be found in any one section out are

scattered throughout the city in residences of the best type the city

affords and in no way distinguish themselves, either in the upxeep

of their hones or their manner of living, from the native born. In

fact, so complete is the assimilation that the word immigrant hardlv

seems to apply to these people, who seem completely fused to Ameri-

can standards. The small size of the city has madethe more prosper-
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ous residents and tliose aesiring suburban life move to the surround-

ing towns where with the use of automobiles, the p easures of city

and country life are combined.

The Germans were perhaps the one racial group which formed

the exception to the rule of beginning life at the center, for the

thrifty Teutons were early in the outlying districts. The tiny cot-

tages surrounded with vegetable and flower gardens, characteristic

of the German colony, have always dotted the slopes of Prospect Hill

in the eastern part of the city, although some of the German settle-

ment has oeen on the eastern edge cf the"Across tne Spici-:et" district.

The German keeps his house in oraer and his garden in flourishing

condition. The majority own their own homes, but often tnose who

pay rent have a share in the land for a garden, and find an occupation

and no doubt a pleasure in gardencraft after a day in the mill. One

sagacious German had his garden planted where it was well lighted by

the bright rays of the neighboring street lamp so he could cultivate

it after the sun had set. Some of the Germans have moved over the

border line to Methuen cultivating small lots and raising poultry.

The German colony which is perhaps the best appearing section of mod-

erately priced homes in the city is fast feeling the blight of the

three-decker, for the mor«y- loving son of tne fatherland sees the pro-

fits in three rents instead of one, and is erecting a block in his

yard instead of cultivating a garden there, to the detriment of the

appearance ana the character 01 tne district. Elmer S. Forbes, chair-

man of the Housing Committee, Massacnusetts Givic League, writes thus

of the three-aeciier proolem: "The three-decker' is terrioly des-

tructive of surrounding property values. Let one be built ona good

residence street and tne selling price of a nearby place is automati-
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cally cut in two"

.

The Germans live economically but decently. The children

are well clothed and cared for, but all the members of the family

from the grandmother to tne baby assist in the economic production.

There are no drones in the German hive and the worst that can be said

of this hardworking people is their willingness to send their ehilcU

ren to work as aoon as the legal age is acquired. The more progres-

sive are fast seeing the profit in educational advantages, however.

Although the German loves his house and hisgirden, he also enjoys

social intercourse with hie neighbors, ana tne entire family spend

their evenings in ihe German halls ana club-houses, where oeer drink-

ing is part of the evenings* entertainment. Drunkenness among this

race seems as rare as total abstinence , and temperance seems to be

tne racial virtue. The German's love cor music is proverbial, as

well as nis approval of gymnastic exercise. J he Christmas festivities

osloved of German children are quite the rule in the district, and a.

passerby may see the brightly lighted Christmas tree where candles

and glazed ginger bred figures and marvellous German toys are gazed

upon with admiration.

Tne French Canadians are gradually disappearing from the

central districts and moving to the western side of tne city or the

south side of the river. The districts formerly occupied bv the
"4

i?'rench Canadians are oeing filled with Jews. The rrench are quiet

and orderly in a neighborhood and Keep to themselves as completely

as possible. The families are large and the tenements are often over-

crowded, but the Frenchman rarely takes ooaraers into the family circle.

The French lodging or boarding houses are a separate institution

from the family life usual!]/-. The French live cheaply, dress taste-
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fully and worK faithfully, and desire to mingle neither with other

races or the native born. French girls occasionally marry Irish men,

however. The French, like many of the other immigrant race, prefer

pork to any other meat and their diet is consideraoi^ different from

tne American one. The feather beds and the hand-woven rag- carpets

arecBing discarded in Canadian households for American furnishings

of far less beauty

.

dnd
Trie Belgian*-French, A tae French from France, nave a settle-

ment on tne northwestern bank of the Ilerrimac near an older colony

of Irish immigrants. Others of these races are scattered throughout

the central district, and a small group have taken up their abode

in the German colony. Outwardly there is little difference in the

living and housing conditions of these people from those of the

French Canadians. The Franco-Belgians, however, have a co-operative

association which is of value in reducing tne cost of living.

The Swedish people of whom there are less than 200 by the

last census live mostly on the south side of the river, and have be-

come Americanized to a degree almost undistinguishable from the native

corn.

riecent Housing under Mill Control . One of the largest

corporations in Lawrence, the V7ood Mill, has since 19 7 built houses

for 142 families. There are twelve one-family houses -or overseers;

fifty- two cottages; forty- two tenements in two-story -.rick houses;

and three eix-family frame houses. These houses are considered super-

ior to most houses erected cy manufacturing companies. The twelve

one-family houses and the fifty-two cottages are very attractive

dwellings, but they filled no great need in the community. It nas

always been possiole for overseers to obtain suitable dwellings ; the
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detached house for a small rent. The arick houses, while attractive-

ly planned, are so situated facing the tracks that they can hardly

be classed as extremely pleasant buildings. The three-story frame

houses built by the mills have no particular superiority over the

commercially juilt houses. Themill operatives have not been over-

anxious to hire these houses.

The "Lawrence Survey" in commenting on these houses says,

"in view of the fact that this Company employs from three to four

thousand operatives wno rent apartments, the 142 apartments in these

good houses are as a drop in a bucket. If any one asserts that the

purpose of the corporation in maintaining the houses as a financial

ouraen is to oenei'it the employees, he should be asked whether the

method is net still missing fire like an olu flint-lock gun". me

Wood Mill is noted tor its employment of Italian ana South £uropean

help, cut these races find housing accommodations in the crowded

tenements on the north side of the river, not in these model tene-

ments .

It would seem to the casual observer, that tiie ouilding

of these houses necessarily for the better class of employees has

been entered upon more for the purpose of advertising the American

Wooaen Company than for any altruistic effort toward the mass of the

help.

For a five cent fare on the electric cars, it is pcssiole

to reach a farming district on all sides of the city. A former

country club estate was sola recently in small notice lots and the

purchasers, in the main, were Italian immigrants. This colony,

known as Pleasant Valley, presents a distinctly foreign appearnance.
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The Houses, mostly amateur construction, are of the shack variety,

and ccassionally a house resembling the three-decker of the tenement

district is seen. The scenic effect of tne colony is distructive

to the landscape, and judging from the comment of the older farmers

in the district, the aavsnt of the immigrant farmer with his family

of young children continually on the forage for fruit and Vegetables,

is not an unmixed joy. Many of these farmers occupy their farms

only in the summer ana return to the crowded tenement district in

the winter months. The Italian seems to have adaptability as a

truck-farmer, but this settlement hashardly been long enough in ex-

istence to judge of iti outcome. Syrians, Armenians and Portuguese

have also gone in for small-scale farming, but there has been as

yet no aeciaed colony of these races. The Poles and Lithuanians

have hau one or two individuals make the attempt, but the Italian

is the one colony of any considerable size.

Housing of unmr.rriea girls and men . The housing of

non-family groups will alwa3>, s be a -roblem in an industrial center.

Married men come before their families to prepare the new home

and earn sufficient money for the passage over of the rest of the

family. This custom has nothing novel aoout it since it was fol-

lowed by all the immigrant races, and while fraught necessarily with

dangers, cannot be absolutely condemned. Unmarried men, always among

those most willing to immigrate, must have nousing accommod it ions

.

Since the textile industry has always been, to some degree, a Toman's

industry, there is also an immigration of young women to be consid-

ered. Polish and Lithuanian girls venture the long voyage from their

native country ana begin industrial life in America at a vary early

age, and with no n.ore guardianship than that furnishea oy a cousin
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or a former neighbor. Syrian ana Armenian girls also come, out usu-

ally with a relative, and while the older male members of the family

-emain at home, the young men are ver^r willing to immigrate. Tne

young Italian men are more apt to immigrate than tne women who sel-

dom come a_one unless to a relative or to their husbands. The ear-

lier Irish immigration sent as many single girls as men, and the

Irish influx now is mere usually single men or women that family

groups. The German ana French Canadian was almost entirely a fam-

ily immigration. The Jewish is, like the German, a family affair

almost wholly.

The corporations in the beginning had cognizance of the

difficulty of housing a non-family population ana the mill boarding

houses, with their strict rules together with the small size fo the

community were a powerful incentive to morality. Men and women were

not allowed to board at the same house, and inmates were required to

retire to their respective rooms at the hour of closing— ten o'cIock—
and stay there until morning. "No tenement was to be leased to per-

sons of immoral or intemperate haoits, ana any tenant who after occu-

pancy, shall be found to be of such habits, or to recieve boarders of

such habits, will be notified to vacate the premises." So run the

oldtime rules of one corporation. The direct and somewhat strict

supervision of mill boar ing houses by the agents or other mill

officials made city life safe for the native born country girls and

the young female immigrants who came alone to mill work.

The census of 1875—a date previous to the new immigration

—

shows that ox the operatives of that time, 3,0o9 we_e boarders, 831

being males and '<.

9 '<.s6 females, while the number at home was o,L^5

—

6,1^7 being males and o,108 females—making the number at home two-
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thirds and the boarders one-t lird of the total operatives.

From the last census of 1910, there was no great preponder-

ance of males over females of the foreign born population, as is some-

times the case in- immigrant communities, the numbers being 19,479

and 18,644 females. Of the men 6,625 or 34/b were single, while of

the women, 5,254 or 2Q,h"fo were single. Of the total population native

and foreign born, 50,836 were males and 30,757 were females, and 41%

of the men and 57.4% of the women were single. It will be seen by

these statistics that there is in the community no great difference

in numbers of immigrant men and women. This equality in the numbers

of the sexes is probably due to the industry— the textile mills em-

ploying women as well as men in the different processes.

The mills no longer offer boarding accommodations for any-

where near the numoer requiring them, and such corporation boaraing

houses which remain in existence are not generally used by the recent

immigrants. While some non-family groups of Italian and Gieex men

have adopted the system known as the "boarding boss", that is, hir-

ing a tenement and living in groups of ten and twenty with one house-

keeper, a still larger number board with families in the tenements.

The woman of the tenement sometimes coo-s the food provided by the

boarders, but in other cases the boarders buy and prepare their own

food. In very few cases is the food furnished prepared for the

boarders. The tenements thus used as boarding houses are not built

in any way to adapt them to the purpose. The bedrooms usually open

on and are only heated by the kitchen, the bathroom is common to the

family and the boarders, and cases are not unknown where the ooaraers

share rooms and beds with children or adults in the family, while in

extreme cases, when the mills are running full time, two set3 of
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boarders are using the same rooms--one set wording days ana one set

wording nights. The usual reason for taking boarders is that the
are too young

chi!drenAfor the mother to leave for mill work and additional money

is needed for necessities. The crowding of too many people in a

small number of small poorly ventilated rooms is in itself unsanitary,

but its social effects are alitfe detrimental to the family and the

boarders, wo living room is available save the crowded kitchen, and

no supervision of the young people for the first time away from home

and exposed to the temptations of the new country can be given by the

overworked, indifferent or ignorant housekeeper. The unmarried girl

is oftentimes, by her ignorance of American laws and customs, at the

mercy of her unscrupulous fellow countryman who tells her that the

formalities of the marriage service are dispensed with in America,

and shows her a marriage license, or what he professes to be one, in

place of the proper legal or clerical procedure. Tne lack of pri-

vacy is equally hard on the boarder and on tne young children of

the family, who grow up without any family life, cut regard the home

merely as a place for sleeping ana eating. In some cases, where the

children of the family ar^ of school age, the mother of the family

works in the mill, leaving the lodgers who are out of work or those

working at night and the children of the family together in the tene-

ment. The very common practice among the lodgers of seeping their

savings in their trunks instead of depositing them in the bank offers

an opportunity for theft to those youngsters wnose desire for pocket

money for "movies" or cigarettes is stronger than their honesty. The

overcrowded conditions of the tenement tend to personal uncleaniiness

.

The children come' dirty to school because there is no place to wash

up but the kitchen sink and the kitchen is so occupied by boarders as
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to make a private bath impossible.

Of the 138 households of immigrant textile workers visited

by Federal investigators of the Lawrence strike, 109 or 58fo kept

lodgers or boarders.

Moreover, the lower cost of living afiorded by this tene-

ment house accommodation is a menace to American standards. The

immigr-nt lodger who pays $3 or £4 a month for lodging in a crowded

tenement and feeds himself or herself on bakers' bread and canned

goods can afford to work for a lower wage than either the American

or the less recent immigrant single person who has to pay $5 or |6

a week board, or to the American wage earner who does not wish to

destroy the privacy of the home by taking in boarders.

The lodging houses on commercial lines have not been par-

ticularly successful. Oftentimes the women running them are strict-

ly honorable and desire to keep a respectable house, out they find it

hard or impossible to discriminate between applicants for rooms, es-

pecially since there is such a small margin of profit. In other cases,

the proprietress condones laxity of behaviour on the part of the lod-

gers because she considers her only interest is their financial stand-

ing, while still others, unfortunately, are only too willing to fos-

ter improper conditions. The lodging house, moreover, is not as

congenial a spot for the later immigrant as the flat whose house-

Keeper speaks the same language and comes, maybe, ffwrn. the same dis-

trict. The immigrant Polish or Lithuanian girl who, no doubt, prefers

the noise and discomfort of a crowued tenement of a fellow country-

man does not go to a room in a lodging house managed by a different

race

.

It is quite evident from knowledge of the living and nous-
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ing condition? of the recent immigrants that their standards of liv-

ing are far different from the typically American standards. The

overcrowding 01 individuals irt the tenements ana the relatively small

expenditures for any out the "barest necessities is q condition one

finds hards to reconcile witn the popular conception of the life

of the American workman.

President j.'itchell of the United States l/ine Workers

of America describes his idea of American standards of lining:

"In cities of from five thousand to one hundred thousand inhabitants,

the American standard of living should mean, to the ordinary un-

skilled workman with an average family, a comfortable house of ^t

least six rooms. It should mean a bathroom, good sanitary plumb-

ing, parlor, dining room, kitchen, and sufficient sleeping room

that decency may be preserved and a reasonable degree of comf ort

maintained. The American standard of living should mean, to the

unskilled workman, carpets, pictures, books ana furniture with which

to make his home bright, comlortable and attractive for himself

and his family, an ample supply of clothing for winter and summer,

and above all, a sufficient quantity of good, wholesome, nourishing

rood at all times of the year." With wages now earned Tt

the woolen and cotton industries, such a standard of life is,

obviously, impossible.
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III The Economic Status of the Immigrant.

The Immigrant in Industry . The primary industry of

Lawrence has always been that of the textile mills, and while smaller

industries have always existed, their object, with a few exceptions,

is to furnish something needed in the mills. The textiie industry

includes, in Laurence, ooth cotton, and woolen and worsted manufac-

ture. La^ence is now especially prominent in the manufacture of

worsteds, and in 191£ the federal investigators of the textile strike

in Lawrence brought out the fact "that fully one half of the popula-

tion fourteen years of age or over is employed in the woolen and

worsted mills, and approximately bO,COO (inducting employees and

members of their families) of the 85,892 people living in Lawrence

are airectly aeper.dant upon earnings in these textile mills". Law-

rence, fourth in ranK of the manufacturing cities of Massachusetts,

has botn the largest woolen mills and the larges cotton print works

in the United States. The text le industry in the city has always

oeen an immigrant occupation, although the percentage of foreign and

native- corn is much different from the earlier days. The develop-

ment and expansion of the textile industry has stimulated the im-

migration to the city of the numerous races which now inhabit it.

W. J . Lauck, formerly in charge of the investigations of the United

States Immigration Commission, sums up the situation in Lawrence as

follows

:

"Only about one-eighth of the woolen end worsted mill oper-

atives at the present time are native Americans. Slightly more than

three-fifths are foreign born, chiefly immigrants from Southern and

Eastern Europe. The remainder are the native born children of parents
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"corn abroad. During the past twenty years, the American and the

Bri tish and the Northern Emcpean immigrants have been rapidly leav-

ing the mills, owing to the pressure of the competition oi the recent

immigrant. The South Italian, Polish and worth Italian are the three

principal races of Southeastern Europe engaged inthe industry, while

the English, Irish and German of the races of the past immigration

are represented in the largest numbers."

In general, the immigration of textile operatives to Law-

rence was more of a family type than that of Lowell although a con-

siderable portion of the textile worKers liveo: in the corporation

ooarding houses during their first stay in the city. The corporations

in Lawrence, w.-ile they cuilt seme ooarding houses, did not go so

deeply into the scheme of housing female help as the Lowell mill

owners because while American girls cai. e to the city from neighoor-

ing and back country farms and from other mill towns, the Irish girls

who came also, in ever increasing numbers, spent but a short time in

ooaraing houses, for tney were soon joined by their families. The

textile population at the start was probably two-thiras American and

one- third foreign, with the Irish by far the dominant racial group

of the foreign. The American mill workers were seme of them possessed

of mill experience in other texti-l-e centers, but the Irish, although

rapidly passing to positions of more or less skill, had practically

no previous experience. The English workers who came to the mills a

little later were ski] lea workers from Yo^shire and Lancashire, the

textile districts of England where the greatest advance in skilled

workmanship and trade unionism has been made . They were more rilling

to reme.in in the mills ana to send their children into them than either

the Americans or the Irish, possibly because their previous environ-
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merit in English mill towns accustomed them to the industry as a per-

manent occupation. The Germans, coming to the city at the same time,

furnished a considerable quota of sxilled workers of texti3e experi-

ence in Bavaria anu Saxony, and they, like the English, were content

to allow the second generation to enter the mil] . Skilled weavers

came from tne cotton and silk districts of France, but the Canadian

French who came curing the period following the Civil Var, although

they had no previous experience, by adaptability and industry rapid-

ly worxed their way up in the mills, particuiarlyin the cotton mills.

£ach succeeding race is apt tocegin at the roughest ana most unskilled

labor, and only a small portion of the immigration which came since

the '^C's has progressed beyond the rough unskilled work. With the

invention ana perfection of modern mill machinery, there is less and

less need of sKill on the part of the textile worker and a wider use

for untrained labor.

The c mpar&tive efficiency of the different races is not

easily ascertained or determined. The characteristics essential for

a good mill worker under present conditions would seem to be industry,

sobriety, a temperament which can withstanu the monotony of repeated

tasks, a certain amount of health and a fair amount of intelligence.

The Irish would not seem to possess these qualities in a maximum amount

and to have temperamental qualities not desirrble in a texti'e worker.

The Celt is a creative an imaginative, and an essentially social

being, and none of these qualities are essential or desirable in an

industrial unit. The descendants of the craftsmen who designed the

Cross of Ceng, Tara Lrooch and the Book of Keils have no noticeable
/\

progress in textila designing in America, and yet their capaciJity of

invention and enrichment of design is shown by the worx of the modern





lace-makers of the South of Ireland ana the linen-makers of the north.

The American mills with their marve_ous development of macninery have

not, however, developed the aptitude for design in ti" tSraciaJ group

since the Irish in the mills have oeen less successful than has their

race been in any other calling in America. Perhaps if industrial train

ing had been the educational opportunity of the Irish immigrant, the

race, as a w;.ole, would have been more willing to remain in the tex-

tile industry and less anxious to gravitate to professional ana. com-

mercial fields. The more phlegmatic English temperament ana the

steadiness and stolidity of the Germans have made them valuable ad-

ditions to the inaustrial world. The monotony of the work does not

seem tc pall upon them or upon their temperamental opposites— the

French Canadians. The German, the French and the Belgian operat-ves,

like the Irish, have a heritage rich in inaustrial art, and members of

those xaces, in "ce homelana ere in the foremost ranKS of aesigners.

Germany's system of tiaae ana design schools have given her tnis inaus-

trial pre-eminence. Among the new workers, the Poles ?^e in many

cases preferred oecause they are less excitable than the Italians and

somewhat more skilliul. The Polish weavers, if one can believe cur-

rent report ci their fellow workers, the remnants of an earlier day,

do not acquire any excessive si<ill nor have recent industrial develop-

ments shown them of a particularly pacific nature. The men of that

race, however , have a certain strength and stolidity which, coupled

with habits of industry and willing ness to work, makes them valuaole

ior heavy laoor. Syrians are most often found in spinning rooms and

seem to reach their maximum of efficiency in that sort ci work.

The iEmigrant of all classes who has come to inaustrial

America has been used more for his strength than his skill ana the
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children of the immigrants, through the combination oi' lack of indus-

trial training ana amoition to leave the industry occupied by the par-

ents, are very little higher in the industrial world than the parents

if they remain in it at all. It is the tendency of the ambitious im-

migrant parent of any race to train his child to obtain a position out-

side of the textile world. About the only race which has shown any

variances to this rule is the F.rglish who have taken advantage oi the

textile training offered to prepare their children for positions of

skill in the mill. The Irish, as far as the second generation is con-

cerned, are not sending into the mills tne most an.Qitious or progres-

sive of their race. The Canadian French and the Germans are progres-

sing no higher than their predecessors on account of particular train-

ing, but are occupying the more sxilled positions because tne lower

graae positions are filled by tne more recent immigrant. The later

immigrants h~ve not been in tne country long enough to form any opin-

ion of their stacility in the industrial world, but at present they

seem to enter the textile industry simply for monetary reasons. As

the textile industry is constituted at present there is apt to oe

little ^oy in the work for the worker is simply a tender of a machine

and can have no creative power or sense of acnievement. The number

of skilled workers is relatively small to the total numoer employed.

Perhaps tne most serious effect of textile work upon the

health oi employees is to foster a te:cen;y to tuberculosis, in the

cotton mills, in the earlier days, the use of shuttles threaded with

the breath spread the disease a:..ong the Irish who were perhaps par-

ticularly susceptib.e to it. Among the women operatives, certain

occupations in the mills have a bad physical effect because of the

continual standing or stretching over the machines. Women are for-
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bidder) by law to work in the factories at night or more than ten hours a

day and fifty-four hours a wee*. There is also a law iorbidding the em-

ployment of women two weeks before and four weeks after child-birth, and

it is probably obeyed as far as conditions after birtn are concerned. It

is the custom of the foreign women to work almost until the day of child

birtn.. This fact, together with tne ignorance 01 child feeding and

care noticeable among receaot immigrants, no aoubt is a contributory cause

of the high rate of infant mortality in Lawrence,

Certain occupations in the mills are dirty and disagreeable

and otners involve a varied amount of exposure to intense heat and also

to dampness. Such a coiobination has a serious effect on some nationalities

notably tne Itaiian--wno are pre-disposed to rneuwatisia. The nervous

strain of monotonous machine tending takes itatollin increased nervous-

ness and listlessness among the employees. The nervous diseases are

particularly disastrous to the immigrant since he has small chance of

sympathetic treatment or prolonged rest.

The textile industry as manifested in Lawrence is not particu-

larly hazardous, although tnere are many opportunities for accidents to

ignorant or careless operatives* The employees are protected, however,

under the Workmen's Compensation Act of Massachusetts, in case of injury.

Buildings, The modern factories oi Lawrence are built in

accordance with State laws and are usually safe ana comparatively health-

ful places of employment. The majority of ohe mills nave systems of

ventilation and the hoaitn conditions are generally good. Some of the

more recent buildings nave escalators to convey the operatives to tne

upper floors. Yet in spite ol tnese modern improvements, the newer

mills lack certain natural advantages possessed by tne older ones. The

erection or immense buildings has removed tne air spaces ana pleasant

vistas which were featuresof tne old days. In a book called
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"Loom and Spindle" written by a pioneer Yankee iactory girl, Harriet

Robinson, is the following comparison between old and new conditions:

"The cotton factories themselves are not so agreeable nor so healthful

to *ork in as they used to be. Once they were brigm, weil-ventilated

and moderately heated; sunlit windows, cneerful views, and fresh air from

all points of tne compass. But tnese buildings are now usually made into

a solid mass of connecting 'annexes' and often form a hollow square, 30

that at least one half of the operatives can have no outlook except upon

brick Walls, and no fresh air but that whicn circulates within this con-

fined space."

Conditions 01 work in uhe early days were probably not a great

deal superior to those of the present and the hours were undoubtedly

longer. The progress made in snortening the hours has been due to legis-

lative effort ratner than to capitalistic pnilanthropy. One advantage of

the earlier mill operative, however, was tne homogeneous character of

the mill population, and tne resulting congeniality of shopmate. The

foreign help are not treated with the same sort of consideration as that

shown to native born or even English-speaking operatives; qn tne otner

hand, tne foreign workers are oiten not agreeable fellow-workers, and the

general atmosphere becomes intolerable to those of American standards.

Among tne women operatives the standards of personal cleanliness, of mod-

esty and of behavior are not always American ones, and the majority oi the

English-speaking employees, except those either of a high degree of skill

and consequent high remuneration, or those too old to acquire a new trade,

are willing enough to leave the mills for less remunerative work in more

congenial surroundings.

Opportunities of advancement . The invention oi machinery

has lessened tne need of skill among the workers and consequently
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lessened tiie chances of promotion from unskilled to skilled wor/ .

.

There is not much prospect of advancement in the textile industry;

the wor£ soon becomes mechanical and for women, particularly, the

maximum of efficiency is reached at an early period of the employment,

and the remaining years hole out a vista of monotonous days in not too

congenial surroundings. As tar as advancement for men is concerned,

the positions with greater responsibility and higher pay have not

been filled, as a rule, from the ranks of Lawrence employees. While

cverseer6 and, in some instances, higher officials of minor standing

have worked up from the ranks, the chances of rise for the average

employee and the immigrant in particular are ver}' slight. Positions

of importance are frequently filled by transfers from mills in other

towns. Each year a new collection of youths, sons of stockholders,

come to Lawrence to -earn the wool business. The local newspaper re-

ports that John Smith, formerly quarterback at Harvard, is at present

engaged in learning the wool Dusiness from the bottom up, but the

comparison of the meteoric rise of John Smith of Harvard in his career

at learning the wool business ana the progress of John S, ith of Law-

rence who -ongs for a chance to learn the wool business is an illum-

inating if not disheartening fact. The mills, with rare exceptions,

have offered the remunerative positions in the plants to the sons of

the absentee stockholders rather than to the Lawrence men who have

begun in the ranks. There is as truly an aristocracy in the mill

business in New England as in the institutions of an olaer and less

democratic land.

Age and Sex of employees. The textile industry is one

which employs men, women ana children and is not one in which the

head of the family, it an unskilled, worker, will receive sufficient
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compensation to maintain his family without putting wife or children

to work. There is an apparent surplus of labor at all times. The

unemployed offer their services at the various mill gates every day,

and there are always more remaining unhired than those fortunate

enough to secure work. Unfortunately, immigrant women, particularly

of the Italian race, often find it easier to get woric than the men,

and the children find work still more availaole than their mothers,

with the sad result that in many an Italian home the economic condi-

tions of the family can be summed up in the words of tne one-time

popular song, "Everycdy works but father". Men of forty ana fifty

are supported by the earnings of their children, to the detriment of

the home, society and the child. While this is apparently true of

individual immigrant families, the sum total of employment relative

to age ana sex is a somewhat different natter . The figures relative

to the sexes of the cotton mill operatives show a slight majority of

males c*.
_er females employed; the figures of the Massachusetts Statis-

tics of Manufactures for 191o giving 3,500 males and 2,254 females

employed in cotton manufacture. In the wool and worsted manufacture

the proportion of males is still larger, there being 10,228 males

and 7,712 females.

During the Feaeral investigation of the strike of 1^12,

data concerning age ana sex of employees of four woolen and worsted

mills and three cotton mills were collected by the Federal Bureau of

Labor. Overseers and clerks were not included in the investigation.

The information was secured for the week ending nearest .November 25,

1911.

"The total number of textile employees for whom wages and

hours oi laoor were securec was 21,922, which was approximately two-





tnirds oi the total number employed in the textile mills of Lawrence

immediately preceding the strike. Oi' the 21,922 employees for wnom

data was secured, 12,150 or 55.4$ were males and 9,772 or 44.s$> were

females. There were 11,075 males over eighteen and 1,075 males under

eighteen in tht total of 12,150 males, while there were 8,520 females

over eighteen and 1,452 females under eighteen in the total of 9,772

females. 11 l/2^> of the total number of employees were unaer eighteen

years of are. The males under eighteen formed 8.8% of the total num-

ber of males and the females unaer eip;nxeen formed 14.9^> of the total

number of females."

Chi ld Labor Laws . Labor legislation as regaras children

in Massachusetts is not only much more restrictive than formerly but

it is also considerably in advance of that of the countries from

which the immigrant comes and of that of many of the other states oi

the United States. The minimum age for Great Britain is twelve years,

with half-time laDor for children between twelve and fourteen; for

Germany and France, the minimum age is thirteen years and for Italy

twelve years. It can hardly be stated f'aJriy that the recent immi-

grants are more eager than theearlier ones to put their children in

the mills. At all events, tne law at present forbids the lacor of

children under fourteen in the mills altogether, whereas the laws in

the early day allowed children to work at twelve and even younger.

It was quite customary for the children of the English, German and

French immigrants to send their children to the mills as soon as the

laws permitted, and the only races which have been notable in their

educational ambition for their children are the Irish and the Jews.

It must be admitted that some of t :e more recent immigrants, notably

the Italians, will falsify about their children's a.^e and send them
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to work byusing fraudulent age certificates, if possible. Judging

from the early school reports such falsification was not unknown,

though perhaps less carefully planned out in the days ox the north

European immigration. While exploitation of children shoula be con-

demned in any race, its causa is more nearly economic pressure than

racial tendsncy. Mary Antin says, "If we wish to know whether immi-

grant parents are the promoters or the victims of the child labor sys-

tem, we turn to the cotton mills, where 40,00: native American child-

ren between seven and sixteen years of age toil between ten and twelve

hours a day, while their fathers rot in the degradation of idleness".

The latest law limiting the hours of labor for children

under sixteen has haa the effect of keeping tne children out of work

until that time as many establishments will not oother with keeping

different time schedules. Whether all the children between fourteen

anu sixteen are in school all the time when not at work is a mooted

question even wi th school authorities. Properly to enforce this part

of the law would require a force of inspectors ana truant officers

greater than the tax-payers would wish to pay for, while in order that

the school attendance of benefit to the childrenprovision of more

school accommodations ana special courses of study would be necessary.

Hours of Labor for Women. The enforcement of the law

relative to the hours of labor for women in textile industries was

one of "che contributory causes of the Lawrence strike of IdlZ. Up

to this time, Lawrence had perhaps suffered less from strixes than

the average mill city. Her industries before the erection of the

mammoth plants of the American Woolen Co. and the expansion of the

Arlington had progressed with a graaual de Vilopment and equally

gradual assimilation of newcomers. The erection of these mammoth
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mills, with the corresponding influx of alien labor, Drought another

factor into the unaustrial life of the city.

The Lawrence Strike . The Lawrence Strike of 1912 fo-

jused tiie attention of the industrial world upon Lawrence for a time.

Many contributions to current magazine literature as well as the

sensational newspapers gave to the outside worldan altogether false

representation of the Lawrence situation.

The federal report on the strike says, "The textile strike

in Lawrence ana the conditions which followed were not primarily due

to any condition peculiar to Lawrence. The general conditions of the

textile industry in all of the large distinctly textile towns, and

the striKe in Lawrence and the conditions attending might just as

easily have occurred in any other of these to ns"

.

The immeiiate cause of the strike was a reduction in pay

which in turn was caused by a state law which became effective Jan-

uary 1, 191,., and which reduced the hours of labor for women and

children under eighteen from fifty-six to fifty-four hours a week.

Two years before, the hours of labor for this sane class of employees

had been reduced from fifty-eight to fifty-six hours a week, and at

that time the earnings of ooth time workers and piece workers were

readjusted so that their earnings were not diminished by the fifty-six-

hour week. With the reduction in hours in 1912, however, the time

and piece rates were not readjusted, ana this reduction in hours re-

sulted in a reduction fo weekly earnings of 6 4/7$. Moreover, while

according to law, notices were posted in the mills concerning tne

hours of worx per day under the new law, no notice was posted con-

cerning reduction of wages although naturally the operatives were

very anxious on this point. Up to January 1, no official statement

had been made cy tne mill officials concerning the subject. At a
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meeting of the Lawrence English branch of the I. V/. w. on January 2,

1912, a committee was appointed to confer with the mill officials ana

to ask for a definite statement concerning the effect of the change

of hours upon the wages of the employees. The officials at some of

tne mills refused to confer with the committee and no definite state-

ment appears to have been made to the committee by any mill. There

was a definite determination among the unskilled non-Sn.^lish speak-

ing operatives to strike if their weekly pay envelope contained less

than under the fifty-six-hour schedule.

Tne strike began following the first payday unaer the new

law, ana wnile a few small strikes occurred during the first ten

aays of January, 191^, tiie general strike ana walk-out commenced on

the afternoon of January 11, 1912.- The strike lasted fifty-seven

working days and the total number of employees out of work variea

from 14,000 to £6,000 according to the Federal Report. According to

the Massachusetts Statistics of La^or, of the employees thrown out of

employment, 3,404 were strikers and 12,786 were non-striker s

.

Of the racial groups active during the strike, those most

in evidence were the Italians and the Poles, although the Syrians

were somewhat active also. These races aid most of the picketing,

came into mo3t frequent conflict with the police, ana in fact, were

tne advance guard although the planning ana directing of the strike

was done by the Franco-Belgian branch ana the £ng ish speaking lead-

ers. The strike was notable in that it was the first manifestation

on a large scale of the I. W. W. in the textile world.

Laoor Organizations at the Time of the Strike . Of the

30,000 to ^5,000 textile mill operatives in Lawrence, there were

probably considerably less than 3,000 enrolled definitely in labor
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organizations prior to the strike. Hie skilled crafts, which were

mainly composed of £ng ish speaking workers, had approximately ^,500

members. These organizations among the skilled workers included

mule spinners, wool sorters, loom fixers, cotton and woolen yarn

workers, warp preparers, dyers and finishers, menders, slashers, print-

ers ana engravers ana these unions were organized along trade lines

aiming for a general bettering of conditions of labor, while still

accepting the existing social order and wage system. They consti-

tuted out a small portion of the textile population, however, since

traae unions had been ignored by the corporations and condemned by

individual overseers and superintendents prior to the stride.

The I. W. W. claimed a membership of 1,000 at the time of

the strike, out it has oeen stated on reliable autKority that there were

not more than oOO paia up members at the beginning of the strike and

that two-thirds of these were in the Franco-Belgian branch. This

Franco-Be lga-in branch had been organized in Lawrence for seven years

before the stride. A Portuguese ana a Polish branch had been organ-

ized four years oefore out had maintained an active existence for but

a short time. An Italian branch had oeen organized during the summer

preceding the strike. The Industrial Workers of the World, organized

on racial or national lines, aims to bring together in a single union

all wage earners whether skilled or unskilled, ana although lixe the

traaitional labor unions, the organization aims for the betterment of

the conditions of labor, it is opposed to the existing undustrial

metnods ana to the wage system. The motto is the "abolition of the

wage system".

Examples of their -propaganda are shown by the following

quotations from proclamations issued by the Strike Committee:
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"Workers have dared to rebel against conditions that were

unbearable. Because they have dared to assert their manhood and wo-

manhood and determinedly insisted for an opportunity to live by their

labor, hired military Hessians have been sent to Lawrence to terror-

ize the workers intc going back to work.

They have taken away our wives from the home, our children

nave been driven from the playground, stolen out of tne schools and

driven into tne mills, where they were strapped to machines, not only

to force the fathers to compete out that their young lives may oe

coined into dollars for a parasite class, that their very nerves,

their laughter and joy denied, may be woven into cloth."

In the statement made by Lawrence Textile Workers' Strike

Committee issued in March 24, 192»2, the date on which it went out

of existence, the nature of its sentiments is clearly stated.

"The power of the Industrial workers of the World increases

hourly. Its mission will oe accomplished, the battles will cease,

the class struggle will end only when the working class has overthrown

the capitalist class and has secured undisputed possession of the

earth and all that is in it or on it.

To this final overthrow of the present capitalist system,

the I. W. W. works unceasingly. Every member of the organization is

pledged to a revolutionary policy that admits no compromise and knows

nothing of contracts with employers, of aroitration or of peace."

Not oy any means all fo the textile operatives were at any

time dealers of the I. W. W. , but a considerable majority of unskilled

workers of the recent immigrant races were not only members out active

followers of the propaganda. Of the leaders of tne I. W. W., the

r.ost prominent were Joseph J. Ettor and Wm. Haywood, although Arturo





Giovannitii and Elizabeth Our ley Flynn were also prominent. Ettor,

a young Italian of great personal magnetism and an agitator trained

by work in the McKeesport strike, by his Knowledge of the Italian lan-

guage held the key to the Lawrence situation and is still more or less

a popular hero with his race. He and Giovanni tti were arrested quite

early in the strike on charge of inciting to muraer following a riot

in which a woman was shot. It was claimed that incendiary speeches

by the two men inflamed the crowd to commit this outrage, although

neither were present at the actual shooting. Giovannitti and Rttor

were ooth acquitted oy a jury on November 25, 1^1£, after a trial in

the Superior Court of Essex County.

After the imprisonment of Ettor, Wm Haywood, notorious as

the man tried for the murder of Governor Steunenberg of Idaho, as-

sumed leadership and seemed even nore lawless and incendiary in his

speeches than his predecessor.

A local leader who achieved con iaeraole notoriety as the

head of the local Italian branch, Angelo hccco, was notable only be-

cause of the fact that at tne time of the strike he was a pupil of

the Lawrence High School. Certain newspapers made considerable cap-

ital of this fact but since he was a man of twenty- seven who was in

the Lawrence High Scnool after years of mill work in order to prepare

himself for college, it will be seen that his revolutionary tendencies

were not due in any way to that institution or to the American sys-

tem of education, since he entered the high school without an elemen-

tary public school education.
i

Violence during the Strike . The stride was marked through-

out its duration by lawlessness of such a nature t:iat the city had to

seek outside assistance., not only of the Metropolitan Police out also
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of the State Militia. At one time during the strike, twelve companies

of infantry, two troops of cavalry andnany members of out of town

police aided in the establishment of law and order. The Feueral

report says: "After the first few days, there were but few clashes

between the police and the strikers which approached the nature of a

riot. While on one hand, it may oe stated that few strikes involving

so large a number of employees, unorganized, undisciplined, and many

of them unfamiliar with our language and metnods of government, have

continued so long as the Lawrence strike with so little actual violence

or riot, it must also be said xhat during almost the entire period

the situation was a tense and threatening one, and there was hardly

a time that a slight cause might not have produced the gravest disor-

der culminating in riot and bloodshed". Two lives were lost as the

result of the strike, one being that of a young Syrian bayonetted by

a militiaman in pushing back a crowd, and the other that of an Italian

woman shot by a stray bullet of a rioter. The person who caused the

death of the woman was never found and the militia seem "to have shroud-

ed in mystery the unfortunate bayonetting of the young Syrian, whi ih,

nowever, was manifestly more accidental tnan intentional.

Militia during St- ike . The quartering of the militia

upon the city, while probably a necessary precaution to prevent severe

rioting, had, nevertheless, certain regrettable effects. ile it

convinced the excitable foreign population that the law must be obeyed

at whatever cost, it also gave them the idea that the militia of the

Commonwealth was connected in some manner witn the capitalistic class

and that even in America there was no real spirit of fair play. In

a certain interesting symposium collected in the "Survey" snowing

different viewpoints in the Lawrence strike, a member of the militia

givesan interesting side light on this phase of the question.
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"There was too much of the feeling that re were fighting on

the side of the mill owners. Our orders were to guard tne mill pro-

perty and to keep strikers who were known to us or who were wearing

badges from approaching within two streets of the mills. No one of

us felt that he was like a policeman in the employ of the city to do

justice to all its citizens. We were quartered in the mills and were

lighting on the side of mill men to protect then: from the violence

of the enemy. We had excellent accommodations in the mills and were

constantly receiving favors from mill men. I doubt whether any officer

of the militia was particularly interested in protecting the strikers.

Nothing was said to us about their rights n° suggestion was handed

down that we treat both sides fairly."

In direct contrast to the sympathy to the strikers latent

in the orainary militiaman is an article written by one of the officers

quartered in Lawrence for twenty-five days, Walter M. Pratt. In an

article in the New England iiagnazine which is principally lauaatory

of the mill owners ana the militia, he shows his total lack of con-

ception of the point of view of labor by this sentence.

"It is largely a man's own fault if he receives only the

average wage. Any intelligent person may oecome a sKilled weaver and

xeceive twenty to twenty-five dollars. " He, however, neglects to

enumerate the details by which any intelligent man may acquire the

weaving art if he happens to be only fortunate enough to get an un-

skilled job. The mill owners are not in the habit of allowing the

unskilled help to practice on the looms in spare time.

Exploitation of Children in Lawrence Stride . Among the

unique methods instituted by the I. W. W. in the course of the strike*

none caused more sensational discussion than the sending away of the
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children of strikers to be cared for in distant cities. Equally sen-

sational was the comment on the subsequent refusal of the police

authorities to allow the children to leave the city. About ,;00 child-

ren were sent to New York, 30 to Barre, Vermont, 40 to Philadelphia,

and ±0 to Manchester, New Haugpshire. The first 114 sent to i^Jew York

were sent on a bitter cold winter day, paraded through. New York streets

and exploited in order to gain money for socialistic propaganda. Thi3

action was condemned by the press throughout the country and feeling

was particularly strong in Lawrence that there was no necessity of

sending the children out of town since adequate relief could be ob-

tained within the city. Mary Boyle O'Heilly in a newspaper comment

said, "Under existing laws, children cannot beg or sing in the streets.

Why should scores of children be taKen from school and sent from

state to state to chant revolutionary songs and plead for funds on the

claim that such a course is a demonstration fo conditions? 'The ^500

expended to carry the children to New York would provide them with

food for a considerable period". Moreover , several children had been

sent to New York ana other cities without the con::ent of their parents,

some operatives had been terrorized into sending their children away

and parents had received word from their children that they were not

satisfied with conditions in the homes in which they were placed and

they wishea to return home, while one or two children claiming to have

come from Lawrence had been found wanaering on the streets of New York,

The dissatisfied parents could get no ass. stance in the return of their

children from the I. W. W. authorities, and public sentiment was strong

in urging the municipal authorities to -prohibit the further exploita-

tion of children. Tne City Marshall of Lawrence proceeded to stop

the removal of any children from Lawrence without the written or oral
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consent of their parents, in order that no Child should be sent from

the city unnecessarily. On February 22, a large number of children

were to be sent from the city. These children and those accompanying

them were interviewed by the city marshall at the railroad station

ana informed of relief ootainaole in the city with the result that

all but eight women and fifteen children left the station, bince the

eight remaining women would meke no answer to the inquiries of the

police as to whether they were the proper guardians or parents of the

children, these women and children were conveyed to the police station

in an auto truck. These women and children were never technically

placed unaer arrest but were uetained at the City Farm until the

fathers of the families came and acknowledged the parentage of their

children and agreed to have them in Juvenile Court the next Tuesday.

Later, forty or fifty children were sent to Philadelphia. On this

occasion there was no interference by the police except that they

required the lists of names and addresses of those sent away.

While the press an^ the public of Lawrence and other cities

had unanimously condemned the exploitation of the children, never-

theless, criticism of the action of the poiice in preventing their

exodus was equally drastic. While there may be honest difference of

opinion concerning the wisdom of such a course or the particular meth-

ods employed, the Lawrence authorities were clearly justified in

thinking that parents by their action in sending their offspring out

of the state to homes about which tney had no Knowledge were violating

the law providing for the care of neglected children and which des-

cribes a neglecteu child as one which is "growing up without education,

without salutary control, without proper physical care, or under cir-

cumstances exposing him to lead an idle or dissolute life". Certainly
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there was justification in this viewpoint since reports had been re-

ceived of Lawrence children wandering about &ew Yoric streets. A great

deal has been written concerning the rights of parents to send their

children on vacations whithersoever and whenever they may desire, but

such a right presupposes an investigation by the parent of the place

to which he is sending the child. Much sentimental sympathy has been

wasted on the mothers of these children, who, if they were so timorous

as to be injured for life by a ride in an auto trucK and a few hous's

detention by the police, might have better intrusted the sending off

of the children to their valiant husbands who remained safe at home,

quite willing to have their womankind bear the fcrunt of the situation.

Moreover, the police detained only those children who were accompanied

by persons who refused to divulge their relationship to them, a pre-

cautionary measure necessary on account of rumors of kidnapping.

Two of the parents of the children prevented from going

away on February 2'd admitted that tney were sending tneir children

away because they had been told strike relief would be stopped if they

did not do so, and that if they applied to the city for aid their

children would be ta&en from them. Two children were being sent away

by their mother without the knowledge of their father who was working

in Wakeiield; one woman who was sending her children ay/ay had $748

on her person; another had §17t>j while one other parent was sending

away a child then on probation for delinquency. The sensational state-

ments in the yellow press and by I. I. W. agitators concerning the

clubbing of women during the affair and the separation of mothers and

children in different cells at the police station we^e alixe unfounded

on fact. One of the women in the truck tried to push to the ground

an officer mounting the side of the truck, and he in turn pushed her
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into her seat, while an officer in the truck tried to restrain her

further activity. The women and children were not put in cells at

the police station out remained in the guardroom for a snort time

until they were transferred to the City Farm and kept there only un-

til the fathers came to claim their children.

Of all the children sent away, it is much to be doubted if

any cut a very few could not have ceen cared for by agencies within

the city. Many of those sent away had parents amply aole to provide

for them. The newspaper notoriety acquired by some of the little

wanderers featured them as utterly destitute when neither necessity

nor want existed. A long article illustrated with the photograph

of a little French girl described her as so needy of clothing that

a complete waro.ro oe was of immediate necessity. An interview with

her disclosed pitiful tales of constant underfeeding and overwork,

while her parents were described as toiling ceaselessly for a mere

pittance. As a natter of fact, the girl in question, a particularly

bright and attractive girl of thirteen, was the only child of Frencn

parents who were both highly skilled weavers. She had been notice-

able in the ecnool wnich she attended for her neat and tasteful at-

tire and generally well-groomed appearance, and her parents since

they were receiving strike relief and had always had good wages were

probably lar setter able to provide for her than the New York woman

who, with a large family of her own and no great means, had taken her

her in to srve her, as she thought;, from utter misery.

Relief Organizations Assi sting Strikers. The strikers

who belonged to the unions affiliated with the Central Labor Union

represented the bettei paid operatives and had, aside from individual

savings, a regular systen of relief to strikers.
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Under the auspices of the Yomen's Trade Union League of

Ecston, a relief station was established at the headquarters of the

Central Labor Union. Milk, bread, shoes and clothing were given di-

rect to applicants from this station. Kegular days were fixed for the

distribution of relief—English and non-Fnglish speaking applicants

coming on different days. Certain commodities were given by orders

on different stores. A trained nurse was maintained to assist sick

families

.

The Strike Committee which was organized the fourth day of

the strixe had for its chairman an official of the Industrial Workers

of the World. This committee was in charge of the strike ana was

composed of representatives of organized and unorganized strikers.

Thjs strike committee sent out appeals for aid auring the strike and

it has been estimated that relief funas averaging $1,000 a day were

contributed during the strike. The stride committee organized a

relief committee of twenty-four members— six forming a central com-

mittee and eighteen conducting the investigations necessary to deter-

mine whether applicants for relief were strikers or not. Eleven

races represented on the relief committee were Armenians, English,

French, Franco-Belgian, French Canadian, German, Irish, Italian, Let-

tish, Polish and Syrian.

The Kelief Committee provided soup kitchens for men without

families, but ior families and for women, food was generally sent to

the home. In some cases, store orders were used. The families were

also provided with small quantities of fuel. The weekly food allow-

ance varied with the size of the family, the minimum for one person

being £c an., the maximum amount §5.50 for a family of ten. Two doc-

tors gave medical attendance to members of the I. W. w. The appli-
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cants i or aid were supposedly investigated, toy the reiiei committee,

necoras were Kept of all persons working through the strike ana no

aid was iurnished to these people. At the different soup Kitchens,

food desired toy a particular nationality was served. Tnere were two

Kitchens maintained toy the Italians, one by the Syrians, one cy the

Polish, one toy tne Armenians and one at the Franco-Belgian Hall for

nationalities not otherwise provided for.

Certain contributors to the relief fund of the strikers

felt that the money was toeing used to pay salaries, transportation

expenses forchildren* s exploitation in distant cities and for special

food for Ettor while he was in jail, instead of relief for strikers

and their families who were in want, and an injunction was asked for

by the Attorney General in the name of three contributors, James VL,

Prenaergast, Herbert S. Johnson and Robert A. Woods, on March 11, 19l£,

against withdrawal of funds from the Lawrence Trust Co. for other

than relief purposes, for the appointment of a receiver that an ac-

count toe aken ana that restitution be made of money wrongfully with-

drawn. A temporary injunction was granted and the matter referred

to a Master who reported that the fund was toeing used for spreading

I. W. W. propaganda, for exploitation of children, for board of Ettor

and Giovannitti while in jail, for legal expenses and for bonds for

those requiring them and that the bookkeeping was so conducted that

it was impossible to distinguish for what purpose amounts had been

contributed. Approximately $62,564 had been received up to March lb,

^46,188 had been deposited in the bank, not to the credit of the

Lawrence Strike Commit te but to the Industrial Workers of the World,

leaving a large oa lance unaccounted for. Later, a sun. of §10,800

was transferred from the Lawrence BanK to a flew York one. Judge
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Loring of the Supreme Court of Suffolk County, in his finding of

October 11, 191b, ordered several members of the strike committee,

including Joseph Bedard, Wm. Trautman, and Joseph Shaheen, to account

for the sum of fib, 379.85 which was spent from the strike funds for

other than relief purposes, and also that Wm. Yates account for the

sum of §5,800 paid out of funds ana unaccounted for. These individuals

were ordered to pay these sums with interest from time of filing bill

to time of payment to the Clerk of the Supreme Court. The eases have

been appealed and re-appealed but a misappropriation of funds seems

clear

.

A relief station maintained by out of town social workers

from outside funds supplied a few hundred school children with cocoa,

soup and sandwiches.

In spite of all the relief furnished by laoor organizations

Doth of the traae unions and the I. W. ¥»'
. , a considerable number of

people who were not entitled to strikers 1 reliei suffered extremely

from the strike. These persons were forced out of work because of

che strike and remained idle either because they were intimidated by

the threats of the strikers or were deprived of work due to lack of

mate.ial on account of striAe conditions in some departments. To

such workers no aiu was given by labor organizations but private

organizations and charitable individuals, as well as merchants who

gave credit, helped a great deal. A new organization, the League of

Catholic V.
;omen, sprang into existence as the direct result of condi-

tions caused by the strike. In tne grammar school of the central

district it soon became evident that seme children were suffering

from lacK of focu in spite of abundant reliei furnished by the labor

organizations. As a result of thorough investigations made oy the
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teachers at the homes of ihe pupils, it was found necessary to feed

in the school daily from twenty to fifty children. The food given

was prepared by one of the teachers aided by the pupils, anu consisted

usually of cocoa and bread and molasses in as large quantities as the

children desired, No children were fed who were receiving aid from

any labor organization out only children of those families who were

cut of work on account of the strike but not directly participating

in It, This policy was adoptee not in criticism of the strike but

because relief of different kinds was furnished to the strikers and

there was no neea of supplementing such aid. The children were fed

in a small room where the food was prepared, and with as little pub-

licity as possib]e. The money supplying the food was given by the

Women's Club. All the investigation was done by different teachers

under the supervision of the principal. There were but few cases

of imposition unearthed, but startling discoveries were made concern-

ing destitution prevailing after such a comparatively snort period

v
of unemployment. Through the help of the Arer.tine Club, another or-

ganization of women in the city, additional aid was furnished to partic-

ularly needy individuals , and by co-operation with charitable persons,,

complete rehabilitation of severalfamilies was accomplished. Kelief

work of a similar kind was done in the primary schools of the Central

District

.

The investigation for relief given by the labor organizations

was on he basis of whether the applicant was a strike- or not. Other-

wise, apparently, his needs were net closely scrutinized, for it was

a matter of common gossip that many received aid who were in no sense

needy or worthy of it. At several times during the strike, breadjines

were established and to them, naturally, was a ready flow of all anxious
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to get something for nothing. Free distribution of shoes ana rubbers

in the same haphazard fashion fitted out boys with rub ers who had

never before known the use of such commodities.

Kesult of the Strixe. As a result of the strike, some

50,000 textile mill operatives in Lawrence secured a wage increase of

from 5 to <Ofi, increased compensation for overtime and the reduction

of the premium period from four weeks to two weeks. As an indirect

result of the Lawrence strike, textile mill operatives throughout Mew

England received wage increases.

A6 to thejustice of the cause of the striKers, one must con-

clude either that the mill owners were satisfied with the justness of

the claims or else, intimidated by either the incendiary methods of

the 1. W. W. or the prospect of a Federal investigation, they granted

the wage increase for politic reasons.

In general, the feeling of the public in Lawrence was that

the operatives in the mills were very poorly paid and it was hoped that

the wage increase would be given. The socialistic ana -narc:istic

propaganda of the I. W. 1. antagonized seme of the trike sympathizers,

and the lawless attitude of the strikers and their interference with

the rights of peaceable citizens caused a still further lack of sym-

rathy. It mny be said also, that although the Lawrence public was

very glad that the strikers gainea their demands at the close of the

strike, they regretted that the labor agency chosen to represent so

many of the strikers was the I. W. W.

The Wages in the Textile Industry . Technical improve-

ments in the machinery used in the textile industry have increaseo. the

output of the workers oy enabling them to manage more machines or se-

cure a larger output from one machine. The benefit from these inveru
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tions, however, has been largely to the manufacturer since by lowering

the piece rates the operatives 1 earnings do not advance.

The Federal report on the stride gives the following sum-

mary of the situation at that time. "The actual economic condition

of the families of the workers in the textile mills of Lawrence cannot

be easily pictured by a mere statement of indiviaurl earnings. It is

obvious from the figures oi" the earnings that the full-time earnings

of a large number of adult employees are entirely inadequate to main-

tain a family. Thus the ill-time earnings of 7, £75 employees, or

about one-third of the total covered by this investigation, are less

that $7 a week, qi the 7, ?5, earning less than $7 a week, 5,bb4= were

eighteen years of age or ever, ana 5b. 5> of the 5,t: 94 were males.

These "ages, however, are r.ot peculiar to Lawrence. The wages in that

city are not lower than in most other textile tOTms . The jlain fact

is that the textile industry, as far as earnings are concerned, is in

large part a family industry. It gives employment to men, children

end women. The normal family of five, unless the father is employed

in one of the comparatively few better paying occupations, is compelled

to supply two wa?;e-earners in order to secure the necessaries of life.

From a study of a table showing earnings, it is very apparent that in

many occupations if the father of the family has not at least one

child old enough to go to worK, it becomes necessary for the wife to

enter the mill to supplement the earnings of the husband, in order

to maintain a family. Where, as is often the case, the father, the

mother ana three or more sonc or daughters are at work and contribute

their earnings to a common family fund, the family can live in comfort

and lay a tidy sum aside weekly in the way of savings. But. on the

other hand, the economic condition of the head of the family in one of
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the poorer paid occupations, with two or three children so young as

to necessitate the -..other remaining at home to care for them, is one

of extreme haraship"

.

While it is a fact that the wages in Lawrence are no lower

than in any other textile center, it is also true that wages paid in

the American cotton mills are higher xhan in Engl nu, ana the English

mills pay a higher rate than tne continental ones. With regara to

the wages in the wollen ana worstea mills, John Eruce McPherson, in

the September. 191 , Bulletin of the National Association of Wool

Manufacturers say: "Whether or not the wages paid are as high as the

industry can afford, I ao not say, out if the figures of the Tariff

Board are to oe accepted, then the wages paid in Lawrence are higher

than those paid for similar service in either Providence or Phiiadel-

phia, two other important centers of the worsted industry; and for all

classes of help in the mills are f om 43.3^ to 184^> higher than those

paid in Great Britain"

.

Wnile comparison with other industrial centersshows conditions

worse than in LawTence, it is obvious that the fact that there exist

worse paia individuals is of small consolation to the underpaid toiler.

Irregularity of Employment * The wages paid per week can

never be an index of the earring capacity of the worker since the

weekly wage aoes not show slackness of employment. Previous to the

stnxe of lyl£ , there had been much complaint ..oncerning the slackness

of wor^:, and conditions, in tne opinion of Lawrence tradesmen and oper-

atives, have been worse since the strike. Idleness of the unskilled

operative with a small weekly wage is a great hardship whether this

idleness is caused cy complete cessation of work for a period or part-

time worx for seri es of weeks. It is plainly evident by contrasting
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the greatest and smallest numbers of those employed in the different

industries that there are, within the city an- within the call of the

mill, large numbers of persons awainting employment when tne rush

os>T
seasons begin ana ooviousiy with work in the dull seasons. The iigures

tor the 1915 Statistics of Manufactures for Massachusetts saow a maxi-

mum of 5,515 persons and a minimum of 5,47b persons in the cotton in-

dustries , and a maximum of 22,b92 employees and a minimum of 11,384

employees in the woolen and worsted manufactures. These iigures indi-

cate a surplus of 13,145 workers on hand, to be called on when the

plant is running at its fullest capacity, and not used when times are

slack, yet there is nothing inherent in either of these industries

which justifies a seasonal production although, no doubt, greater

profits may oe secured in that way. Sometimes worxmen out of employ- .

ment at one plant find work at another in the same city, out in general,

when worz is slack in one mill the conditions are similar throughout

the city.

The much heralded wage increase gained by the strike was

more apparent than real since slackness of work since that time has

greatly reduced the yearly earnings. Whether this scarify of work

for Lawrence rills is aue to general financial depression or to arti-

ficial depression by the incorporated companies owning Lawrence mills

because of the strike activity in the city is a much discussed point.

It is claimed that Lawrence companies having mills in other sections

of the country send to them their orders in preference to Lawrence,

thus punishing the Lawrence strikers. The general industrial depres-

sion since the war has added to the tensity of the situation in Law-

rence and the winter of 1914 and 1915 was memorable for unemployment

and underemployment. The Massachusetts Keport on Unemployment for
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tlie quarter ending December 31, 1914, in regard to Lawrence, says:

"There appeared to be an unusually large number of people unemployed

at the close of the year, a conservative estimate being 7,000. For

:he most part, these were unskilled operatives in textile mills, but

the estimate included also a large part of the men who were formerly

employed in the machine shops The distress seemed so acute that

a ommittee was appointed ana an appropriation was voted by the City

Council to relieve the distress by furnishing provisions, clothing,

fuel, etc."

Industrial conditions in other textile cities in Massachu-

setts do not show as high a per cent of unemployment as Lawrence, the

percentages of unemployment in thetextile industry in other textile

cities given in the Baffle report show only 3.?;j out of work in Fall

River, 12.9}o in Lowell, 19,<$> in ttew Bedford, contrasted with 49.<i c
/j

in Lawrence, it would seem that there might be seme truth in the per-

sistent rumor that Lawrence was -eing selected for the textile scape-

goat. The immigrants being the culic of the unskilled labor have been

the heaviest sufferers from the unemployment.;.

Practically all the Lawrence mills are in the hands of in-

corporated companies ana the active management is in the hands of an

agent or superintendent, the financial end, including the buying and

selling, in the hands of a treasurer, while the stockholders are al-

most entirely from out of town. That this absentee ownership has

been a det.iment to the well' re of the employees is a self-evident

fact for the very human reason that stockholders, like employees, are

human oeings who are capable of sympathy ana. good-fellowship. The

individual stockholaer or director may have known that a portion of

the mills were idle auring the past winter ana may have even had an
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inkling of disciplinary -.easures, but it is safe to say that if he did

Kr.ow of it he did not realize it. if a realization of tne misery ana

squalor into which a family is plunged by continued unemployment or

underemployment were possible for him, an amelioration of conditions

if possible would ensue.

The average yearly earnings in the city of Lawrence are es-

timated by Massachusetts Statistics of Manufactures for 191o as ^478.80.

The average yearly earning in the woolen and worsted i.ills which is

the industry employing the majority of the foreigners was $455.40, and

in the cotton mills $4dl.91. It will be seen that the majority of the

immigrants in the city who are operatives are Deceiving a wage oy this

estimate less than that which most economists consider a living wage.

Fr. Hyan,in his book, "A Living Wage',' says: "First of all, anything

less than fbOO per year is not a Living Wage in any of the cities of

the United States; secondly, this sum is probably a Living Wage in

those cities of tne Southern States in which fuel, clothing, food and

some other items of expenditure are cheaper than in the i>iorthj thira,

it is possibly a Living Wage in the moderately sized cities of the

West, worth ana £ast; and fourth, in some of the largest cities of the

last-namea regions, it is certainly not a Living Wage".

Other In -.ustries . The other inaus tries in Lawrence employ

immigrant help as well as the textile mills, especially in the rougher

occupations. The machine- s -lops , foundries and bobbin shops utilize

Poles for heavy work. Canadian workers are useci in the wood-wording

trades, both as carpenters and boDbinmakers. The Canadians seem to

have a natural aptitude for this sort of work and have varie:. aerrees

of skill in it. The paper mills which are a rather important industry

in the city formerly employed principally Irish among the immigrant
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help* out Poles are fast finding their places in the mills for heavy

work. In the one mill in the city which makes rugs ana carpets, pos-

sibly more of the help is Irish and German than in the other mills.

In the pioneer years from 1845 to 1849, .he dam, the canals,

the mills and the dwelling houses lor operatives were constructed .

In these constructive years, the Irish were the hewers of wood and

drawers of water. In later years when tne construction of new mills

was undertaken, the Italian had displaced the Gelt as a day laoorer.

The Irish wording at the time of the construction of the daffi were

paio. lower wages than their Italian successors, although it was pro Li-

able that the money had a greater purchasing power. Laoorars in those

days earned from $.34 to $1.00 a day, while mechanics earned from $1.50

to $2.00.

In the building trades, all classes of immigrant labor have

always been employed, by the contractors wno themselves are of the

different races. Italian contractors are forging their way ahead in

the last few years. Many of them are illiterate and have progressed

merely by dint of industry and thrift rather than by knowledge of the

work. They employ as cheap labor as can be found. In the making of

cellars, cement and granolithic walks, plastering and bricklaying,

they are perhaps most proficient. The earlier Irish and German con-

tractors worked in precisely the same manner as the American contrac-

tors. Many of them were heavy investors in real estate, building and

selling at considerable profit. The building trades are, in general,

well organized by the trade unions, although, the workers are undoubt-

edly feeling the competition of immigrant labor, especially in skilled

work.

Lawrence is so situated within easy reach of the two indus-
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trial centers, Lowell and Haverhill, and wit.-iin good commuting dis-

tance from the great city of Boston, that some of her inhabitants find

work in these cities. Many Italians found work in the shoe shops of

Haverhill during the 1912 strike depression in Lawrence and have since

retained this work, out prefer to live in Lawrence because of the ad-

vantage of the larger Italian colony. In a similar way, members 01

Polish, Syrian, French and Italian races find occupations sometime

in the small textile mills in the Andovers and in the rubber factory

there, cut they live in Lawrence because they prefer city to rural

life, hoi many of tne immigrant races except the Jews have business

which takes then to Boston daily, but many of the Italians and Syrians,

merchants in Lawrence have had previous experience in Boston and are

in touch with the foreign colonies there.

Tne Immigrant in Business . The numbers of non-English

speaking people in the community presupposes not only the necessity

of clerks in the larger stores able to speak the different languages

but also the establishment of stores catering to the varied wants of

member of the different races. Food products are first of all desired

from merchants cognizant of racial tastes . The employment of many

women of tne immigrant races in the mills makes a correspondingly large

aemand for oread and bakery products since the operative has little

leisure for household tasks. Tnere are twenty- three manufacturers of

oread and oakery products within the city, prominent among wh^ch are

the bakeries on strictly racial lines. The English bakers who were

the pioneers in the occupation catered to public at large, but the

succeeding immigrant bakers have a tr~de confined almost wholly to

their own race or neighborhood. The various qualities of rye bread

and varieties of klichen desired by German palates, the bread peculiar
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to the Jews, the different breads of each province in Italy are all

supplied by bakers who have a distinct clientele. The Italian women

sometimes make their bread at home and send it to the baker for bak-

ing, as is the custom in Italy. The numbers of Polish female opera-

tives in the mills, an the peculiar custom of the boarders in each

house preparing their own iood, make the Polish bakeries ao a thriving

business. ~>he Polish people, too, show a great -ondness for Ameri-

can pastry an_ sweet cakes as well as their own particular products.

It seems to be the ambition of some or the later races to

leave the industrial world and enter the mercantile one as rapidly as

possible, and the wages of the first years of work in the mills are

hoarded to set up a .business enterprise. Some of these storekeepers

have been in business in their own country and have followed their

justomers to America. Others aave acquired in America the capital

necessary for a start. While grocery and provision stores are estab-

lished by each race, tne Syrians tend to specialize in dry goods, Jews

in the clothing, snoe and r.illinery business as well as in second-

hand stores, pawn s.rops and in the junk busines, while the Italians

achieve their best mercantile development as proprietors of fruit and

provision stores. The Italian storekeeper employs :ew, if any, clerks

outside of the family circle and often makes no attempt at the delivery

of goous, out his abundant stock of fruit and green vegetables testi-

fies to the Italian tastes in food since the majority of the trade is

with his own race. The artistic ana attractive displays of fruit and

vegetables by the Italian venders have stimulated the interest of the

American public in such articles of diet, and this race, wrile them-

selves acquiring American habits, have Educated America to a -iaer

consumption of fresh fruits. On the streets little frequented by Amer-
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icari8 and in stores not generally patronized by Them, the attractive

and bountiful stoe& is typical of the artistic temperament of the

dealers. Italians are found also in tailoring and cobbling establish-

ments, usually working for a time in native establishments oefore start-

ing up for themselves. A considerable number ci the Italians wor/i at

easonal work in railroad construction ana ether outside work ana re-

turn to the city in the winter months. The profits of the ooss or

padrone who usually hires the gang are in such cases highly superior

to the wcges of the inaiviaual laborers , while the living conaitions

in the construction camps ere often a aisgrace to American civiliza-

tion. As the Italian is a desirable farm laborer also, many find

employment on the iarr.s of the nei?hooring country. Some, too, work

their own small plots at Pleasant Valley or wor-< as laborers tor their

own race . The farming in Pleasant Valley as yet has not assumed large

proportions commercially , although manv proprietors of the Italian

stores ccquire their vegetable stock from this source to some degree.

Tne bvi.an grocery stores are not as attractive to the eye

or as heavily stocKed as the Italian ones out the Syrians have a pro-s-

perous business in dry goods . a field practically untouched oy the

Italians. these small stores cater to their own race ana to other

immigrant races who think they can buy cheapeT than at the larger Amer-

ican stores. Syrians ana Armenians also nave stores wnere lace and

embroiaery ana such goods are sold to a purely American tr?iae. The

Syrian pedaler of laces ana embroideries is De coming as familiar a

figure as her Jewish predecessor and her trade is ...ost frequently out-

side the foreign district.

The Jewish provision stores do not present an attractive

appearance and cater to their own race entirely. Tne Mosaic laws,
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still strictly adhered to by the recent immigrants at least, make the

butcher shops where meat is prepared according to law a necessity.

The clothing, furniture and jewelry business which is done princi-

pally on a credit basis is not by any means confined to a racial trade.

The class of customers is naturally, however, those receiving small

pay. The Jewish shoe dealers specialize in so-called sample lots of

cheap shoes and have almost a monopoly on that sort of trade.

The German delicatessen and provision shops have been so

long estaolishea as to be taken as a matter of course. The excellence

of the product of the German sausagemakers ana the cleanliness of the

butcher shops have given the race an American trade. The successful

working out of the principle of co-operative buying, in the establish-

ment of the German Co-operative Association, which maintains a store

dealing in groceries ana provisions, has perhaps lessened the fiela

ior private enterprise in that airection. There are manufacturers

of the felt shoe worn by the Germans in the house, which cater only to

German trade. Of the higher positions in commercial life, requiring

a larger amount of capital, the Germans are well represented in the

hay and grain business, in the building ana contracting traaes and in

the jewelry business. The fondness of the Germans for ceer has neces-

sitated an establishment of several brewing and bottling plants. The

number of German saloonkeepers, while there are some, is prooabiy

lessened cy the fact that the German prefers to drink at his club or

at his home rather than at the bar.

The American banks have not wholly net tne neeas of the re-

cent immigrant, and for that reason, r?cial banks have had a t:iriv-

in?~ e:i3tence. The Italian bankers, who usually do a thri ing steam-

ship ousiness also, ar9 a potent factor with that race. Unfortunately,
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two ox the Italian bankers in Lawrence, who happened, by the way, to

be related to one another, aosconded a couple of summers ago, leaving

t :eir depositors without security. For one bank, the claims of the

depositors were about $3,000, part oi which was deposited cy the people

in tne bank tor safe-keeping, ana part of which was deposited for

transmission and which was never received by the people to whom it

was sent. The assets of the bank consisted of a safe ana some furni-

ture of a total value of $150. Both of the bankers who disappeared

were unuer personal bonds of less than f3,Q00. The only property

owned by one was a house ana lot mortgaged by his bondsman who fore-

closed after his aisappearance . Obviously, a strict enough accounting

was not demandea of these particular banKs. The steamship agencies,

in all cases, are of course a gre t stimulation of further immigration.

The undertaker of the race of tne immigrant is a figure of importance

in the foreign district. Deaths, like weddings and births, are events

of social importance in the colony and the extravagance of the fune-

ral is, by no means, a measure of family prosperity. The tendency

to extravagance in iunerals is a well-known failing o f the poor in

every ra e, and has had its manifestations in the immigrant from the

poor Irish wi_ow "/ho "ives her husoana an "ilegant wa.e", in spite of

the needs of her children, to the Italian whose ideas of funeral de-

corum include a band as well rs numerous carriages. Like their Irish

predecessors, the immigrant undertakers, who also re~p a profit on

hacks for weddings and christenings, are soon on the road to prosper-

ity and become important socially and commercially in the foreign

colony.

The poolrooms which are often attached to Italian barber

shops and fruit stands are the gathering places for the men of the
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neighcorhocd. Sometir.es, the shop is a meeting place without any

necessary equipment. In the Syrian colony, coffee houses supply the

reed of a gathering place ana the proprietors shortly assume positions

of pre-eminence in the cclony. Greeks, of whom there are very few in

Lawrence, tend to run candy stores, fruit stanas, boot- clacking es-

tablishments, ana in these occupations are the keenest competitors of

the Italian.

Practically all of the immigrant races in Lawrence have oeen

consumers 01 some form of alcohol. At present, there are eighty-six

saloons ana the races are well lerresented both by the patrons ana the

dealers. The liquor dealers have had more Irish representatives than

of any race ana Irishmen havefrequently found this business a road

to prosperity. The Germans too nave oeen in the ousiness a great deal.

It became necessary when the Poles came to the city for the Irish to

employ Polish oartenaers to cater to that thirsty race. In consequence,

some Poles have gone into the ousiness. The Poles con ume enormous

quantities of oeer at all times but particularly on Sundays end at

weadings. In spite of this, the Pole loses less time by his debauches

than the irishman, who drank whiskey rather than beer. The Irish,

being convivial or inkers, found the saloon q greater temptation than

any other race, although the English ana Scotch v/ere very similar in

their attitude towara liquors. Vv'hile the Italians drink wine very

frequently, they, like the Germans, are rarely intenperate . Members

of the race are in the liquor business and are also manufacturers of

soft arinris. The Italian is abanaoning his native light ~ines ior

American, beer and whiskey, much to the detriment of the temperance of

the race. The French Can-:aian who in Canaaa uses only "whiskey bxe.nc"

becomes accustomed to American armies out is not often an offender by
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intemperate habits.

Concerning the immigrant in business, the 1914 Kerort of

xhe Immigration Commission says: "The fact that the immigrant, pecu-

liarly handicapped by his ignorance of the language and American cus-

toms , succeeds in so many instances is more remarkable than that he

shades in the failures of the ordinary beg.nners in business. In nis

business undertakings, therefore, the immigrant presents no special

problem, nor one, in the absence of fraud, with which the btate , as

such, is concerned".

The Immigrant in Dome st ic Service . The immigrant, with

the exception of the Irish, has not entered into domestic service to

any great extent, Irish housemaids constiiute the majority of those

in service in Lawrence, although a few Polish, and Swedish girls are

to be found. The Polish girls are very unskilled and usually work

at housework only because mill work is unavailable. The Swedish girls

are skillful out there are a very small number in the city. German

women frequently go out at day work but the unmarried women consider

mill work more desiraole. The Italian women occasionally work for

the more prosperous members of their own race but almost never for

any other race. The Irish married woman, if forced to work either

because of the unsuff iciency of her husband's wa es or his inability

or unwillingness to work, ta.--.es more willingly to the wash tub as a

source of income. Very frequently in those unfortunate Irish hemes

where the husband and father is the victim of either drink or tuber-

culosis, the heroic efforts of the mother will accomplish the almost

impossible task of being bread-winner and homemaker, and her educa-

tional ambition for her children is often in inverse ratio to her in-

come. French Canadians are also capable laundresses but rarely enter
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domestic service. Both the Irish and French Canadian wcmen enter the

field as boarding and lodging housekeepers. The Irish, particularly,

seem to have the field of mealing houses. The French boarding houses

and those nun by Canadians not French have not the highest reputation

usuall3r as regards the standards of morality of the inmates, some-

times the proprietres considers this none of her business, sometimes

she is ignorant of conditions and sometimes, also a partner to such

proceedings

.

Very naturally, when women work in the mill the traditional

worK in the home such as washing, cooking a' d sewing is done outside.

Milliners and dressmakers are found of every race but probably the

most successful with their own racial patrons as well as a wider circle

of clients are the French. The Jewish tailors are making competition

keen in the suitmaking line, but they have not complete possession oi

the field by any means, since Italian and Polish are catering to those

of their own race.

The Italians, Portuguese, French and Germans are all repre-

sented as barbers— some having independent shops and some wording for

American firms

.

Many of the immigrant women who have come to Lawrence have

been accustomed in their own countries to the use of midwives at child-

birth, and prefer such attendance to that of doctors. The midwives

are seme of them trained ana skilled women from continental schools

of midwifery but others are untrained, illiterate ana dirty. Their

fee was much less than that of a doctor also. The effort to enforce

the law forbidding them to practice this year has been fraught with

more or less hardship for their immigrant clientele, whose feelings

are shocked by the necessity of a male physician. The problem of
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eliminating the midwife has not yet reached the stafre where the re-

sulting conditions are capacle of analysis.

In the professions of lev; and medicine, the immigrant is by

no means unknown. Of the doctors and lawyers in the city, a large

percentage are of Irish descent—American sons of Irish parents. The

Irish mother has unbounded ambition for the rise of her son in pro-

fessional circles. There are but few Italian lawyers, although many

of the law firms employ interpreters to get the Italian trade. The

cie-s have come to the front in the legal profession and have a large

clientele among their own race who do a g eat deal of law ousiness.

In the medical lines, there are doctors of almost every race in the

city. The immigrants do net altogether patronize the doctors of their

race. Judging from the exterior appearance of the homes of some of

the Italian doctors, one does not wonder at this preference. The

dental profession is a favorite for French Canadians and Jews as

well as for the older immigrant groups.

In the field of education, the Irish, in the second genera-

tion, furnish the largest number of workers since a consideracle major-

ity of Doth men and wo: en teachers are of Irish descent. The Germans

have supplied the largest number of music teachers, although the

Italian is now offering a little competition in that line. In fact,

the immigrant or his descendants can be found in almost every line

of human endeavor in Lawrence. Naturally, the second generation _o

the older immigration occupy the positions socially nd economically

important

.
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Education ana the Immigrant.

Public Schools . The problem of educating the immigrant

has always been a task for the Lawrence schools. The early immigrants

being of the English speaking races fitted into the machinery fo the

schools and no i-djustment of the subject matter to the foreign child

was necessary. In the past twenty years, the tas* has become more

difficult through the ignorance of the Eng ish tongue on the part of

the school children.

An investigation of the nationalities of the different

pupils in the public day schools of Lawrence made by the Superintend-

ent of Schools for his report of 1914 reveals the following conditions.

Birthrlace of Pupils.

In Lawrence 6,494
" kass. outside of Lawrence 959
» u. 8. " " Mass 689
w Foreign Countries 1,944

or

Native corn 8,142
Foreign born I * 9^4

The investigation of the nationality of the parents gives

the following tabulation:

American 2,859
Italian l,5.e>0

English 1,071
Kussian 999
Irish.. 819
German. 066
Canadian French 540
Polish 397
Syrian 308
Scotch ^68
Austrian 190
French 129
Portuguese 69
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Armenian d7
Belgian 61
Lithuanian 54
Sweetish 3*
(>reex 9
noumanian 8
"iu_kish 63

flova Scotian b
Canadian 4
iuewf cundianders 4
Dutch 3
Finnish 5
Australian 1

Hungarian 1

f;ast Indian 1

Welch 1

Others. . 79

TCT/iL 10,915

The majority of the foreign children in Lawrence attend

the schools in the central district, although the entire school sys-

tem rece:ves the children c± immigrants of earlier or later groups.

The special school for non-English speaKing children was

created in January, 1906 in accordance with the law passed by the

Massachusetts Legislature in 1905 compelling attendance at day schools

of all minors below the ace of sixteen who were unable to read and

write legibly simple sentences in English. The pupils who originally

attended this scnool were those illiterate foreign children working

in the mills up to January 190b, together with the recent arrivals

from foreign countries. The school started with a registration of

less than fifty, out owing co the strict enforcement of the law, the

enrollment soon passed 00, and for the first year of its existence,

the school enrolled 442 different pupils. As soon as the pupils at-

tained the rower to read and write or reached tne age of sixteen, they

were permitted to return to wor/,. Of the 44> children enrolled the

first year,
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.91 were French
172 were Italian
5k> were Syrian

and the remainder were Hebrew, Polish and other nationalities. The

necessity of a permanent school for children under wording age arriv-

ing irom foreign countries has led to the continuance of the school.

'The average membership of the school for the year ending June 1915 was

220 and durir.g the year, fc>31 different pupils were enrolled. The

majority of the present pupils are Italian. The other nationalities

represented are French, Polish, Syrian and Hebrew as wellas some of

the minor racial g -oups. Pupils of the school sometimes enter the

grammar grades, but the majority go to work direct from the school.

The primary schools in the central district accommodate

the younger pupils. Many of theee children, although born in America,

hear no word of English until their arrival in school. Italian and

Pc:ish children attend the s chools at the lower end of the district,

Syrians, Armenians and Portuguese, as well as Italiansana Poles, those

at the center, while at the upper end of the district, the national-

ities are Hebrew ana French.

The central grammar school receives pupils of cavers nation-

alities. A questionnaire of 200 pupils selected at random in the fifth,

sixth and seventh grades of tnis scnool gave the following data as to

cirthplace of pupils,

fc>0 pupils born in foreign countries
140 pupils born in America.

The nationality of the parents is summarized thus:

60 Italian I 8 Polish
42 Russian including (22 Hebrews
18 American (10 lithuanians
18 Irish
14 Austrians CPoles from Austria)
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11 Syrian
9 Polish (not Kussian or Austrian)
9 ..Canadian French
5 Canadian English
4 English
4 French
2 Portuguese
1 .German

100 Total

The number of homes in which another language ut English

was spoken was 154. The language difficulty, therefore, would exist

for many American born children.

tto estimate of the relative acility oi the immigrant school

children in learning capacity is possible because of the great diver-

gence of the time in the country, the language in the home and the

enrollment of the pupils. Certain racial traits are characteristic.

The Irish excel in oratory, language and history, but rebel at mathe-

matical drudgery* while the canny Scot and cooler Briton revel in

calculations and figures. The German children resemble the Polish and

Lithuanian children in slowness of start follows u. by a gradual and

steady progress. The mercurial Italian seems clever in the lower grades

out academic grind reduces his apparent orightness to mere vivacity,

and, lixe the French Canadian, he seems unattracted by present schemes

of education. The Hebrews take to books as a buck taxes to water for

the mo st part, cut no race is -ore eager or mere insistent tor the

marks that are the visiole signs of progress. In spite of language

difficulty, the Syrian and Armenian show steadiness of purpose when

the early days are past. Of the lesser groups, the Portuguese resemole

the Italians in motor-mindedness . The Swedes show brain power, slow

but sure., like the German, but with a greater brilliancy. All races

have their intellectual ana stupid members; all have certain natural

aptitudes

.
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Expenditure for Schools . Ir 1846, at the beginning of

the development fo the city, but th ee schools were standing within

the present city li~its, two on tne north ana one on the south side

of tne river. All were small wooaen buildings cut one story high, and

containing cut one class oom. The new town was not content long with

such meager accommodations, ana so zealous was it in providing educa-

tional opportunities for its children that in 1850, in respect to

school appropriations, it stood first in Essex Cour.ty and nineteenth

in the State of Massachusetts, in comparison with other cities of

Massachusetts— a state considered foremost in educational matters

—

Lawrence still seems to expend a proportionally large sum per capita

for e r ch cMld. The Superintendent's report showing a comparative

table of per capita costs of education in different cities of the state

in 1910 xollows:

Worcester ;-oo.6<i per capita
Springfi-ld 54.18
Lynn 32. oZ
Lowell 51.86
Cambridge 31.8b
New Bedford 31.79
Lawrence 35.11

Of these cities, Lowell and ftew Bedford more closely resemole Lawrence

oecause they, too, are textile centers.

The following data concerning expenditures for school

purposes is from the 1913 school report.

"Apportionment of Expenditure.

Of the $3.^8,951.74 expendea for scnool main-

tenance, over 78 l/3Jfe went to pay teachers, a]most 1^ was spent for

fuel and care of schoolnouses, 4%- was spent for booKs and supplies,

o,. for cost of general administration, and over 2% for minor miscel-

laneous expenses.
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Per Capita Cost.

It cost $56.97 to give a year's schooling to

each pupil in the average membership of the day schools -lot the year

1915. It cost $50.17 ior each pupil in the grades, ana $48.55 for

each pupil in high school"

.

School Housing at the Center . At present, the central

.district has within its borders, the majority oi the recent immigrants,

the district containing in all 5,125 pupils, native ana foreign in

1913. Eight primary schools, a large grammar school and a special

school for non-English speaking foreigners house the children located

within this district, in no field has public sanitation progressed

more in the last twenty years than in the construction of scnool ouilcu

ings . The newest of the buildings in the central district has been

in use thirty- two years ana the olaest sixty-six, and in consequence,

these buildings, excellent perhaps in their day, are not up to modern

standards. The seating accommodation, ample for a population living

in cne or two-family houses, is manifestly inadequate for a tenement

house population. Tne inadequacy of school accommodations is not a

recent matter, cut conditions have become much more critical within

the last five years. As the city grew and the population :^oved toward

the outskirts, new scaool nouses were an imperative need in the out-

lying districts. While conditions were steadily growing worse in the

center, the need of school accommodations was equally important out-

side. For the last few years, not only has there been overcrowding

within this central district . but children have been sent to different

schools outside the district, temporary buildings have been erected

ana for a portion of the year, part-time sessions have oeen held. In

lyl3, a survey of the school accommodations in the central district
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was made fay R. Clips-con Sturgis , foi many years., chairman of the School

Hous8 Commission of Boston, and an architect of such rank as to mnke

his opinion an interesting and valuable one. His findings, wnile not

entirely in accord with local opinion, are oi unquestionable value as

expert advice.

As to the population or the district, he makes this state-

ment. "In six years, the school population has increased 520. 400

oi this increase occurred between 191? and 1911. The district is

small, it can grow "cut on one side oi tne Common, and relief seems

rossidle there. The population is largely foreign, is therefore, apt

to shift j and it is difficult to locate accurately where tne future

pressure will come. In this, there is a possible hint that a large

building on the dead end of tne district might prove too large in a few

yea 3. The district with a normal numcer of aoout 35 in a room,

would accommodate 3,400 pupils. It actually has l,OOC mors than that.

The children are many of them foreigners ana should ce in

small classes"

.

With one thousand Children more than the district has

schoolrooms for, with thirty-five pupils in a room ana a self-confessed

need of smaller classes for foreign children, there would seem to

the unprejudiced observer, little danger in the erection of a large

scnooi ouilding. Tne foreign populationis , it is true, a somewhat

shifting one, but that tne Italians and Syrians have every intention

of mazing the district their permanent nome is evidenced oy their

baying of old and building oi new houses. Moreover * every old nouse

ccught by forei piers is soon increased as to the number of tenements,

the new houses are all large buildings, tne foreigners have large

families, ana every year tne state laws require longer attend nee in
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school. The shortening of the hours of labor for children under six-

teen has had the effect of preventing their employment in large easure

and consequently, sending them into school While the street f_oors

of many houses in the central district contain stores , there is also

an ever increasing number in the tenements above the stores.

In the center of the district is, at ^resent, on one lot,

a large brick grammar school ouilding of eighteen rooms, a small oriCK

primary school of seven rooms, four small portable buildings and a

wooden annex of five rooms which is a portion of larger ouilding par-

tially destroyed oy fire in 1910. On this site, Mr* Sturgie advised

the erection of a twenty-four- room modern ouilding with an assembly

hall ana administrative oirices for tne school department, although

he thinks a twenty-four-room ouilding may prove needlessly large for

the site. This new building will house the pupils now attending the

schools on the site as well as furnish future grammar school accommoda-

tions for tne children of the district. There are already thirty-four

schoolrooms on this site ana pupils enough for two more rooms have

been svat to oe housed in the casement of a school outside the district,

while two rooms of primary grade are accommodated in a hall. A total

of thirty-eight classrooms must find accommodation in a twenty-four-

room ouilding or find accommodations outside their present school dis-

trict. I or--- on the erection of this much need central grammar school

which was to have been started April 1, 1915 has been postponed tor a

time, on account of a controversy as to whether the building shou.. a

oe ere :tea by the city itself through its public property department

or oy private contractors.'

The remodelling of two of the smaller buildings in the

central district recommende I by Mr. Sturgis was attempted in the summer
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of 1914. One of the schools to ue remodelled was a four-room brick

building erected in 1852. The original plan by Mr. Bturgia was "that

it be enlarged oy adding four rooms to seat forty each, out not other-

wise changing the building". Unfortunately, after work was cegun, the

foundations were found unsafe ana as a result of the remodelling at-

tempt, the building had to oe torn down ana new one erectea with a

consequent great cost, and delay in construction.

The other ouilding to oe remodelled was also a four-

room brick structure, but of more recent construction, being built in

1882. It stood the strain of remodelling and was ready for occupancy

shortly after the beginning of the school year. In January of 1915,

the same school year, it was necessary to close the building, send the

pupils elsewhere and thoroughly overhaul the heating and ventilating

apparatus. Judging from popular comment . it is yet not an unquali-

fied success.

Mr. Sturgis in his comprehensive plan for improving the

housing of school children in ths central district maae several addi-

tional plans which have not yet been carried out by the city. The

three old f cur-room brio: buildings on the East Side of the district

j

he would replace by a new twelve-room lower elementary school building

on a new lot. The old :uildings could still be used to accommodate

the overflow until an opportunity came to sell them. Two wooaenfour-

room buildings on the West Side would also be replaced by a twelve-

room .ower elementary school building on the site of one of the schools.

Outside the district, ana north of it, across the Spicket, ne would

replace two wooden buildings containing eight rooms by a sixteen- room

upper eler/.entary school of brick. Whether it will be possiole for an

immediate action on the complete plan is unknown. It is hardly probable
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that the plan will be carriea out in its entirety in the immediate

future. The construction fo new buildings at the center will give the

immigrant child a brighter educational future. His past school snrir-

onment has been detrimental tc his health, his character and his educa-

tional progress.

Bes_cription in ^a_tai l of present ana past School Accom-

modations at the Center. When the schools were being established in

Lawrence ,the advice of Horace Mann was sought in connection with the

site of the principal grammar school at the center. Ths site chosen

did not meet with his approval and he advised putting the school in

the center of the Common, thus securing a maximum of light ana air.

His advice, however, was not followed, and much to the detriment of

the health and eyesight n merous succeeding generations, the build-

ing was so constructed as to be a menace ot the health 01 those at-

tending it. The increase of population in the central dist ic>; r.ade

enlargement of the school necessary? and though it has oeen condemned

oy school committees for generations, it is still in use, and will

continue to be until the erection of the new school. The building

faces the Common, "out only a few rooms get the oenefit of that pleas-

ant vista. On the west side for three-quarters of its length, it is

hemmed in by a church, while on the east side, the high school build-

ing, erected in I808, blacked off the light, until its destruction by

fire in 1910. in a history of the city written in 18t>8, the building

is referred to "as that incongruous pile of brick and mortar—the

Oliver School House". As Ion? ago as 1888. a special committee re-

porting upon the future educational needs o. Lawrence, referred to

the Oliver School thus: "the building is old, many of Its rooms are

poorly lighted and its safety has been more than once called into ques-
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tion" . In 1397, the Superintendent of Schools thus summarized its

conditon; "It has no system of ventilation whatever; it has sanitary

features that make it decidedly ooj actionable from a sanitary stand-

point; it is woefully ill- lighted. No infrequently, all the rooms

must be lighted by artificial means. Two rooms upon the second floor

and six upon the lower floor are artificially lighted a great part of

the time. Some of these classrooms are familiarly know among tne

pupils as 'dungeons'. It is criminal to oblige children to occupy

a building in which nearly every hygienic law is disregarded The

stairways are inadequate and the entrances are insufficient. The

result of a fire or a stampede would oe something terrible to contem-

plate. It is even more dangerous for evening classes tnan for day

pupils because in the evening it is ablaze with lights". In the school

report of 18' 8, the superintendent, after quoting the earlier reports

of his predecessors, emphasizes tne need of better schooling facilities.

"There has been since 1904 a steauy increase of the school population

cf this district, due to the incoming of an entirely new population,

mostly of non-English speaking pupils who have taken up their abode

in tne home of tne original inhabitants. The children of these immi-

grants neea the best, and deserve the best school facilities that can

oe contrived. They are not getting them now, and cannot get tnem un-

til we can get them out of crowded and unsuitable classrooms."

For forty-five years, the Oliver School was the only gram-

mar sC-ool on the north side of the river, for twenty years, it also
years

housed tne High School, and in its sixty-f ive^of existence, it has

undoubtedly done incalcuable harm to both immigrant and native born.

It is a momument to public inertia since agitation for its destruction

has been going on since 18b8. Its evil effects have borne most heavily
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on its recent occupants since it continued for them the evils of home

environment. Children from dimly lighted tenements suffer more from

aimly lighted classrooms than thosemore fortunate pupils whose homes

are of the best.

The agitation for the destruction of the school has made it

seem an economical policy to reduce to a minimum all efforts at re-

pairing and re-decorating. Walls from which the paint has peeled in

unsightly patches, ceilings discolored by leaky radiators and showing

numerous patches, blackboards from wMch the blackness has long since

been worn away, schoolrooms and furniture grimy with daily and nightly

use for many years combind to create an environment falling far short

of what a modern school should be.

The Special School for non-English speaking children in

existence since 1906 has had accommodations even poorer than those

of the grammar s hool. ihe pupils were originally housed in the old

high school building then vacant on account of the erection of a new

high school. The building was perhaps not ideally constructed for a

high school but it had no qualifications for an elementary school.

The large assembly hall, never particularly well-lighted, was divided

into four small classrooms by board partitions which went only part

way to the ceiling. This arrangement gave a minimum of .light ana a

maximum of noise. Other small classrooms were used ana since the school

seemed to be but a temporary affair, the smallest amount of money was

expended in remodeling the ouilding. It was supposed that the number

attending the school would rapidly decline since either oy reaching the

age of sixteen or acquiring the knowledge required by law, the attend-

ance would rapidly lessen. The increasing number of children between

fourteen and sixteen arriving in the city form foreign countries,
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however, and the congestion of the central district compelled the con-

tinuance of the school. The old high school building was destroyed by

fire in ^the—early-morning—of December 1910, fortunately not when

cChool was in session for whether the children would have Deen able

to get out of the building in case of fire is a doubtful point. Port-

able buildings were erected in the yard of the building and these,

together with an annex not destroyed by fire and classrooms improvised

in the basement of this annex, have furnished the accommodations of the

special school until April 1915, when the children were distributed

in various classrooms and the erection of a central grammar school

begun. The housing of the special school has been so poor that it

seems impossible for the school to have accomplished the excellent

work which it has during the years of its existence. The base;r.entroom,

poorly ventilated, noisy and darx,in which the "ste-.mer" classes com-

posed of the most recent immigrants were held differed out very little

from the steerage of a transatlantic liner, and must have given to the

new arrivals in America, a strange dea of the "land of the free and

the home of the orave". In direct contrast to the dinginess of the

building, However, were the brave attempts at schoolroom decoration

made by the teachers of this school.

The smaller schools in the district are not in as poor condi-

tion as i .ose first mentioned , and if not overcrowded, would be pleas-

ant, although not modern schools. Unfortunately, however, t-iree of

them are situated on streets where the constant passing of electric

cars makes the rooms noisy. None has playgrounds or yards adequate in

size

.

A summary of the past and prss'ent school accommodations of

the central district shows school sitssoften ill-suited to school needs,
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ation, lighting almost invariably bad, seating, inadequate to the

numbers of pupils, no attempt at school art or decoration and a large

number of classrooms out of repair. The schools of Lawrence are man-

aged by an unpaid board of four members elected at large, with the

mayor as chairman. The school committee may recommend or request the

erection of school ouiidi..gs or reconstruction or repairing of old

ones, but its powers are purely advisory. The City Council must vote

for the erection of the new buildings and the public property depart-

ment has charge of the repair of scnool buildings. The public at

large, of couise, in the last analysis gets the kind of school build-

ings it wants ana whenit wants them, if it is sufficiently interested

to make an issue oi the matter. Of the American tendency in such

matters, Eaward Howara Griggs pertinently remarks: "The poorer the

quarter of the city, the more crowded ana sordid the conditions of

its nome life, the greater is the need for spacious, beautiful schooi

grounds and buildings with artistic rooms. It is a sardonic evidence

of the breakdown of our democracy that we reverse the principle, put-

ting the most beautiful school environment just where the children

need it least, because its main physical and moral effects are accom-

plished in their homes"

.

Health of Children in school . Medical inspection. By

act oi the Legislature, medical inspection of public scnools in Mas-

sachusetts became mandatory in all towns and cities throughout the

state.. September 1,1906. The provisions of the act require the ap-

pointment of a physician or physicians who shallexamine all pupils re-

fereed to him or them by tueir teachers, uiagnose any disease which

these pupils may have, notify parents of c.efects discovered and , if
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necessary, dismiss pupils frcn: school for treatment. The law further

provides for the annual examination, by the teacher, of the sight and

and hearing of every child in the schools, and the notification of

the parents irom the same source of the existence of any eye or ear

defects, with a recommendation for treatment by an oculist or aurist.

The school physicians were at first appointed by the school board,

out, at present, the medical inspection of the school Children in

Lawrence is unaer the direction of the Boara of Health. Two physi-

cians and one nurse comprise the medical corps.

By the wording of the act, the physicians ere only compelled

to examine ana aiagnose pupils referred to them by their teachers, £

ruling which has the ocvious effect of causing the medical inspection

to oe aone by tee Cher s who mav or may not have interest or Knowledge

of the subject. A booklet supplied to the teachers describes the

symptoms of contagious diseases and the signs of adenoids, and besed

of such instruction, the teachers select such pupils as they think

need the physician's care , for his inspection. The physician may dis-

miss pupils from scnool but such dismissal will not necessarily secure

for them medical treatment. The school doctors visit the school on

an average of once a week, usually visiting the different ciassrccms.

The annual examination of the eyesight and hearing of the

children and the subsequent notification of the parent of defective

condit.ons with a . ecommendation for treatment by an oculist or

aurist is perhaps the greatest farce in educational procedure of the

day. iiore especially is this true in the schools that are attended

oy immigrant children or the children of immigrants. The number of

these children who receive medical treatment as the resuJt of these

notices has been pitiably small. It is usually requested that the
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notice sent home be returned to the school with the signature of the

parent. Such messages as "there ain't r.otning the matter with him",

,: she can have glasses when she can earn them", "there a a*t no doctor",

and oxnere of similar import are only a little less disheartening to

the teacher than those compliant parents who ieel thai their full auty

is accomplished by the purjnaee of glasses from the five and ten cent

stores, or the consultation with seme quack who precribefl magic balm

tor the ear ache . In a room of forty children who were grouped to-

gether as a peculiarly cackward class in 191^, there were eighteen

children who were defective in either eyesight or hearing cr both.

Notices were sent to the parents and in the majority of cases, a per-

sonal interview with the parent, cut in no case were glasses pro-

cured, although it was evident that the backwardness of the children

was caused at least to some degree by lack of medical attention. The

excuses vere that the children were small and would creak glasses,

that if an Italian girl wore glasses, her matrimonial chances were

ruined, that there was nothing the matter with the eyes anu ears of

the chile, while the excuse that was most frequent and often accom-

panied the others, was that the family could not afford medical atten-

tion. This was true in some few cases, and in many cases, the outlay

of money at ore time for examination of eyes and purchase of lenses

wouia have been a hardsnip, yet it could safely oe said that there

was no child unable to afiord glasses or aural treatment who did not

attend the "movies" at least ence a weeK. In an arrangement whereby

expenditure for examination ana glasses could be made in weekly in-

stallments, many parents unwilling, and perhaps unable to ma-<e the

complete payment at one time and not desirous of charity would procure

the glasses, i\o teacher who has the already heavy curdens of a large
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class o±" foreign children can, with profit to herself or her pupils,

dissipate much of her strength and energy in visiting the homes in

an effort to persuade parents to give their children proper medical

treatment. A follow-up system of school nurses and school visitors

might secure co-operation of home, school and some philanthropic

agency. As a result- of the poor response in some districts to the

reports of defective hearing and eyesight, there has been an inevit-

able lack of interest on the part of the teacher in making ana re-

porting the tests, and the whole procedure is fast degenerating into

a mere perfunctory unrolling of red tape.

In 1914, the Massachusetts Commission of the Blind reported

over one thousand children in need of medical attention oecause of

poor eyesight, to the Lawrence City Mission— a philanthropic agency.

As yet, however, no noticeable result has been accomplished.

Med cal inspection without school nurses is useless ana

with one nurse for a school population the size and character of that

of Lawrence, it is not at its best. As expressed oy Jane Adaams,

"The best of medical inspection succeeds only in sending the child

nome; they say such and such a child would have a bad effect on the

other children, ana therefore, he is sent to the family physician for

treatment. In most cases the family physician is not called in, be-

aause, in the words of Artemus Ward 'there ain't none 1

; ana, therefore,

the child is kept out indefinitely, and the public school so far as

that child is concerned, is doing nothing, and the child continues

to play in the alley and on the street or sit in the doors of the tene-

ments with the rest of them. The medical inspection got the child

out of school, and the visiting nurse got the chila back. It seems

almost foolish to have medical inspection without the visiting nurse"

.
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According to Dr. R. C. Cabot of Harvard Medical School, the

school nurse rapidly vomes to excel the young aoctor in detecting

the first symptoms of infectious disease. In "Health Work in the

Schools" by Hoag and Terman, the following data is pertinent: "In

Boston, under the inspection of aoctor s ana teacners, the average num-

oer of cases of scarlet fever discovered annually in the schools was

fourteen. In 1908, the school nurses found one thousand cases. This

disparity in efficiency, however, is in reality a disparity between

nurses and teachers, as previous to the introduction of the nurses,

the physicians had examined, for the most part, only those children

sent to them by tne teachers as suspects".

The nurse in Lawrence has a much larger number of children

to care for than is conuucive to efficiency, ana bhe has the added

handicap of poor equipment in caring for the children. Since the

majority of the diseases which require her attention are caused oy

uirt, a first requisite for her work is a place where the child may

be bathed ana taught to repeat the process for himself. In most of

the schools which house the poorest population, the only place avail-

able is a corriaor through which there is constant travel. There is

no hot water ana no suitable apparatus for bathing, if the child is

taken to the home, as is often done, the parents are at work and the

house deserted. When the mother is present, there are no facilities

for medical care. It is real missionary work which the nurse is called

upon to perform in the majority of her cases, and it false economy to

hamper excellent work with poor equipment.

Medical inspection, at its best, as it is required by Mas-

sachusetts law, if the school physician shows no tendency to give

more service than the law requires, aoes little more than remove from

the school, those-pupils whose presence is a danger tc the school or
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give the parent a formal notification of a defect or illness of • the

child requiring me ical attention. It furnishes no medical care a:.

a

examines, generally, only those cases recommended by the teacher, who

is qualified neither as a physician or a nurse. Since in the major-

ity of cases, at least among the foreign children, no action is taken

by the parent, the employment of the physician do not necessarily

effect the health of the city. Both physicians in their annual re-

ports give the number of children examined and ad'ised and excluded

but no distinction is made as to whether the same child is examined

everal times or several different children are examined.

One of the school physicians has summarized the defects and

diseases causing dismissal of pupils as well as giving a table of

percentages of diseases and defects. Such tabulation ought to serve

a useful purpose in outlining a course in preventive work, and shows

the best side of the scnool medical work as it now appears, for the

medical inspection which consists merely of a cursory examination of

pupils and leading to no constructive program, while it may increase

the su$ of knowledge of the person inspecting, is of little benefit

to the general public. The need of a definite plan and a definite

method of supervision is as necessary in the medical inspect - on of

the schools as in the teaching of the school. A standardization of

the duties of the physician and nurse is just as essential as that

of the teacher.

With the classroom teacher a consiueracle amount of health

work will always remain. It is whe who must be on the alert for

symptoms of contagious disease to notify nurse ari.
.
qctor; it is she

who will determine what are healthful habits in the scnoolroom and

upon her will fall the greatest burden oi insistence on cleanliness
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and the subsequent freedom from disease of the children within her

charge. The major part of the instruction the children will receive

in hygiene must come from her. It is manifestly to her interest to

fostei the health of her pupils since she is the one who suffers most

from unhygienic conditions in the classroom, for unlike the pupils

who are promoted from room to room, she frequently remains in a dark

poorly ventilated room for her entire school career, ana she also is

the one most subject to contagion because she must correct papers

h-ndled by the chiloren, and in very many lessons such as writing an^

drawing, she must come in close contact with the children in order to

properly instruct them. In some districts, moreover, she is exposed

to contagionf .:r different frcm that children* s diseases, since un-

cleanly home conditions and poor inheritance sometimes result in com-

municaole diseases not generally connected in public opinion with

school children. If the efforts of the teacher to safeguard the neaith

of her pupils and herself together with remeo.ial efforts of xhe nurse

and doctor were supervised by a director familiar, not only with

medecine, cut expert in public health work, invaluable public service

cculd be accomplished. In addition to this, if the co-operation fo the

public ana private philanthropy could be secured for the treatment

of cases now neglected because of poverty ana ignorance, not only the

health of the individual pupils but the community health would be

improved .

Perhaps the person who has the most inportant relation toward

the health of pupils is neither physician or nu se . cut the janitor.

On him, in great measure, dspends the cleanli ess of the cuilding

and of all itsappurtenances . By the rules of the Lawrence School Com-

mittee, feather dusters nave been foroiaden, and the sweeping is aone
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with material to lay the cmst and never .uring school hours. One

most mociern building in the city has a vacuum cleaner. The janitor's

ideal of cleanliness ior floors, furniture and windows is perhaps sex-

ting the standard for some of the children in the schools. A complete

system of safeguarding the health of the child woula aevise instruc-

tion of the janitors as well as the teachers, in hygienic matters.

In some schools, notably the olaer ones, school equipment

is lacking :or hygienic effort. Some children, often those of immi-

grant parents, come to school dirty and unfit to associate with other

cleaner children. The hands are roughened ana chapped from picKing

coal on the tracks or the dump, an<. it is an almost impossible task

to get them clean. The laciv of a proper place to wash up at home

senas the child to school in a condition to be a nuisance to himself

ena his neighbors. In Lawrence schools there are no school baths nor

warm water. Liquid soap was experimented with but ordinary b?:r soap

common to all is new in general use. Individual t owe is are, however,

supplied. The washing facilities of the Oliver School, which contains

over 800 pupils, consist of three Ginks, one on each floor, in a

public corridor, ano. equipped with a faucet for washing hands and a

ouboler for drinking. The water will not run in the bubbler if the

faucet is in use or vice versa, neither can the three sinks be used

simultaneously since the pressure or piping is defective, so that one

floor, as a rule, has water at a time. Al. owing five children fiom

each of the eighteen classrooms who require washing up—not an ex-

cessive number— it means one hundred an twenty chiloren in all,

a

much too large number for a maximum of three sinks available fo. use.

And when as is usual, a large number of children would like to get

drinks or obtain water for painting or similar activities, the dif-
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i'iculties of instilling the habit of cleanliness are considerable.

Under ordinary circumstance, a child should wash up at home,

cut in the tenement district extraordinary circumstances sometimes

occur and it is then that the poor facilities are felt. Aside from

the washing up that is necessary after ball games or rough play, the

chilrden who give trouble about uncleanliness are frequently chronic

offenders whose parents are often responsible for their condition.

Although cleanliness is not particularly cheap in circumstances where

every penny must be counted, itis not, by any means, the poorest child-

ren who are the dirtiest, dux more often the wayward, uncontrolled or

neglected children oi those parents whose excessive greed or thrift

prompts their, to spend little money and less time on their offspring.

The wife of an immigrant business man of unusual financial success

absolutely and flatly refused to wash the hair of her two little girls

on the plea that she had never done so and was too busy in the shop

to bother. On the other hand, one mother of eight children, said that

she washed every night after her day's worn in the mill in order to

h ve the meagre wardrobe of her family presentahle. It is. , moreover,

not so much that large numbers of children are dirty, even in the

central district, "but that the chronic offenders are so excessively

and incessantly dirty as to mar;e efforts at reform a discouraging

task, anu also to make it difficult to protect the clean children f^om

such consequences of uncleanliness as pediculosis, scabies, or the itch.

Physical Instruction . The prescribed amount oi teaching

relative to health in the schools has made nec ssary the adoption of

excellent system of health readers written under the direction of D.

.

'JulicK of the New 'fork Public Schools. There is no system of physical

education in the schools. Twenty-three years ago, a system of physical
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instruction was adopted by the scnocl comrr.ittee and a director appoint-

ed, cut the experiment died in its infancy ana since that time the

only physical instruction furnished is that supplied by the inuiviuual

teacher. A two-minute exercise or setting-up drill prescribed by the

school committee at various times .uring the day can haraly be con-

sidered adequate instruction for proper physical development. A few

years ago, a movement to introduce physical instruction by means of

games taught by tne individual teacher both in school and at recess

was inaugurated and was. in some measure, successful. The outdoor

games were, of course, pr etioable onl for a portion of the year and

not in all the school yards was there sufficient space to play a game

or suitable surface to play on. Practically all the teachers in Law-

rence are women and would be successful only in game teaching for

girls and very small boys. The playing of games in the classroom met

with obvious difficulties. In the first place, it was dangerous in

the older buildings because the rapid movement of the children caused

a noticeable vioration, secondly, the crowuing of desxs in the class-

rooms left so little space that any running game was a hazardous pur-

suit, an. thiraly, it was manifestly unhygienic because of the float-

ing dust caused by the marching, running and calisthenic exercises,

and last of all, it was inevitable variable because it rested on the

iniat-ve of the individual principal and teacher. It is still carried

out, in some degree, but large classes and small and crowded classrooms

generally reduce the physical aoiaity as well as the willingness of

the teacher to play games. The masters of the grammar schools usually

coach a ball team ana there are occasional games between schools.

Base call and football reach only a small portion of the total school

population, however.
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School Standards requirements f or Elementary rieachers .

School standards in Massachusetts are perhaps as high as in any stete

of the Union and Lawrence is toy no means belo?/ the Massachusetts stand-

ard. Richer communities may spend more money on their scnools and

outside agencies may co-operate to a greater extent, but the standard

of instruction has always been high. In 1875, the Lawrence Training

School was established and there, until 1900, Lawrence teachers in the

elementary schools received their training. The requirements for an

elementary school teacher in Lawrence now demand a diploma showing

successful completion of a two years' course at the State Normal School

and a further five months' practice in thy Lawrence Model School.

The standard Lawrence sets for its teachers in then practically higher

than that set for the state at large. For the last five years, most

of the new teachers have had a year or more experience outside the

city as well as the normal school education and the practice school

training. It is perhaps unfortunate that the state in providing for

the education of its teachers dees not especially train them for work

with the immigrant since this is an educational need felt all over the

state. In the courses of study of the Lowell Normal School, which

is the one which Lawrence girls attend, no mention is made of any

special study of the immigrant child nor is any but a cursory mention

of the proDlem evident in the report of the Commissioner of £aucation

for Massachusetts for 1913 ana 1914. The training of the teachers in

the most approved methods of dealing with language and social difficul-

ties is left, consequently, almost entirely to the city, which is

working out the problem in the lower grades under the able direction

fo the supervisor of primary grades. It is, however, the study of

the State to aid its teachers in solving the problem of the immigrant
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child instead of leaving the cities and the individual city to work

it out unaided.

Efficiency Tests, In 1909, Mr. Leonard Ayres, Secretary

of the Backward Chi Ldren Investigation, under the Kussell Sage Founda-

tion, came to Lawrence, gave a course of five lectures upon the back-

wara child illustrated with numerous charts representing g^apnically

conuitions in Lawrence as regards elimination and retardation. As a

result of investigation, it has been ascertained that the average

school system carries less than one half of its children through the

elementary grades. Lawrence carried half of its children through at

this time. The percentage of pupils repeating the work of the graue3

offers a measure of the efficiency of the school system. In the

aver ge system, these pupils constitute one-sixth of entire membership.

In Lawrence in 1909, they constituted one-eighth. Although in coth

these particulars, Lawrence was above the average, from that time the

schools have endea ored to reduce this retardation. The causes of

non-promotion at the time seemed to be principally irregularity of

attendance, and defectiveness. To remedy these evils, recommendations

for special classes for truant or irregular attendants and subnormal

children were ^ropose^. These plans were never carried out.

In June, 1913, Bfo of the pupils in the Lawrence schools

failed of promotion. There were 400 trial promotions made. In re-

viewing the progress, the Superintendent says: ,: It would seem that

we have gone as far as perhaps it is sensiole to go in the reduction

of non-promotions or in the increase of trial promotions. I suppose,

under our present organization, 3 or 10$ of non-promotions ought not

to ce .egaraea as a high rate of loss. I thin-: the decrease of non-

promotions has so far oeen entirely wholesome, and I am satisfied that
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the experiment ci' trial promotions has been handled with ?ooa judgment. w

The teaching body in Lawrence, as in any other city, is loath,

however, to measure the efficiency of a school system by promotions

or non-promotions, for indeed there are points in any system which

cannot be measured oy any such rule of thumb measures.

Coursee of Study . The children w-io attend the Special

School fox foreigners have a special course of study adapted to their

needs. In the early years of the school, only reading and writing were

taught, cut the course has now been enriched by arithmetic, language,

music and drawing. The oooks used are the special texts for foreigners,

augmenteu and supplemented by re -.ding books and phonetic methods suited

to the requirements of foreign born children.

Except for the Special School, however, the courses of study

in use in the schools of the central district are supposedly identical

with those throughout the city, but only the most optimistic of per-

sons woulu say that the standards of work are the same. Adjustments

ot the .eed of the child are inevitable whether the directions for

adjustment are printed , or verbal or tacitly understood. Work has

Deen progressing for the last few years in standardizing the results

in the various classrooms of the different grades in the city and from

the data thus collected, future plans will probably be mc-.de for the

different schools.

That language work will furnish many difficulties for the

pupil coming fr m abroad is obvious, ana the educational difficulties

are almost as serious for the child corn in America of foreign parents.

The vocabulary of the street and home is a language compounded of

many and divers elements including the foreign tongue, the clang of

the day, the wrongly heard and wrongly enunciated English as it is

•
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spoken in the tenements. Although the school in its five hours cannot

give much conversational opportunity to large numbers of children,

the English words which constitute the school vocabulary are generally

acquired correctly. The patient effort and constant hammering neces-

sary to eradicate such erros as "Yes, man", for "Yes m'am"; "I didn't

was doing it", for "I didn't do it"; "I stratched my paper", for "I

tore my paper" show not only that the English is not automatic out

that the errors proceed from a variety oi causes. "Yes, man" is caused

by poor auuitory training; "I didn't was doing it" by lack of lan-

guage sense; and "I stratched my paper" is a corruption of the Italian

"stracciare" meaning "to tear". Wnen a child has left school and

entered the mill, it takes cut a few short weeks to obliterate the

school accent and phraseology, and make a child who speaks a hybrid

tongue oi vreird combinations. Thus, a child stating the fact that

the mills are not running full time or are slack may express it in var-

ious phrases such as "i don't work for slack", "I make a slack today",

"The .088 gives me slacks". As each race has its own particular weak-

ness in "ronunciation and as the classes in the day schools are not

separated racially, various types of error often occur in one class.

When the time is all too short for systematic .j:ill in

spoken inc. written English, it sometimes seems as though the so-called

cultural subjects of music and ..rawing are, in their advance toward

technical perfection, absorbing more effort than they should, although

only a limited time is assigned them. From time immemorial, melody

has been the traditional -eiaxation of the racs, in schools of not

far remote date, the singing of songs was recreative period of the

day ana had an ethical uplift as well as a musical value. The tech-

nical worx which now fills the music period with studies of harmonic
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and melodic minors and mental gymnastics in key reading may oe dis-

ciplinary ana educational, but its cultural and relaxing v^.lue are gone.

To the average child of immigrant parents or of foreign birth, life

will furnish small opportunity for technical study of music, out there

is no life in however curren a tenement whose soraid outlook cannot be

brightened oy a hearty song of goodwill ana cheer. Ghilaren can

learn technicalities in music as they have learned equally senseless

and difficult things in the past, out discrimination is sometimes

needed even in striving for perfection. Henry Turner Bailey sums up

the situation of modern music teaching in the following words: "Music

is too often present as mathematics or mechanics. The souls of child-

ren are vexed, daily with sharps ana flats, with bars and aots, and

meaningless monosyllables, whew they should oe first awakened and

stirred by melody and harmony"

.

Love cf color is a characteristic dormant in us all and

especially strong in some of our recent acquisitions from over seas,

yet to read the truly artistic arawing course, one would imagine

monochromes the only expression of the artistic ideal. The ability

and the amoition displayed in the drawing course makes us fear the

ultimate result on the inartistic multitude. Elementary ^rawing

limitations are discussed by Albert K. Leaite in "Industrial Education":

"At present , it looks as though we vere trying to turn every elementary

school pupil into an artist, and the attempt must in the very nature

of things fail. The course must e both practical and aesthetic,

training the many to become artisans, and all to be able to appreciate

and derive pleasure from the contemplation of great masterpieces of

nature, painting, and construction".

Many of the children in Lawrence schools require instruction
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in civic duties. Civics is undoubtedly the one subject that a pub-

lic school should be expected to teach in a city having a racial com-

position like Lawrence. The wo: a is somewhat hampered by the fact

that the textbooks on the suoject seen invariably to be uescriptive

of New York, and the anaogy to Lawrence is not convincing to the

elementary pupil. Textbooks of different kinas have been inc.oauoed

into the schools amd although they are simple enough for the compre-

hension of the child, the worx lacks vitalisation ana interest 10

seme degree. Much minor instruction in citizenship, however, has

long been the portion of the schools. It is douotful if tne ordin-

ary citizen, who has not been inside of a schoolroom since he es-

caped from it as a pupil, realizes the breadth of information which

a well-wishing bat somewhat thougntless public passes on to the teach-

er to impart to young America, forgetting that this instruction is

a tax on the time of the child md the ingenuity of the teacher.

First of all ccmes the signification of the holiaa}^—who

else out the teacher can explain to the foreigner that Thanksgiving,

all signs to the contrary, is not the feast of tne turkey, but an

event truly commemcra :ive of Americ-n history. Then cone the numer-

ous days tcjbe properly described and explained,—Peace Day, Flag Day,

Memorial Day , Clean Up Day, Tuberculosis Day, Mothers' Day, Ar_or

Day, ana no doubt, the inventive American genius will, in time, de-

vise a meaning for every one of the 3t>5. In short, instruction in

anything and everything which is useful in the sum of numan intellig-

ence is the popular dictum concerning tne scnooi. Although well-

meaning philanthropists urge further social ana civil instruction, the

Lawrence scnools have not yet, reached the state thus describe^ by

A.Tnes -epplier: "Ana this irrational, irreveiant mediey, this educa-
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to sustained enthusiasm by their teachers, whom, may Heaven help! If

the programme is not full enough in can be varied by lectures on sex-

hygiene, lessons in woodcraft (with reference to boy scouts), and pic-

tures illustrating the domestic habits of the house fly".

In the Lawrence schools, the gi :1s in the fourth, fifth

and sixty grades are taught sewing by special sewing teachers. No

machine sewing is done. The material is furnished by the child. This

method has certain advantages in that it gives the child the responsi-

bility of providing a certain definite piece of work to be done, out

it has oovious disadvantages. In many homes, the additional cost of

buying material is a hardship and sometimes the child, unable to buy

on the installment plan, has to remain idle for some time while wait-

ing to save up the necessary money. Then come the inevitable compar-

isons of material,—Annuciata's is coarse and Helen ! s fine. Th---t

there might be some economy in purchasing such material in bulk is

of course, true. V.hy furnishing material for sewing would pauperize

the child anymore than furnishing high school boys material for man-

ual training and chemastry experiments or elementary pupils drawing

and writing materials is a difficult question to answer. For the

ooys, there is no handwork provided. Various simple forms of manual

work were experimented with, with defferent degrees of success. Among

them was cardboard constructio n work , basketry, and the simplest forms

of s cyd. This handworic for the boys was discontinued primarily be-

cause of the expense. Manual work to be of much educational value

should be in the hands of expert instructors. Cardboard construction

and basketry were forms which the classroom teacher was competent to

teach, but it is douotful if wood-cutting classes conducted by the
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average woman teacher have much educational value.

The Parent and the School . The foreign parents, as a

class, are desirous that their c ildren do well in school. They are,

however, prone to Keep their children at home when their services are

desirable as interpreters or housekeepers. The sriri'. of the home

is usually with the school cut this co-operation has out little ef-

fect, unfortunately, £or it is frequently impossible for an illiterate

or at best a Bon-English speaking parent to understand school condi-

tions to a degree sufficient to aid the school. He is far more apt

to ask the scr.ool to aid him, for parental authority is difficult to

maintain in America, and when Carmelo is sleeping out instead of under

the parental roc£, or when Jennie is suspected of rifling the treasure

trove in the boarder's trunk, it is to the busy school principal xhat

the distracted parents go for advice and assistance . When the parent

comes to school to interview the teacher or principal, there is usual-

ly the disadvantage of talking through an interpreter. These inter-

views between parent and pedagogue in the foreign district are apt to

sound like a snatch from a comic opera, " Everybody kick my Alberto I*

reiterated a foreign rarentj "The principal kick him , the teacher,

she kick him, and the truant officer, he kick him too." Tne indig-

nant denials from the teaching corps only mystified the bewildered

Sicilian, until his son explained that his father meant that the dif-

ferent officials had complained or "kicked aoout him"

.

One afternoon, a grief stricken father arrived in search of

his son who had not come home to dinner. In tones ana sighs rivalling

Caruso's he bemoaned, "Oh, my boy, he dead 1
. My Antonio, he dead—

1

kill myself

t

M When the teacher, cognizant of Antonio's failings,

suggested as a consolation that he might be playing "hookey" instead
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of being a corpse, the father as enraged at the suggestion as he was

griei'str icken before, shouted: "He play hookey, I kill him." So the

chances of Antonio's surviving the day seernea slight at all events.

Italian ternpests are like April showers, and by the next aay, all was

forgotten by both parties.

Loss to School of Children of forking Age . In Lawrence,

auring the year ending June, 1912, 520 beys and girls left the pub-

lic schools to go to work, before the completion of the grammar school

course, according to the report of the Superintendent of Schools.

Of these, 53 left from the eighth grade, 157 from the seventh grade,

and 111 from the sixth grade. The number leaving the fourth and fifth

grades or from the ungraded schools when attaining sixteen years was

not ascertained. There were certainly a consideraole number who left

from these grades. The majority of children who leave school to go

to work below the sixth grade are immigrants or the children of im-

migrants whose linguistic difficulties have kept them celow grade.

in the report of the Committee on Industrial Education of

the American Federation of Labor, published as Senate Document 956,

is the following indictment of the Amer ican public school system in

its relation to the child who must earn a living in the industrial

world.

"The present system is inadequate and unsatisfactory. Only

a small fraction of the children who enter the lower grades continue

through the grades until they complete the high school course. The

reasons, which seem to be the prime causes for withdrawal, are, first,

lack of interest on the part of the pupils, and, secondly, on the part

of the parents, and a dissatisfaction that the schools do not offer

instruction of a more practical character. The pupils get tired of
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of the work they have in hand ana see nothing more inviting in the

graaes ahead"

.

The problem of children leaving school before completion of

the school course is, it would seem from this report, a national, not

a local pro lem.

The reasons for this drift from school to work were thor-

oughly analyzed for Massachusetts by the Commission on Industrial and

Technical Education. Their findings were that:

"Universally live-sixths of the children in the cotton mills

have not graduated from the grammar schools, and a very large pro-

portion have not completed the seventh grade, wnile practically none

of these children have had high school training. Forty per cent of

these families nave 3hown a decided interest in a school which would

give their children wa-e earning powers, and have declared they wanted

their children to remain in school ; and what is more tragic, sixty-

six per cent of them could have kept them there. It is the dissatis-

faction on the part of the child which takes him from school, and ig-

norance on the part of the parent which permits him to enter the mill.

The 'responsibility of the school is great. We know how value-

less is the constant and universe complaint against the 'teacher'

.

Is it not rather the subject taught and the way of teaching it, in

addition to the numbers taught, which are responsible? Out of 35 or

40 superintendents interviewed in all sections of the State, all ex-

cept three are of the opinion tliat great lack is in the system, which

fails to offer the child w fourteen continued schooling of a prac-

tical character introduced and maintained by a central authority, es-

pecially qualified as to what should be done and how to do it, as

lccal powers could not."
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Investigation of the United States bureau of Labor on Woman

and Child Wage-earners showed of the c.ildren investigated by them i

in seven localities only 30$ left school to go to work through real

necessity.

While this evidence, gathered by experienced social workers

over the country, may seem well-nigh incontrovertible, a pertinent

suggestion on tne matter is found in"Inaustrial Education" by W. J.

Leake: "We in the New World are in the habit of flattering ourselves

by drawing comparisons between our conditions ana those that exist in

the Ola. We are told that if poverty exists at all, it is found only

in a ver3'" modified form In the report of the first Massachusetts

Inuustrial Commission, in 190t5, pa, ent after parent declared that they

could have kept their children in school had they wished to stay.

How far are these representations reliable? There is a tendency in

all people to exaggerate the aifficulties of their social and financial

conditions. It is highly probably, however, that a large number of

parents are actually in need of the earnings of the boy ana girl from

thirteen to sixteen years of age, and that a numoer of parentswho

make the necessary sacrifice to give their children extended training,

do so at the expense of their own health and usefulness."

In a textile city like Lawrence, a family whose head is an

unskilled worker and who has no income save his earnings finds it.

undoubtedly, a necessity to put the chila at work as soon as possible,

in the Federal Investigation of w-ges at the time of the strike, it

was found that one-third of the textile workers investigated earned less

than £7 for the week for which pay-roll data was secured. Ooviously

the children of such families leave school from economic pressure.

Doubtless all the children who leave the schools to go to work z.e
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not driven by the direst need, tout a lcrger percentage leave for that

reason than woulc. appear from school statistics. John Spargo wisely

says: "The children who go to work in the factories or mines because

they are "tired of school 1 or because • thev could not learn 1 are, it

is feared, not always, but too often the victims of malnutrition. The

school spends all its energies in the vain attempt to educate wasting

minds in starving bodies, and then, the child, already physically and

mentally ruined, goes to the mine or the factory, thereto linger on

as half-starved plants sometimes linger, or to fade away as a summer

flower fades in a aay"

.

The family may not be on the actual verge of starvation

when the c-,i}.a. ie ves school, cut the additional pay-envelope, small

as it is, may furnish some of the convent icnal necessities or minor

luxuries of life which even the poor crave in this modern age. The

majority of those who go to work leave school because the family need

their help. In many cases, an effort might be made by the family to

keep the child in school if the subject was approached tactfully.

Often the child is willing and anxious to leave s diool because

when he becomes a wa?e-earner, his position in the family circle is

a much more favored one. Although, as a rule, his wages are turned

in to the family treasury, he receives better clothes, more mone" to

spena on the "movies" and is allowed a very much wider latitude in

his pleasures and privileges.

Parents ambitious to acquire property or savings, sometimes

force the child early into tne economic worla because The mere pit-

tance the cnila earns helps in the great American game *zST*- get ting

ahead"

.

As a result of economic pressure, parental greed ana youth-
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ful distaste for school, a large number ci the school children in

Lawrence who are immigrants or the children of immigrants go to worK

at an early age. This is not a recent development, although there

is often current comment cn the recent foreign arrivals 1 forcing their

children to work. Some children have always gone to work at the

earliest opportunity and some children always will, until that far

distant Utopia arrives when poverty, disease, youthful folly and

parental greed are unknown.

Children are more willing to leave school if the school

environment is unpleasant and the lessons difficu t. it is sometimes

hard for those outside the school to realize that there is no royal

roau to learning in the twentieth century anymore that in previous

ones, and a child must make an effort to acquire knowledge even in

this age of pre—digested and simplified education, not all children

are inclined to learn from books, and the opportunities for motor-

minded children under fourteen are very slight in the Lawrence schools.

Investigations, not particularly in Lawrence, cut cities ci similar

type, snow a class of children who leave school cecause the school,

the work and the teacher were alike disegreeaole tc them. It is not

ceyond the province ot the principals and higher officials in the

schools to investigate such complaints. If there is any teacher in

the personnel of a city's corpjof teachers whose antagonistic and un-

sympathetic attitude toward any considerable numoer of children is

such that they will forego school rather than continue in her class,

•.here is something radically w-ong, either with the general disci-

pline of the schools or the ino.ivio.ual teacher. It a teacher is as-

signed an inejastic course of study, a rigid standard of promotions,

and a large class of pupils, difficulties in discipline cannot fail
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to ensue. Schools in their present form do not appeal to certain

types of pupils and it is a delicate question whether it is the duty

of the school to adjust itself to the needs of the abnormal pupil or

to continue in it<? beaten path of appeal to that famed myth of the

average child.

When the law limiting the hours labor for children under

sixteen was passed, some employers not only did not make over their

schedules to adjust their mills to the demands of the eight-hour law

fcr these children, but discharged all under that age on their pay-

rolls. By this action, 500 boys and girls lost their employment around

September 1, 1913. The problem of keeping track of these children is

reported on in the Lawrence 1915 School rteport:

"The names and addresses of these discharged minors were

furnished to the superintendent by the mills, and from this list an

alphabetical and a street catalogue were made for follow-up purposes.

This was supplemented by a list of children between fourteen and six-

teen, furnished by the school census enumerators. Much systematic

follow-up work has been done upon these cases, and at present writing,

practically all of these boys and girls have been accounted for. More

than 100 of them re-enterea scuool of their own accord. Many others

received employment as soon as they reached their sixteenth birthday.

A considerable number of them found employment , even before they be-

came sixteen, in the two or three mills which continued to employ

chiloren under sixteen, in spite of the eight-hour limitation. About

50 were found to have removed from the city, nearly all the rest

are at home, in not a few instances, taking the place of the mother,

who, in order to keep the family income sufficient for actual needs,

has gone into the mili in the place of the son or daughter forced cut
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of employment by the eight-hour law. The law authorizes the Superin-

tendent of Schools to issue permits to children under sixteen who are

profitably employed at home."

A new system of Employment certificates was instituted by

the State Board of Labor and Industries, September 1913. The re-

certii'ication was completed in Lawrence on October 15 of that year,

Lawrence being the first large city outside of Boston to complete the

re- certification.

Under the Massachusetts Statute, which limits the hours of

children under sixteen, the children under that age are finding it

increasingly difficult to get work. Seme of the mills do not hire

un.,er sixteen, preferring not to bother with different time schedules,

andthe mills who do employ children of this age have not nearly enough

places to accommodate t.:ose seeding them. The law then has had the

effect of keeping from work and in school a majority of these children

from fourteen to sixteen. The work which was done by the children

in the factories had no educational value. Whether the work accom-

plished by the children from fourteen to sixteen in school when they

have lost interest in school work is of any educational value either

is a mooted point. The mere occupation of a seat in school naraiy

consxitutes an education.

The High School . There is but one high school in the city

which accommodates pupils whether immigrant or American from all

parts of the city, the central districts or the outskirts. It is

the one spot in the public scnool system of the city where all the

children of all the people have a chance to meet. The high school

has had the children of immigrants since its beginning as a high school

because the Irish parents— the first-comers—were even more e ger
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than the Americans for their children to acquire booklearning . The

children oi' the other races are seeking its opportunities more and

more. The Hebrews are a distinct element to be felt in the high school

at present. The Germans have been present in more or less number for

a long time, although ths German child was rather apt to leave school

at fourteen until recent years. In comparison with the number of

French Canadians in the city and the length of time they have been in

the city, a relatively small number attend the high school— a fact

explained by their early entrance into the mill and by the tendency

of the Canadian parent to send his child to Canada to complete the

education. In the last few years, Polish and Italian and Syrian

children are entering the high school. This is due to their more

rapid progress through the grades in recent years, and to the short-

ening of the hours of labor for children under sixteen as well as to

the recent industrial aepression which makes work for children diffi-

cult to find.

Enrollment . 1,000 pupils were attending high school in

1913, and 8,529 in the elementary schools. In other wor^s, one child

in every ten in Lawrence enters the high school, or 10$> of the child-

ren are in the high school. The Lawrence High School is perhaps

unique among flew England high schools in that there are more boys than

girls as students.

The enrollment for December 1913 showed:

First Year Boys 808
Girls. . . .186

Second Year Boys 141
Girls. . . .142

Third Year Boys 94
Girls. ... 78
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Fourth Year , . , 71
Girls. . . . 30

Post Graduates
Girls

.

. . . 2

Total
Girls

.

. . .438

TOTAL 1,011

There were 128 graduates in June 1913. Of these graduates,

28 entered college and 8 entered normal school. The number of pupils

who go to college from the Lawrence High School is thus a very small

one in comparison to the number of graduates and an even smaller frac-

tion of the entire number who attend high sc iool.

Housing. The Lawrence High School Building is modern, in

excellent repair and by tne efforts of the "upils very extensively

decorated with woris of art. It is, however, much overcrowaea at

present, holding two sessions daily to accommodate pupils.

Standards of Teaching . The standard of teaching in the

school is high, the teachers, before obtaining a position, being re-

quired to be graduates of a college and also to pass an examination,

generally considered extremely difficult. About one- third of the

teachers are men. The teachers of the commercial department are not

required to hate either a college diploma, previous experience, or

success in passing in an examination— the requirements in this depart-

ment being in some respects lower than those for the elementary scnool

teachers.

Physical Training . The physical training of tne high

school pupil is limited to those selected athletes who represent the

school on the gridiron, diamond or track. The majority cf the school

under the present policy is relegated to tne grandstand or tne side
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lines. One of the men teachers acts as coach to the athletes, his

salary for this work being furnished by the Athletic Association, wnich

in turn gets its main revenue from the gate receipts at the games.

For girls, no physical instruction is given. There seems to be a

growing realization, sensed in educational journals of the day, that

physical training would be a good thing for every student in nigh

schools as well as for the few athletic specialists who have in the

past monopolized the field, often injured their health permanently in

contests ill-suited for school boys and almost inevitably reaped little

benefit save an overweaning sense of importance.

Courses of Study . Practicallyjio choice is offered between

a college preparatory class and a commercial course except for the

boys who may take manual training. This has the effect of making the

high school a cross between a college preparatory school and a com-

mercial school, while lacking some of the good features of both in-

stitutions, 'i'he college preparation is. needed by so minute a faaction

of the school population that it seems to be a rather expensive in-

vestment for the taxpayers, and the commercial department is catering

to an already overstocked market.

The grammar school graduates select their courses of study

usually with the help and advice of tne grammar school principals.

Tne parents of the immigrant child are usually unable to aid him in

his choice of subjects. Many pupils choose the commercial course be-

cause it is the only training offered in work to be taken up after

school, and is, moreover, considered particularly easy by the pupils.

Many pupils also who will never enter college take the college courses,

some because they have no definite ideas of what they will do when

high school is over, and the college course suits them as well as
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any other, some aspire to the college course because Young America is

snobbish enough to assume that the college course includes the cream

of the school, and still others because they fancy the best teachers

are assigned to college classes.

The arbitrary requirements which the colleges make concern-

ing methods and subject /natter of the studies taken by those pupils

whom they receive from the high school has an effect on the school

curriculum extending beyond the college course. Because of an idea

of economy in expenditurejfor textbooks, the books read in English

literature classes throughout the school are mainly tnose selected by

the college requirement ooara. In the acquisition of general cul-

ture which must be acquired by easy steps rather than aerial flights,

other books less classical but of stronger human interest would be

of more use for average high school pupils.

The manual training course, which has no special trade-

training importance, however, is taken by 101 pupils— all boys.

The one subject which all pupils must take is English.

There are different choices of prescribed subjects in the different

courses for the different years. Pupils rust have passed a certain

number of courses to obtain a diplom- . In former times, pupils fal-

ling below standard were automatically dropped, a process having some

i of
good resultsknd some bad, since it kept a nigh standard work ana re-

duced the number of loafers. Such procedure is not allowed now,

since public opinion holds the high schools, life the lower schools

responsible for teaching the dullards as well as the shooting stars.

Unfortunately, occupation of a seat in a high school classroom never

has or never will automatically educate a boy or girl unwilling to

work in school, or unable to absorb the variety of educational iood
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offered. A drastic criticism of the coddling resulting from allowing

easy standards of work is found in "Some Kef lections of 8 Philistine"

,

an article in the Educational Keview i'or September, 1914 by Alice B.

MacDonald, for sereral years English teacher of the Lawrence High

School. She says: "The theory seems to be that tho ' the heavens fall,

tho' standards be lowered, tho* courses be sweetened to the indigest-

ible point, retarded or unambitious youth must be encouraged, not to

do laborious study, but to graduate—as if mere graduation could mean

anythingl The reward of the svstem seems to be either the memoryof

a pleasant time spent in school or an alluring, it ephemeral job,

waiting somewhere with outstretched arms in that vague place called

the world", and again, "One only has to be a teacher in one of the

large high schools upon which this system has been thrust, to know

that the chief object of these pupils is to 'get by 1

, and finally to

obtain the position which they have a confident, if vague notion is

waiting for them as soon as they shall have droned their way thru

school. For, a system wnich, in order to carry out its sentimental

purpose, lowers its standards of ranging, offers elective courses,

allows these courses to be dropt as soon as they appear too hard or

likely to cause failure in 'getting oy" or in making the football

team, and which commands its teachers, to promote and graduate 100c
/o

of its pupils, such a system, I say, is little fitted to teach the

cold, hard doctrine of the survival of the fittest, or to make the

aspirant for material prosperity understand that in the roonry empyrean

at the top of the golden ladder, few there be that enter, if indeed

they succeed at all in climbing the r rigs of the lrdder."

It is evident that the studies offered in the Lawrence High

School give no direct training for a life pursuit except in a commer-
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cial career, and that there is no training of the girls in domestic

science or household arts. Even educational authorities are at vari-

ance as to the value oi' this mooted subject and while few will go so

far as to agree with the statement oi' Mary L. Harkness in her article

in the "Atlantic" on the "Education of a Girl" in which she says:

"It is no r..ore essential to the progres of the universe that every

woman should be taught to cook than that every man shoulc. be taught

tp milk a cow", it is undeniable that the need of instruction in

household economy has not, until recent years, been crying need in

Lawrence, since the majority of the homes solve the problem without

the assistance of the school. ' It must not be forgotten that the High

school in Lawrence has served the needs of the community well in the

past. The equipment of the school building when it was erected in

1901 was abreast if not in advance of the time and if changes in

educational ideals consign to the scrap-heap* science laboratories

ariu order them to be replaced by kitchens end millinery parlois, a

small and conservative city like Lawrence with a limited amount of

money must necessarily lag in the race for the new school idea. Un-

doubtedly, further adjustment betweenjschool , child and community will

be a feature in the Lawrence High School in the not far distant future.

^ly^uA^^ Industrial School was established in Lawr.nce about

eight or ten years ago. The city seems particularly well-suitea for

the experiment cn account of its industrial and racieJ. character, but,

unfortunately, the school was not a decided success. It was not under

the control of the school board, and mismanagement or politics or

-oth, together with apparent inefficiency in the teaching force made

its downfall easy. It was perhaps unfortunate that . in the minds of

many people, an industrial school is considered a place to which pupils
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too stupid or lazy, or troublesome to learn should be relegated.

Industry, brains and right ideals are as inaispensacle to the indus-

trial worker as to the professional man, and these qualities are pos-

sessed by all industrial workers in some degree. One raistaKe in the

Industrial School was the popular conception that the Industrial School

was primarily for those who didn't make good in any other school.

The need it could have filled for those pupils who were motor-minded

was weakened by the presence of pupils who had no desire to learn any

subject. The resulting laxness of discipline, increased because de-

sire of large enrollment prohibited expulsion of troublemakers, gave

the schcol a poor reputation.

The Keport of the Committee on Industrial Education of the

American Federation of Labor thus enumerates the subjects it offered

when in existence. "The Laurence Independent Industrial School offers

in day courses the following: Machine shop work, electricity, pattern

and cabinet making, textiles, dressmaking, millinery and household arts.

Enrollment, 179. In the evening, the following courses are offered:

Steam engineering, chemistry and dyeing, cotton spinning and carding,

cotton and worsted loom fixing, designing, yarn calculations, electri-

city, blue-print reading, architectural drawing, woolen and worsted

manufacturing through spinning, cooking and dressmaking. Enrollment,

886."

The difficulties of the school were thoroughly advertised

and drastic criticisms of the management and discipline as well as the

results appeared in the wordy controversies concerning the subject

in the local papers. Whose ver and whatever the fault, the scnool

was unsuccessful and the day school department was abolished. The

entire school was placed unaer new management, and the evening classes
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which have teen in existence since the new regime have been of a high

standara of excellence.

The building used for the evening classes is an old manu-

facturing building in the center of the city. The situation, though

central, is a poor one for evening classes since it is in a district

partly given over to business ana containing likewise the poorest

vatiety of lodging houses. Next door is a stable and the stable oaor

is strong throughout the building.

The pupils are drawn from all over the city and are of vary-

ing races—predominantly, tfngiishspeaking, however. So great is the

popularity of the classes, especially those of the household arts,

that there is a long waiting list of pupils who wish to enter and

names are drawn for entrance to classes.

Classes in cooking have recently been organized in the after-

noon, ana this is probably a first step toward the re-organizaticn

of a day school. The evening successes of the last two years have

proved the worth of the school to the community.

Evening Schools. Evening schools meet the needs of the

adult foreigner. These schools were inaugurated by the City Mission-

ary in 1859 ana were taught by a corps of volunteer teachers. The

average attendance was 300. The city furnished the buildings, and

later, part support, until finally the evening schools were estab-

lished un er city auspices. The original evening schools met two

evenings a week for a four months 1 term. They are now open seventy

evenings, having sessions three times a week.

Compulsory attendance at Evening Schools . By the Massachu-

setts law, every minor between the ages of sixteen ana twenty-one,

employed or unemployed, married or single, who is unable to pass the
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requirements in reading, writing anu spelling for completion of fourth

grade of the public school is required to be in regular attendance

at public evening school while it is in session.

The elementary evening schools instruct not only those re-

quired to attend, but also a certain numoer of acmlt foreigners who

voluntarily attend— 396 is the number given for 191o.

Kacial Make-Up of Evening School * In the fteport of the

Superintendent of Schools for 1915, the following data is given con-

cerning the nationalities attending the Elementary Evening Schools

in October, 191. .

Nationality Male Female Total

Italian 302 266 568
Syrian 95 90 185
Polish 81 66 147
Lithuanian 44 47 91
Armenian 102 4 106
French 108 124 232
Russian 31 29 60
Greek 5 1 6
Hebrew 13 13
German 11 8 19
Portuguese 8 8 16
English 44 26 70
Irish 11 8 19
Other nat. 7 4 11

631 1545

Housing . The evening schools for all except the Evening

High and High School preparatory classes are held in the various schools

of the central district, and the accommodation varies greatly with the

different schools. The worst feature is the crowding of a large-size

man in a small-size seat. The lighting and ventilation is poor in some

instances. It will probably always be necessary for economic reasons

to house the evenings schools in day school buildings.

Course of Study . The object of the elementary evening

school is to give the immigrant as rapidly as possible, a working
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vocabulary of English. To facilitate the work, special texts for

foreigners are used. The work in Lawrence has progressed rapidly in

the last decade, and, in all probability, Lawrence is handling the

problem as well, if not better than other municipalities. The teachers

in the evening., schools are mainly elementary day teachers. Their

training and experience makes them better fitted fcr the worK than any

other group for the purpose, but, of course, the night and day work

mast be an additional strain on the health of the teacher.

The progress of the pupils in the evening school is, in most

cases, hampered by the fact that the pupil is already weariea cy a

hara day's work ana is in no condition to learn, however willing he

may be. Attendance alone is a heroic effort on the part of some of

fche evening pupils. The neport of the Massachusetts Commission on

Immigration truly says: "Indeed, the amonnt of education that can

be successfully and profitably planned for this group, largely depends

upon the stimulating quality 10 the teachers ana the physical endur-

ance of the pupils, and the latter is exteem^ly important. In the

case of the immigrant girl, although she brings the physique and en-

durance of the country bred, the change from long hours of work out of

doors to ten hours 01 work in the spinning room of a mill, or of dish-

washing in a basement kitchen, usually means physical exhaustion, after

the slow easy going pace they have known in Europe , i'ind the change

to the highly specialized industrial organization of the United States

equally trying. Neither group is in proper condition to receive in-

struction four, or even two or three evenings a week. The phenomenal

past is only a proof that their eagerness overcomes their physical

weariness"

.

Large numbers of adult foreigners ana ;.ore particularly the
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foreign women, toeing over the compulsory age limit, do not attend

evening schools

.

An effort to make the evening school reach more pupils and

hold them for a longer peiiod is stimulated by having occasional lec-

tures in the native tongue of the immigrant. Social activities, are

also held held in the different classrooms.

The instruction of the immigrant in his civic duties is

attempted in all the evening classes and is carried to its logical

conclusion in the classes which prepare the immigrant for natural-

ization.

Preparatory and Evening High Schools . Opportunity is

offered to the working child who leaves school after the sixth graae

to finish the grammar school course at night and an evening high

school offers opportunity of work in high school su-iocts.

Enrollment . In 1913,. there r^.e b5ci pupils in the Even-

ing High School and <3fc>5 in the preparatory department, making a total

of 91? pupils, almost as larre a.n enrollment as the day f:igh school.

These pupils are for the most part members of the immigrant races.

Housing. The school is housed in the same builuing

used by the aay high school and has excellent facilities for work.

Work . i he evening high school offers academic courses

of general interest and commercial courses similar to those of the

day schools. The social life connected withthe school and the alumni

association connected with it furnishes a strong incentive to attend-

ance. If it did no mere vital work tnan to provide a social center

for the youth that attends it, it woula perform a valuable community

service.

Excellent as has been the work of the evening high school
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and the department preparatory to it, the** very success has raaaa

them susceptible to certain dangers. Pupils who are not absolutely

ebliged to leave school ao so because they think their education can

be continued as well in the evening as in the day schools. The even-

ing schools can and do accomplish much of educative value . but a course

in the evening can never equal that offered by a proper day school,

nor should the child who is financially able to receive a day school

education overtax his system by attending school at night after work-

ing in the daytime. There is a growing tendency among parents and

children, especially those of moderate circumstances, to feel that

if day school work is at all difficult that it will be much easier

and just as good from socirl and economic standpoints, to finish the

education via the evening school. The overenthusiat ic proponents of

evering school education should not ma^e of it what it never was in-

tended to be, a substitute for a day school. It should properly

minister to the educational wants of those children unable by stress

of circumst - nces . to finish day school, and also to those maturer

persons, who, from early environment or economic pressure, lack pro-

ficienc- in education. The evening high school which leads the child

or the general public to suppose that , in one year of evening school

work, it oan accomplish two years of day school work is not perform-

ing its best service to the child or the community.

Parochial Schools . Sidf by side with the work of the

public schools has been that of the parochial schools maintained by

several of the Koman Catholic Churches of Lawrence. The first parish

school was estaolished in 1851, and in 18bl, there were 900 children

in attendance.

There are nov<r two large elementary schools, one for boys and
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one for girls as well as a girls 1 hi~h school attached to St. Mary's

Parish on the north side of the river. An elemtftary school, under
I

the same management, called St. Kita's is situated in the "Across tne

SpicKet" district. An elementary school of smaller size is attached

to St. Laurence's C-urifn. A large elementary school for boys and £irls

is situated on the south side of the river in St. Patricks Parish.

These comprise the parochial schools of the Irish parishes. All

instruction, secular or religious, is in English. The other parochial

schools are ti- lingual, being conducted by the foreign parishes.

Schools attached to the French Canadian church of St. Anne house over

c ,000 boys and girls on the north siae of the river. Schools of the

French Canadian parish of the Sacred Heart accommodate the elemen-

tary school population of that race on the south side of the river.

The Italian school unaer the direction of the parish of the Madonna

dell* Kosario is an elementary school situated at the lower end of

the cenxral district. A small German Catholic School is maintained,

by the German Cnurcn of the Assumption.

Housing . With the exception of the Italian and German

schools which are housed in quarters fitted up in the churches . the

housing of the parochial schools is quite equal, if not superior to,

the public schools. The new schools erected under church control are

fine examples of school architecture

,

Management . Tnese parish schools receive no subsidy from

public funds out are maintained solely by the efforts of the parish

to which they are attached. The parents of the children who attend

pay a small school fee and provide school books, but collections lor

school purposes are taken from the parish as a whole. Lack of money

to pay school fees or for school books is always supplied ana i::any of
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the children attending the school do not pay anything whatever. The

Roman Catholic population is composed generally of poor working people

and the school buildings and equipment are a monument to their zeal

in providing the education they think essential to their children.

The schools are under the immediate direction of the parish priest,

the supervision of the diocesan director
;
and sometimes also have a

certain amonnt of supervision from the superior of the order to which

the teachers belong. The schools are also open to the inspection of

xhe school committee of the town.

Teaching Force and Curriculum. Some of the schools are

divided by sexes, men religious teaching the boys and nuns the girls,

me sisters in charge of the schools in the English speaking parish

on the north side of the river are of the Order of Notre Dame de

Namur, an order which teaches in parish schools, academies, and in the

one Catholic college for women in America. The English speaking

schools on the south side of the river are taught ay an order whose

standard of teaching is such thafc they are allowed to teach in the

public schools of Canada. The boys' schools of St. Mary's Parish are

conducted by the Xavsrian Brothers. The teaching in all these schools

is in no sense below the public school standard but the courses of

study are somewhat dissimilar, an religious instruction is 2 lv8n±°r

a certain period each day.

The French Catholic schools which have been in existence

since the seventies are in charge of religious orders trained in Cana-

da. Different orders teach in the schools on the different sides of

the river. The lessons are conducted in both French and English.

The Italian s :hool is under the direction of an order of Italian sisters

Lay teachers— some of tnem former Lawrence public school teachers

—
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have charge oi the Eng .ish instruction. The German school is taught

..y the Dominican sisters who have a considerable clientele also for

music lessons.

The majority oi" the children who go to the school maintained

by the Eng- ish speaking parishes are the descendants of the Irish

immigrants, although occasionally the later immigrants who live near

the parish schools attend them. The r'renca Canadian population sends

by far the majority of its children to the parochial ratner than pub-

lic schools, in contrast to the Italians who are well represented in

the public sciiools, probably on account of the small school accommoda-

tions of the Italian parish. The German school is very small because

the Catholic portion of the German popu ation in Lawrence is very

slight. The Irish aave entered the parochial and public school in

equa1 number s

.

Public Opinion Concerning Parochial School s. Some few

overzealous Americans look upon the establishment of a parochial and

more especially a bi-lingual school with hostile eye. as opposed to

American principles, and an absolutely groundless fear is felt that

Catholics will demand end obtain money f om the public treasury for

the support of their schools. This antagonism is not recent by an

means— Carroll D. Wright when Chief of Massachusetts Bureau of Statis-

tics in 1383 voiced the following sentiments in the matter. "Another

sourse of the prevailing impression that the French were unfriendly

to New England iaeas is found in the establishment of parochial schools.

However much the effort of the French to educate their children in

these institutions may be applauded, the parochial school will always

-::cite hostility on the part of the native. Whether tney are foreign

to our ways, or inimical to our institutions, ars not questions for
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discussion at this time. We only state the fact that their establish-

ment by members of any race will always raise suspicion in the Ameri-

can mind as to the sincerity of professions of oyalty to our govern-

ment on the part of theiounders"

.

Another writer, £. B. Grose, even more pronounced in his

views, when he says: "The parochial school is opposed to the public

scnool; the parochial school is Koman, the pu lie scnool, American.

The parochial schools could not secure scholars but for immigration.

The Roman Catholic Church is persistently trying to get appropriations

of public money for parochial schools, altho well aware that thif is

directly contrary to the fundamental principle of absolute separation

of Church and State; and is relying on the foreign vote to accomplish

this un-American purpose".

The situation in Lawrence hardly bears out the statement

in this paragraph that the parochmi. schools could not secure pupils

out for immigration since the English speaking parochial schools are

now filled almost entirely with native born children and often native

born children of native parents. The Catholics of Lawrence though

they for some years have been a considerable factor in the vote of

the city have not asked aid for their schools in any particular, and,

incidentally, the erection ana maintenance of the parochial scnools

has saved the city a great deal of money. The conditions in the cen-

tral district, if tne Koman Catholic schools should close their doors,

would stagger the taxpayer. In that district alone, the parccnial

schools accommodate 5,tf60 c.iildren. Bird Coler, formerly Comptroller

of wew xotK ana a non- Catholic sums up the situation when he says:

"The Catholic has a legal and a moral right as an American citizen

to spend his money for a school in which dogmatic religion is taught
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unaer ecclesiastical control, but does so with enthusiasm—and makes

a real sacrifice to do so".

The bi-lingual schools are somewhat hampered oy a scarcity

fo religious teachers who can speak the English language as well as

their^language , but this difficulty is being solved by the hiring oi

secular American teachers. These schools are of comparative y recent

date also, and have probably not reached their possibilities of per-

fection. It is the tendency in comparing public and parochial schools

to compare the poorsst parochial so ;ool with the best public school,

and vice versa, depending on the views of the one making the compari-

son. Both have virtues ana both have faults. It is the desire of the

proponents of parochial schools to have their standard as high as is

obtainable. Unavoidaole delays are caused by lack of tunas. There

is nothing inherently wrong in the acquisition of a second language

oesides the English tongue and if, as is natural, the younger children

in the schools respond more readily to instr ction in the mother

tongue, many a public teacher longs occasionally for sufficient £now-

ledge of the language of the child to set^ straight on the path to

learning. Since her foundation, the Koman Catholic Church has estab-

lished the school beside the church and it is not to oe espectea that

the church which fostered the only education obtainable in the Middle

Ages, and which developed the educational system of Loyola will re-

linquish her activities in that line in the new World.

In regard to the parochial schools in Massachusetts, the

report of the Commission on Immigration says: "Their development is

inspired by a spiritual motive, which, together with the unselfish

devotion ox the large corps of teachers who voluntarily have conse-
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crated their lives to its advancement , is worthy of the highest respect.

Whether or not we ag ee as to the desirability of such racial and re-

ligious segregation within trie community as the parochial scaool

necessitates, we cannot but admire the religious sincerity, the seli-

denial and the generosity of the masses, who, from their scanty pos-

sessions, give unstintedly to the upbuilding of an educational system

which holas spiritual development to be of far greater importance

than material rogress ana which seeks to inculcate love ana respect

for God, for country, for authority, ana for fellowmen."

Private Schools net woman Catholic. The German P rotes-

ant Churches maintain small schools in connection with tneir churches

in which instruction in the German language ana ongs as well as re-

ligious instruction is given, rnese schools, however, Unlike the woman

Catholic, are merely supplementary to the puolic schools and hold

sessions on Saturday morning or after school hours. There is also a

German School not run on religious "ines which the chilaren attend after

school in the afternoon and evening and in vacation. The addition of

a language^ after a aay school's work is over obviously must have seme

disadvantages in strain on the pupils, especially since the pupils in

the g ammar grades in the public schools .are required to do a certain

amount of home work.

The Hebrews, also, have schools supplementing the public

scxiools, for instruction in Hebrew, Yiddish ana religion. Schools are

maintained in connection with the two synagogues. There are classes

also taught by private teachers. Lixe the German schools, the classes

meet after school, in the evenings, on Saturdays and in the summer

vacation. Both boys and girls attend.
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Education and the Immigrant.

Indirect Agencies.

The Church and the Immigrant * Since the foundation of

the city, the majority of the immigrants who have come to the city

have been Roman Catholics. Since the Irish immigration to Lawrence

was mainly from the southern districts, those of that race in the

city are usually Catholics. The majority of the other English speak-

ing immigrants, however, have been Protestant, and the English, Scotch,

and Canadian English and their descendants are scattered among the

many Pro testam churches in the city. Only a very small minority of

the Germans in Lawrence are Roman Catholic. The mora recent immi-
.

grants are generally from the Catholic countries, Italians, Syrians,

Armenians, Belgians, French, Portuguese, Lithuanians, Polish, as well

as the earlier French Canadians being Catholic when they reach the

country. Some of the Syrians in Lawrence were Protestant before corn-

in? to the country.

The Hebrews whose numbers h ?ve increased greatly in tne

last ten or fifteen years are a distinct group as to religion. The

Hebrews maintain two synagogues and while some of them are drifting

from the faith of their fathers, the majority still observe the hol-

idays and retain other traces of their faith. No nationality is

perhaps less self-conscious in acknowledging their faith than the

Jew, and the numbers of Jewish children in the schools have led to

some concessions by the school committee concerning absence on Jewish

holidays. The Jews who have become unorthodox rarely affiliate with

the Chrisian religion, but, observing neither the Sabbath nor the
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Sunday, they tend to abandon the stricter r.orality of the earlier

faith to a non-religious, go-as-you-please policy which is disturb-

ing the thinners of their race.

The fervent faith and readiness to lend financial co-opera-

tion to church purposes of the Irish Immigrant is shown in no place

more clearly than in Lawrence. The four large churches, enriched

by decorative art and statuary, the large school buildings, and the

large attendance at church services, all attest the loyalty of the

Gelt to his church. That the erection of such churches must have

been a tax on the ear y immigrant who frequently earned small pay

is undoubtedly true, but the Irishman rejoiced in the opportunity of

developing in America the church that political oppression had en-

deavored to crush in Ireland.

The priests of the Jrish churches on the north side of the

river are of the August inian orler and are now mainly men reared in

America and trainee at the Augustinian College at Villanova, Penn-

sylvania. Those on the south side of the river are secular priests

trained in the diocesan seminary at Brighton, Massachusetts. Perhaps

there has ceen no more potent influence on the civic and moral life

of the Irish immigrants in the community than the example and precept

of the English speaking Roman Catholic clergy. Their strong denuncia-

tions of socialism and more especially of the I. W. W. propaganda at

the time of the stride were all the iv.oxe effective to their parish-

ioners because of their well-known sympathy, demonstrated by years oi

faithful and wholehearted service to the working man anu the cause of

labor

.

In connection with the Roman Catholic churches are the nam-

erous sodalities and societies on strictly religious lines. The
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society which enrolls the young men and boys in campaign against pro-

fanity is well known in American cities as the Holy Maine Society. Its

influence in a mill city liice Lawrence is incalculable . The societies

of St. Vincent de Paul existent in most of the churches have charge

of the charities of the parish. The women's societies also, especiaL-

ly those of young unmarried girls have a deep spiritual motive and

are of value in inculcating the virtues so necessary to the working

girl.

Of greiit effect on the coral life of the Catholic workman

or woman are the missions hela every year or two in the Koman Catholic

parishes. A week of intensive study of their duties to God and man

cannot fail tc have a lasting effect. At the early morning services,

the presence of the working men with the dinner pails shows that the

Celt in particular is still read* r to make extra exertions on the side

of spirituality. The vast number who come to these mission, for the

churches are always overcrowded, and the unwavering attention at the

services which often last till ten in the evening and which must

prove fatiguing after a hard day's work, the throngs who often forego

breakfast for morning mass and communion and the undoubted enjoyment

cf the masses in a service rich in dogmatic theology, show that the

Catholic Church in America is, as yet, in spite of labor difficulties

ana socialistic propaganda, the guiding light for scores of working-

men of various races.

Perhaps no more effective organization exists for boys in

the city than the St. Mary's Cadets organized by the paster of St.

f-iary's Church. Boys are ginen a systematic drill in military matters

by a former officer of the regular army. The ooys make a fine showing

is parades as their drill ana carriage is excellent; the love oi the
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military and delight in brass buttons makes it a popular organization.

The spiritual director of the Cadets has arranged evenings of enter-

tainment -for them aside from drill nights when "movies" and amateur

theatricals are the rule. The Cadets are mainly the descendants of

the Irish immigrants although some Italian and Syrian boys have joined.

Long before pageantry had become the fashion in America,

the olaest catholic church in Lawrence had revived the medieval de-

votion to the Mother of God by a May procession in which the children

turned out in symbolic array. Youthful participants, whose hair had

been done up in papers for days ahead, dreamt only fevered dreams of

their personification of angel or cherub, while the white frocks of

the girls, quaint costumes of the boys, flying banners, resounding

bancs, gleaming tinsel and glowing sashes all combined to make the

hearts of the proud parents swell with pride when our Johnny or Mary

marcned by. To view the procession came not only the Catholic por-

tion but the entire population augmented by surrounding townspeople,

until the day has become a civic institution.

The Homan Catholics from foreign lands have, according to

prevailing custom in America, established churches ministered, to by

priests of their own race and language, as soon as possible. Tne

German congregation was perhaps the first established, and French

Canadians have nad a church since 1871, and now have large churches on

both sides of the river. Since the recent invasion f.om southern

Europe, churches of varying size and prosperity have been established

by the Italians, Lithuanians, Poles, Portuguese, Syrian Chruch using

the Greek rite, and a Syrian Maronite Church, as well as missian Greek

Church and Syrian Greek Orthodox Church, these last two not being

rtoman Catholic Churches. Of all the foreign churches of the later im-
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those of the Polish and Lithuanian people. The church management in

regard to financial affairs is more in the hands of the congregation

than is the usual custom in American Roman Catholic churches. The

Italians are reportea to contribute but slightly to the maintenance

of their cnurch which is greatly aided by the Irish Catholics. This

lack of financial support springs from the poor economic condition of

the race, and the fact that the church in Italy was supported through

taxation.

The piety of the French Canadian ana his attendance at church

services have long been remarkable. The devotion evidenced by the

Latin races seems to have a different turn. The Italian celebrates
«

vith enthusiasm the festal days connected withihe church, but his

attendance and his devotion at the purely religious services are not

as marked as among the earlier immigrants or the later ones of other

races

.

The priests of the foreign churches are generally men edu-

cated abroad. Some, however, have received their training in America.

Their ability to speak £ng_ish is a variable quantity. The priests

of the French Canadian parishes are generally conversant of the Eng-

lish tongue and so if*>the pastors of the Italian ana. German churches.

The priests of the other churches are not always able to speak freely

in English, but as a rule, they possess linguistic ability in several

languages as well as numerous dialects. As a rule, also, they are

men of much greater refinement and culture than their parishioners.

A Protestant writer, George W. ~j upper, credits the work of

the Kcman Catholic with the immigrant as follovrs:
A

"The moral restraint and religious inspiration which ccmes
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to newcomers " through the medium of the Koman Catholic Church cannot be

estimated. We gauge somewhat their value through a consideration of

their discontinuation. Should, alljmasses in Koman Catholic churcnes

devoting their attention to non-Knglish speaking peoples suddenly

cease, what would inevitably follow? Our nation would be plunged into

a pandemonium unparalleled in the history oi the world. Mot only

should we have endless precessions marching under "No God, no Law"

,

banners, but class, clan and man would cast off all restraint and

authority. In the Old World, the New American has frequently felt the

heavy nana of the law. In this country , often following our example,

he has sometimes interpreted liberty as license. The Homan Catholic

Church grips these slowly awakening souls through its traditions and

ceremonies in such a way that law and order result. If these state-

ments a.e well lounded all proselyting efforts should be procicited

oy Protestant churches.

"

Protestant Churche s. The Protestant churches established

and maintained by immigrants are few, .cut the different Protestant

denominations all claimed members of the earlier British immigration.

The English immigrants naturally gravitated to the Episcopal Church,

but that church by no means served them all. The Scotch became active

members in the Presbyterian and Congregational Churches. In general,

no one sect was filled by any one racial group and all the Protestant

churches with English speaking congregations are rated popularly as

American rather than English or Scotch, i herGerman Protestants have

two prosperous Congregations of their own ministered to oy clergymen

trained in the Fatherland. There is a Syrian Protestant Church w. ich

the members of that race attend. There is also a Swedish Lutheran

ChuTCh. Many of the Protestant churcnes maintain missions for the
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various foreign races ana Sunday Schools particularly for them.

The ministers of the aifferent Protestant churches have,

almost without exception, taken a vital Interest in community matters.

Some of them who were stationed in the city for many years h~d the

respect and goodwill of the entire community.

Throughout the Protestant churches are societies , often

affiliated with nation-wide organizations,which promote education,

culture, temperance, and good fellowship. The Christian Knajravor and

Girls 1 Friendly Societies are typical of these organizations.

Work with Keceut Immigrants . The work of the Protestant

churches is becoming, for various reasons, more and more social ser-

vice, and the extension of that social effort to those beyond the

denomination is growing yearly. The immigrant in the city is the

present subject for "uplift" by many of the Protestant churches, and

a- particular race is chosen by each sect for its ministrations.

Some of this missionary work is inspired by a zeal for up-

lifting the new American ana helping him on the path to civic progress,

out some also is perhaps with the purely proselytizing motive. Mo

cne, either Protestant or Catholic, can condemn a missionary spirit

on the part of the believers of any sect. It is only a manifestation

of the faith that is in a human being that he seeks to convert the

worla to his peculiar oelief; thinking people, however, may rightfully

condemn some methods usea in the process of conversion. Cnurcnes who

oribe the immigrant- children with presents to attend their denomination-

al Sunday Schools are net only making a cad bargain, but are commer-

cializing their faith. The religion which is bought with material

relief is of little ethical value. The immigrants who leave their own

faith to enter a Protestant sect invariably are poor aaaitiens to any
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religious body. To read the literature disseminated by some of the

Protestant sects relative to their prospective work among the new im-

migrants would lead the unwary reader to believe that the immigrant

tide was bearing to us a horde of barbarians or savages to whom the

name of Christ was unknown. "We must see to it that the immigrants

do not remain aliens, but are transformed into Christian Americans 1."

is the text of one Protestant writer on the subject and his book deals

with Italians, Syrians, Poles and Lithuanians, who although not Pro-

testant, are manifestly Christian* If the Protestant Church in Amer-

ica wishes tc convert the aliens who come to America to Protestantism,

it is quite within its right to endeavor to do so but there is no

necessity for misstating the propos tion. Its Christianizing work

must be confined to the Hebrew and the Chinese since ob\'iously, it

cannot Christianize tnose people who have for years heard the message

of Christ, however much it may endeavor to lead them into new religious

affiliations. The alien immigrants who come to America are free,

morally ana legally, to adopt the religion for which their souls

yearn. In no faith is the gospel of free will so strong a tenent as

in that of the Roman Catholic Church to which most of the new immi-

grants belong, but in fairness to the immigrant, and mindfu of the

spiritual lack of a religion bought by material things, it is wiser

not to cloud the issue by confusing the newcomer by offers of denom-

inational reliei . Rabbi Harry Levi in "religion and bocial Service"
I

says: The last desire of a social worker must be to try to impose

his creed on those who, however weak in their faith, were born in an-

other church. Social service must aim at moral ana spiritual regen-

eration, but never at theological conversion,"

Among the immigrants who come to Lawrence are a class which
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h ve or desire no church affiliations of any kind. Of these, some are

Jews anxious to drop the faith of their fat Hers, and woman Catholics

whose religion was lukewarm in their mother country and who seek in

socialistic propaganda, a substitute for a religion. Others also were

once members i'o seme Protestant denomination but have drifted away

from clerical control. Some of the Protestant churches feel that the

time is ripe for the conversion to their faiths of these people who,

discarding the organized religion in which they were reared, form a

considerable portion of the great unchurched class in America. Of the

riiiiculties of missionary work among this class, Dr. Tupper speaks

in his article on "The Church and New Americans". He says: "The un-

churched and the Jews beyond the pale of the synagogue ere by no means

prepared for Protestantism Our religion, which emphasizes the

relation of the individual soul to God, seems to the unchurched Koman-

ist a voice without authority crying in the trackless wilderness.

The young Jew who scofis at age-long traditions, denounces in even

more scatrring terms, the doctrines of Christianity. The results of

apostasy from Homan Catholicism and the Jewish religion are, therefore,

practically the same. Both lead toward irreligion".

Y . U. . C . A Perhaps most prominent among the agencies

which aim to aid the immigrant is the Y. LI. C. A., an organization

which exists throughout the country and whose work in this and ether

directions is well-known ana widely advertised. The organization is

not recent in Lawrence, but its work amon- the immigrant there, is of

comparatively recent growth. The organization has a splendid equipped

club house v^ith a gymnasium and a swimminc- pool which are the envy of

smaller erganizatiens. Tne T» M. C. A. has done excellent work in the

past in furnishing social and educational opportunities for English
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speaking young men, whether o±' immigrant or native birth.. Those of

the earlier immigrants who availeo. themselves more readily of its

privileges were the non-Catholic British. The Irish Catnolics have an

association on similar lines oi those of their own faith anu , foi tiiat

reason, as well as their reluctance to enter an organization in which

they have no governing power the number belonging to the Y. M. C. A.

is small.

The work with the more recent immigrants is uone mainly at

a club house separate from the main building ,under the name oi the

Cosmopolitan Club. Classes in English for the different racial groups

are formed and besides this instruction, a varying amount of socia-

bility is planned. Tne Y. M. C. A. enrolled 5,7£4 immigrant men in

the elementary English classes which it held in eighteen cities and

towns of Massachusetts during 1912 ana 191o. In an article by one

of the Y. M. C. A. leaders, it is stated that in a recent year "695

adults in Lawrence untouched by any other educational institutions were

given instruction in English ana other subjects*'. The social part of

the program consists sometimes in concerts with talent by immigrants,

interspersed with graphophcne selections, augmented by stereoptican

lectures. Sometimes, refreshments are served. Work in preparing

the immigrant for naturalization is a special feature of the work.

The work in teaching English to the foreigner by the Y. M.

C.A., excellent in motive and often in result, should* "owever, be

confined to those immigrants not reached by public evening schools.

These public schools are perhaps better fitted for the task of teach-

ing English because they have more adequate classrooms and a greater

number of skilled teachers. The public evening schools are not open

the entire year, in fact, in Lawrence out 70 sessions of the 5b5, and
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the Y. M. 0. A. could do excellent work in supplementing ^-tiblic school

instruction by instructing the illiterate mine- when the public schools

are not in session and confining its activities during the public

evening school session to the adult illiterates who do not wish to

attend classes with young people. In this way, no duplication of

work wouia ensue. Private agencies -ike the Y. M. C. A. can do excel-

lent wor/i with special, pupils, either individually or injsmall classes,

who can progress in t.is manner faster than inthe public school.

The social center activity oi this organization is of undoubted- value

in exerting a friendly hand to the immigrant.

Work is also done in a social way with Italian boys, a club

of that race ceing organized under Y. M. C. A. auspices.

The Y. M. C. A. receives contributions from various sources

as well as membership fees for use in its activities, and has received

considerable financial support from the mills as well as individual

contributions from rill agents and officials. The present president

of the Y. M. C. A. is a mill man

-

fork in teaching English to the forei'ner is also done by

students of Phill:.ps Academy from the neighboring town of Andcver.

This work, like that of the Y. M. C. A. suffers a little from dupli-

cation with public school work. The efforts of the volunteer teachers,

aside from theii value to immigrant, must be valuable also in awaken-

ing the student to the possibilities of social service.

The Y. f. G. A. , a somewhat kindred association to Y. ;i..C.

A. furnishes similar social anu educational advantages for young

wcnien. Like the Y. M. 0. A., its members oelong mainly to the Ameri-

can element in the city or to British races and their descendants.

It has done practically no work with the Irish girls A lodging reuse,
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under its auspices, furnishes room and board to girls alone in the

city at very reasonabie rates and is the only institution i'or trie

shelter of the working girl in the city. The accomedations ana food

supplied are excellent out the religious texts which seer.:, witn the

rules of the house, predominant mural decoration h~ve a rather dampen-

ing and denominational effect. The classes maintained by the institu-

tion vary from millinery and such subjects to academic work. A new

gymnasium has opened up the field of physical culture.

The work attempted by this organization among the recent

immigrants is carried out in a separate house called the International

Institute for Young Women. This house is situated at the lower end

of the central district, not far distant from the mills who furnish

substantial aia. It is in charge of a trained settlement worker and

also a trained visitor who is Polish. It utilizes volunteer workers

to a considerable degree. The girls who attend are mostly Poles and

Lithuanians, although other nationalities, attend. Classes ~re neld

in instruction in English; the textbooks used are similar if not

identical with those in the public schools. The work is cenducted in

smaller classes cut in rather less comfortable conditions than in the

public schools, but with the added advantage of the presence of one

lamiliar with the foreign language. The language work done with older

xomen who do not care to attend public school classes in valuable as

is the summertime work with young girls. Like the work of private

organizations, with men, duplication of the public schools is sometimes

imminent. Glasses are held in the domestic arts, such as sewing and

cookery. This domestic science instruction supplies a need no where

duplicated in the community and the work with the Polish and Lithu-

anians girls is perhaps especially fortunate since these immigrants
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seem to lack the houseLola arts.

The Uort'n Americ n Civic League for Immigrants has shown in

its work in Lawrence a sympathy for and hearty co-operation with the

public day and evening schools in their efforts to educate the for-

eigner. Lectures uncle i the auspices of the League were the feature

in the nights in which the foreign parents and children met the teach-

er in the central grammar school until the division of the school

hall into classrooms rade this impossible. In the formation of the

naturalization classes, the League lend advice and encouragement.

It seems its policy rather to co-operate with the public; schools than

to establish scnools of its own.

The Lawrence Boys' Club is situated, in the lower part of the

central district ana offers recreation ana some classes in handicraft

for boys. Cobbling and carpentering and printing are the principal

features. The boys which attend are mostly boys who would otherwise

be found on the street s. There is one paid worker.

The St. Clare branch fo the League of Catholic Women was

established in Lawrence directly following the strike of 1^1£, ana

its activities at first, by the stress of the situation, w?re mainly

in organizing relief. The League is open f©T membership to any Cath-

olic woman in the city ana -everal aifierent races are represented

.

The majority of the members are Irish or Irish Americans. The relief

wor^ has always been an i nrortant factor in the work— at one time a

nurse was hirea to ao aist-ict nursing among the poor. An i.Tportant

branch of the wor/. is the leading of the wayward back to the paths of

righteousness. The League pays a trained social worker who acis as

probation officer for tnoseCatholci girls unfortunate enough to need

her services, ana aoes preventive work with such young grils as come
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to her notice eithei from advice of League members or on recommenda-

tions of the pasters. The formation of a junior branch of the society

of young girls from twelve to sixteen premises future activity. The

League has a settlement house— the St. Clare—where cooking, sewing,

milJinery ana dressmaking classes are already established. Lectures

and meetmgsare also hela there. An employment bureau is another

activity. Sewing guilas sew garments for the poor. In the summer,

foils dancing, story telling and sewing were attempted with Italian

girls. The League is supported by membership oues ana contributions

from interested citizens. The mills do not contribute to its support.

Organizations of Self-Help among Immigrants . Of the

societies on strictly racial lines ana maintained wholly by the im-

migrants ther selves, each race has quite a number. There are five

different societies among the French Canadians, come having a purely

religious, others having social, literary or philanthropic motives.

The Italians have five different societies besides numerous organiza-

tions which inalude only those from an immediate neighborhood. The

Lithuanians have three organizations*, somo of which ore branches of

national societies. The Polisii people have active branches of the

Polish National Alliance. The Portuguese., though numerically small

have three organizations ana the Syrians, four. It is quite evident

that there is no lacx of organizing or social ability on the part of

the newcomers.

The Germ-.n societies of an older growth have become a factor

in the city life. The Turnverein o German gymnasium has an imposing

building ana a large membership. It employs an atnletic instructor,

part of whose duty is to instruct the German children in gymnastics.

The cnilaren "go acting" as t.^ey c?ll it after school in the late
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afternoon or on Saturday r.ornings. As is usual, a singing society

is also connected with the Turnverein. The Lyra, as its name i. plies,

is the prominent musical society and the Harugari and Bavarian soci-

eties also have subs i ant; ial club houses. Numerous smaller societies

exist also. The German Clubs are notable for promoting the social

life for the whole family, for the German likes hie family arcunu him

in his -pleasures. Dances are frequently held and occasionally mas-

querades which are the delight of the younger folk. Of late years,

Americans have gone to the festivities in some degree— a condition not
LooC of

greatly desired by the Germans, however., rteaily fine music is culti-

vated and the choral societies in their singing "fests" give musical

America a feast also. Practically all the societies have a club

license and beer is freely served. Some have gardens where summer

evenings can e spent, al fresco. The German halls have undoubtedly

nelped to preserve the national customs and language, and aside from

the necessary segregation of the race from the rest of the city which

They cause, nave had a beneficial effect.

The social and raciiki activities of the Celt have found vent

in organization* of the A. 0. H . ana similar branches of national

organizations. The A. 0. K. have a fine hall where lectures, dances,

and meetings are held. The Irisn organizations all hdife a benefit

or benevolent department.

The Catholic Young Men 1 8 Association offers to young men of

that faith opportunities very similar to those of the Y. X. 0. A.

the equipment of the association is much le88 elaborate si ce its

revunue is necessarily limited on account of the financial status of

its members ana the fact that, unlike the Y. M. G. A., it receives few

gifts from corporations or wealthy individuals. The Italian V". II. C. A
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is an organization of but recent growth among the youth of the ttoman

Catholic Italian parish. This association has a c~ub house ana, ap-

parently an unlimited amo~ont of enthusiasm at its nemand, and will

fill a need for Italian youn-7 men. Similar to these organizations is

the Hebrew Y . M. A. in which the men of xhat race seek similar oppor-

tunities for social anu educational development. The Cer2le Parcissal

St. Anne supplies a similar environment for the French Oanarians.

The voun? men in the city have a variety of well-organized societies

at their disposal as well as a number of clubs organized on racial

or social lines. Among the^e are the small social clubs whose only

equipment seems to .e a club room ana whose activities are not oi a

variety conducive to et.iical uplift.

An interesting organization founded by the Germans in the

city is the German Jo-Gperative Association which maintains a thriv-

ing grocery store on co-operative lines. James Fora writes oi it

thus, "Tne German Go-Operative A sociaticn of Lawrence is a model of

successful economic co-operation. In its twenty- five- odd y ars of

existence it has distributed t .ousands of uollars of dividends to its

members and lost no money through credit or expensive delivery systems.
H

it still pays l&fo dividends on rur. Phases.

The Franco-Belgian Gluo is the small out powerful organiza-

tion of the Belgians. Its strength was felt at the time oi the Law-

rence st ike when it not only helped to furnish the sinews of war ut

offered its hall for tne 1. W". f. speakers '.'-hen puclic nails were

unavailacle. Professor Fora of Harvard linivsrsity describes the work-

ings of tne association in an article in the Survey for April b, 191k,,

entitled "The Oo-Operative Franco-Beige of Lavrrence" . He says: "The

Co-operative Franco—Bel- e was founded in Lawrence acout six years ago
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Membership which was open to all families sympathetic with its purposes

is contingent upon subscription to one 10 share* The shares, nowever,

oear no interest, for to. the socialistic mind, all wealth is due to

laoor, and capital is unproductive. The association now has a member-

ship of 500 families ana conducts a yearly ^100,000 business in coth

groceries and bread* it sells at slightly unuer market price ana for

cash. Creait is only given upon the responsi oiiity of tne clerks and

directo s who must refund the entire cost of goods unpaid for. Of the

net profits of the business, 10% are devoted to the reserve fund, IQf/o

more are apportioned for socialist or co-operative propaganda; the

remainder is returned to all purchasers, whether members or not, accord-

ing to the amount of the purchases. One-fourth of the dividends due

to the family of a new member are reserved until he owns a full share

in the society. Last year 7% dividends were distributed The

association affords evidences of a co-operative idealism that is

peculiarly unalloyed. Its manage i receives a salary fo $15 a week

which is no more than clerks or bakers r -ceive. The hours of labor

for bakers are restricted, to eight per day; work overtime, if per-

formed at allmust be aone by other men"

.

The English immigrants have local branches of larger soci-

eties ana also small clubs— the most prominent among which is the

English Social and Improvement Club situstea in tne Arlington district.

The Kng.:ish immigrants were in the aain responsible in an earlier

generation for the e ^tabiisament of the Arlington Co-operative Asso-

ciation, which, at one time, ?;as considered the largest co-operative

store in America. This Association was founded in 1884, principally

oy employees of the Arlington Mills, and, at one time, had a member-

ship of 3,440. It specializea in the coal and wood ousiness, although
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it also had a thriving grocery ana dry goods trade. It was formed

on the hochdale lines of co-operation— a method first attempted by

twenty-eight flannel weavers at Kochdale, England in 1844, an., thus

familiar, no aoubt, to the English immigrant. Unfortunately, the

dishonesty of the manager caused, the failure of tne undertaking and

in 1908, it was disbanded*

The Public Liorary. The first Public Library established

in 184? was called the Franklin Library and to it was given §6,000

by one of tne founders of the city, Abbot Lawrence. The Pacific kills

Library, early established, was primarily for the use oi" the opera-

tives in that mill and was sustained mainly by compulsory contributions

of the operatives. "Tne contrioution of one cent a wee* to the li-

brary fund i s a condition of employment in the Pacific Mills in re-

turn for which, the privileges of the Pacific Mills Library are open

to all operatives." The present Public Library was estaolished by

the gift of a resident of the city who gave the land and money for the

maintenance of tne Library. The present library building was built

in 1895 through the generosity of two women, ancjfat that time, the

volumes- owned by the Pacific Mills liorary were transferred to the

Public Library and the mill liorary discontinued. The liorary is cen-

trally located and has reading, reference, and delivery rooms. There

is a branch library on the senth side of the river. There are collec-

tions of books inthe library in foreign languages for the use of im-

migrants who have no knowledge of English. The books re in Yiddish,

German, French, Italian and Polish. The Italian books are mainly of a

religious or theological natux-e and would oe interesting to only the

more intellectual members of tnat nationality. The Library occasional-

ly exhibits collections of pictures ana has had some inuustrial and
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health survey exhibits. There is a juvenile room where the children

may read books ana from which they may take books home. The room is

much too small to accommodate those seeding to use it and is very

frequently noisy. There is no effort male to help the child in nis

selection of books*

The reference room is used very generally by the pupils in

school and many children from immigrant homes do their studying there

since it afforas an atmosphere more conducive to study than the over-

crowded and badly lighted tenement. The library has a good collection

of reference material and a wide selection of current magazine liter-

ature.

The library has always been patronized by a wide circle of

Lawrence people, ho one class patronize it to the exclusion of any

other. It is open every day from 9A . M. to 9 P.M., exclusive of

Sunday and has been ana continues to oe a civic agency of highest ran^:.

Lectures . The early mill operatives of Lawrence were at-

tendants at various lecture courses of general cultural value, it

was at the time when the lyceum movement was at its best in New England

ana Lawrence shared the general enthusiasm on the subject. The White

Fund, the same fund which supplies the library, gives a course of free

lectures every winter. These lectures vary in type from the more

popular illustrate©, lecture to the more cultural course given by

lecturers like Edward Howard Griggs or Prof. Wm. T. Sedgwick. The

English speaking immigrant has always availed himself of these lec-

ture privileges but, of course, they offer no opportunity to those who

do not understand the language. The Teachers 1 Association and The

League of Catholic Women offer similar free lecture courses ana various

women's clubs of the city have lectures for which an admission fee
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is charged.

Organizations of Teachers . rhe teachers in the public

schools of Lawrence are organized in three different groups. The

Masters' Club, the group oldest in existence, is made up of men t each-
He

ers, submasters, masters, ana ^super intendent . Since its organization

this club has done excellent intensive study of school problems both

through its own members and tnrough educational experts from outsiae

the city. Good os this study of educational questions has been for

the men themselves, it has had a relatively small influence on the

community for the discussions are seldom or never given to the public.

The most recent organization of teachers known as the

Elementary School Teachers' Association has not been in existence

long enough as yet to form definite conclusions -s to its wortha

its purpose so farjhas been mainly to secure for the teachers proper

compensation for services and some voice in the educational side of

school administration.

The largest organizat on and the one which includes both

the smaller groups previously described, is also the broadest in

scope. During the several years of its existence it has had, for the

benefit of its own members particularly, many lectures on educational

subjects by the best speakers ana eoucational institutes and confer-

ences. It has contribute: generously, also, to the betterment en/,

enjoyment of the general public by lect oxes . talks, readings and con-

certs of the highest standard. The most extensive wor.-; attempted by

the Association was the presentation, in 1911, of the Pageant ci"

Progress which represented in ricnest wealxn of pageantry, the history

of the educational and industrial development of the ^Lanu. This pag-

eant ranks among one of the best yet attempted since America nas learneu.
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to realize the educational value of pageantry.

Foreign Press . The foreign peoples in Lawrence read for-

eign papers to the exclusion of American ones since they desire not only

to keep in touch with national and racial events but also because few

of them have acquired the facility in reading which even the perusal

of an American newspaper requires. These papers are usually weekly

issues. There is a German paper "Angeiger and Post" published weekly

in Lawrence, and also 3 French paper, "Le Oourrier ae Lawrence".

There are five or six Polish weeklies, ana a Syrian weekly wnich cir-

culate very generally, ana several Italian papers.

When any American paper is read by the foreigner, it is

likely to be the most sensational organ -rublished. When the foreigner

has acquirea a knowledge of English, he is as ready to read the Sun-

day paper as the native American.

There is quite a considerable amount of Socia_istic litera-

ture circulated among working men which is written in various foreign

languages, the most oiten perhaps in Italian.

Playgrou as . There are no supervised playgrounds in Law-

rence for the entire year, but certain playgrounds in different sec-

tions of the city are supplied with equipment and instructors during

the summer months. The principal playgrounu on the Common accommodated

abcut 500 children daily. The apparatus was equipped and installed

oy the Public Property Department.

The first report of the Director of Public Property, in

whose charge the playgrounds are, says: "The physiological value of

playgrounds is recognized as a powerful influence for good by the

most advanced educators in the world today. They realize that a gap

exists in the eaucation of the child during the months of July and
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August while lie is notin school. To meet this condition is the func-

tion of the playground, by dealing in the spirit of wholesome play and

under the guidance of competent instructors, with the elements and

ideals of life. A playground without an instructor is as valueless

as a school without an teacher.

"A concrete example of the value of supervised playgrounds

may be found in the fact that during last July ana August, when our

playgrounds were in operation, only one-half the numoer of juvenile

offenders was brought before the local police court that reached the

said court in any previous ysar during July ana August. The juvenile

proDation officer attributes this reduction to the excellent service

rendered by the supervised playgrounds. Kvery policeman whose duty

it was to patrol the sections of Lawrence in the vicinity of the

playgrounds will corroborate the above declaration of the probation

officer. If there were no other value derived from the playground

system than the fact that it caused a reduction of one half in the

number of juvenile offenders, it -as a profitable investment for the

city of Lawrence."

Since theestablishrnent of playgrounds in summer has had such

a beneficial effect, it is only to be the more regretted that public

policy does, not continue them throu-h the entire year.

Amusements . Perhaps the most potent educational force

which affects the immigrant and his children is the moving picture

theatre. The immigrant is glad to find some American agency which

needs no interpretation, ana the movies fill tne voia. In a class of

forty-five cnilaren in the foreign district, only one was aiscoverea

who had never attendea the movies and less than ten who did not attend

habitually . Many went every night. The more lurid the pictures, the

'TiWT
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more alluring to the child. The low price of the show puts it within

reach of the immigrant, although when the expenditure for a family

is considered, the expense is not very slight* The moving picture

shows have an advantage over the legitimate theatres in the East in

that they are allowed tcjoperate on Sunday, a privilege not given to

the regular theatres. The profits on the Sunday performances insure

the payment oj. the rent for these theatres. The childrm in scnool

acquire the moving picture hacit in its worst form. They work after

school in order to secure the money ,or the show and if work and money

are alike unavailable, they are prone to steal to get the necessary

price. The films shown are not, as a rule, absolutely &ad, but tney

are apt to e as sensational as jossible. The majority of children

in reply to a question as to what sort of films were preferred replied

that they liAe funny ones, ones about robbers an^ ones about war.

Children are willing ana eager to go to work at a mere pittance to

earn the necessary money for attendance at the movies.

The much talked of educational films have not been a com-

mercial success and have been little used in Lawrer.ee. Theii educa-

tional value is largely mythical, although they may impart interesting

and valuable information.

Dance Halls . The German clubs hold frequent dances and

costume parties. Old and young are alixe present. The Polish people

also hold many dances, sometimes in halls and more often in their

homes. The other races hold dan :;es at more or less frequent intervals

but the usual opportunity for dancing is filled by the commercial

dance hall. There are several in the city where public dances are

held, aii-i in the summer, tnere are open-air dance halls at the various

nearby resorts. The Municipal League undertook the investigation of
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the dance hall problem in L°wrence as part oi' its yearly program and,

as a result of their efforts ana with the hearty co-operation of the

Among the most ir^Dcrtant of the regulations was that requiring the

presence of a matron at every public dance. The behaviour in the

public dance halls in general is certainly of asthigh a character as

that manifested in the private parties of the so-called "upper classes'.'

The animal dances which were so vehemently uenounced by press and

pulpit ana so araentiy enjoyed by the smart set were never permitted

in the public aances of Lawrence to any degree. Unattended girls often

run into danger by allowing unknown men to accompany them home after

the dance but the evils in general are due more to thoughtlessness and

youthful folly than any criminal or vicious intent.

in the tenement districts throughout the city, Lawrence has had lice se

of fhe

for years. The regulation sale of the liquor is probably as efficient-

ly managed as in any city, although the mayor, for this present year,

found sufficient ground to remove the license commissioners because

of the manner in which licenses were granted. Women are not allowed

to drinx at the saloons. The Irish, English, Scotch, Polish and

Lithuanian c.re the thirstiest races. The German generally uoes his

drinking at his national hall or club house, all of v/hich have club

licenses

.

has caus a among certain races in Lawrence, one is prone to think of

prohibition as a remedy. In a community containing so many diverse

nationalities , all accustomed to alcoholic consumption in their own

country, prohibition even if secured might not be synonymous with

sobriety

.

city officials, regulations were adopted concerning these dance halls.

There are eighty- six saloons in Lawrence, situ? tec. mostly

When one considers the vast amount oi havoc the drink habit
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Y THE IMMIGRANT /ND CITIZENSHIP
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ihe Immigrant ana Citizenship*

Statistics . By the Federal Census of 1910. the-** w-re

25,985 males of voting a^e in the city of Lawrence. Of this number.

c,115 were native born of native parentage, 5,274 were native born of

foreign or mixed, pa-entage and 17,414 were foreign born, making the

number of foreign corn twice that of the native born. Of the foreign

corn, 6,583 were naturalized. Approximately a little less than two-

thirds of the foreign born remain unnaturalized.

Requirements for Naturalization . in the 1914 Report of

Massachusetts Commission on Immigration, the requirements for citi-

zens ip are thus described: "By limiting to the courts of ^ecord,

jurisdiction over naturalization, and by providing for the examina-

tion, the law of 190o added to the dignity of becoming a citizen of the

United states, and decreased the likelihood of fraud. It also made

naturalization more difficult; i.he .equiremenls are higher ana the

expense greater. According to the provisions of the law of 1906, the

immigrant may declare his intention of becoming a citizen at any time

aftei he is eighteen years eld. He is required to give facts concern-

ing his age, birthplace, lesid^nce, etc., and also the details of his

arrival. His petition for naturalization may "be made after two years

have passe. 1 from the time of his declaration of intention ana after

five years' continuous residence in this country; it must be signed

in his own handwriting. In order to prove his residence, he must

produce two witnesses who have known him for a period of at least

five y-ars. The fees amount to $5; $1 at the time of filing and $4

on receiving the certificate of naturalization. No Alien who aces

not speak English may be nat ralized" . In addition to the federal

government requirements for citizenship, in Massachusetts, at the pre-
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sent time, a citizen cannot vote unless he is able to read the Con-

stitution of the Commonwealth in the English language. The State

Superior Court sits foi naturalization at least ance a year in the

city.

Preparat ion for Naturalization. The
•

preparations^or

naturalization nave been generally through the aid of private agencies

such as the Y . M. C. A. Through the co-operation of the North Ameri-

can Civic League for Immigrants, however, classes in naturalization

h ve been organized in the puclic school buildings, ana under the

control, at present, of the a -hool department. The first year of the

class the services of the teachers, who were mainly men teachers in

the public schools, were voluntary, but since that time, these teachers

have been recompensed for their services. These naturalization clashes

under city control aa well as those, to a smaller degree, run by the

Y . II. C. A. fill an obvious need in educating the immigrant to his

civic possibilities and taking the preparation of naturalization from

purely political hands. Since with many of the recent immigrants the

language difficulty is a very pressing one, the aid of trainea teach-

ers is essential.

The presentation of the naturalization certificates with

ceremony and acco panied by speech making and muoic, which has been

accomplished through the agency of the teachers in the schools, lends

an added dignity to the occasion an_ renders it more important in the

eyes of the recent immigrants at least.

Difficul ties of Naturalization . While it is regrettable

chat any individual eager for citizenship ana participation in the

politics of the nation should be deprived of that privilege because

his earnings do not allow him to spend the money necessary for natural-
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ization fees, it must be remembered that those thing which are value-,

most .y human beings are chose which have cost most either in money

or human endeavor, ana it seems impossible that with sacrifice, the

necessary fees are not attainable. Furthermore, the too rapid forcing

cf immigrants into political activity before they have thoroughly

assimilated American ideas of government trill lead to disastrous -e-

s alts of exploitation ana doss rule. Dr. Van Dyke in the "Spirit of

America" truly says: " Ths suffrage of the ignorant is like a diamond

hung round the neck of a child ^ho is sent out into the street: an

invitation to robbers* It is like a stick of dynamite in the hands of

a foolish boy: a prophecy cf explosion"

.

r.aoial C ritrasts as to Naturalization and Poli tical Activity

.

The earlier immigration readily sought citizenship, the Irish in

particular showing enthusiasm in political activity. Of the English

speaking immigrant, the one least aesirous of citizenship was the

Canadian of English descent. The French Canadians were in their early

years cf existence in the country accused of indifference to the

rights and duties of citizenship. Naturalization clubs and clubs of

political activity among them show evidences that this is not now true*

The Germans and the French show their clannishness in their voting a."
7

in their social life, '.owevsr.

The more recent ncn- English speaking immigrants have perhaps

shown less eagerness to enjoy to the full, naturalization, Citizenship

and" political activity than the earlier group. Frequent complaints

are heard that the comparatively small fees necessary are beyond the

purse of the later Immigrant, auded to his loss of "ay during natural-

isation proceeding. The Italians, however, have Beveral political

clubs showing political interest on their part. The Jewish race, as a
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class, are eager for citizenship.

City politics in Lawrence as in many American communities

is an activity of young, men nd often political activity is the cnfcef

ousinsss cf a certain class. This condition of American politics is

described by Robert foods in his book on "Americans in Process", He

sa3>"s: "Ward politics is largely an affair of young men. It brings

them into some sort of equal association with persons of influence

and power. Ambitious youths, with no one zo help them to a profes-

sional or Commercial career, ana having prejudices to meet in those

lines against their race and religion, find an open, inviting opportun-

ity in politics"

.

It is sometimes contended that the Irish have been unduly

active politically in cities like Lawrence where they hold a balance

of power j an complaints are made sometimes of the number of persons

with Irish names who have "city jobs". Passing up the list of such

places from city work in the health ana street departments where muscle

and brawn are requirements, to the higher positions of an executive

order, an analysis of the positions above the laborers' class will

show that many cf the incumbents have acquired their positions through

a civil examination, usually competitive, and there Beems little ob-

jection in the minds of fair—minded persons to such methods of office

filling, whatever the race of the office holders*

In the past, however, the political history of the city

shows a poor civic spirit on the part of the voters although not al-

ways attributable to one particular race. The new city charter and

zhe awakening of the public conscience will perhaps preclude the re-

appearance of conditions similar to those described by Dr. van Dyne:

"Fo:.- htre, a species of man has developed called the Boss, who tai:es
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possession of the political machinery ana uses it for his om purposes.

He. controls the party through a faction, ana the faction through a

gang, ana the gang through a ring, ana the ring by his own will, which

is usually neither wweet nor savory. He virtually owns the public

franchise, the public offices, the public pay-roll. Like Roo Roy or

Robin Hood, he takes tribute fro:., the rich ana distributes it to the

poor, for a consideration; namely, their personal loyalty to him

What does tnis mean? The downfall of democracy? No; only ohe human

weakness of a system in which democracy has sought to reach its ends;

only the failure in duty, in many cases, of the vor men who ought

to have watched ever the system in order to prevent its corruption.

"It is because good men in America too often neglec~ politics

that bad men sometimes control them."
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VI DEPENDENCY A'.OiiG IiiMIG.KAHTS .

/
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Dependency among Immigrants.

Amount . no exact statement of the poverty that is exis-

tent in a community like Lawrence is possible j nor is feasible an

exact statement of the numbers of those who, pressed by continuous

and grinding poverty, are dependent either in whole or in part on pri-

vate or public philanthropy for their means of subsistence. Any

thinking person who has any idea of the cost of living realizes that

many of the men and women in Lawrence who are endeavoring to support

a family— ven a normal family of four— on the wage current for un-

skilled workers are often desperately poor, it is almost axiomatic

that a wage- earner of the group classified as one-third of tne total

of tnose examined by the Federal investigators at the time of the

strike— the wage-earner earning less than $7 as a weekly wage, if he

ce the father of the family must ce aware of the wolf at the door.

i>ior are the fangs of the same wolf unknown to the single girls who

itte::pt city life on such a wage. Nevertheless, and to the everlast-

ing credit of the average laborer, a great many people exist in the

city on what seems to be less than a living wage.

The majority of the unskilled wo-^ets in Lawrence are im-

migrants aiiv on the immigrant must press most heavily the insuff iciancy

of wage. 7. OSe - -a of the recent immigration have youth and

usually strength in their favor ana since by necessity or choice, they

live less expensively than is the common American custom, they feel

the small wages to a less degree. When tne young immigrant attempts

family life on tne small wage, however, the difficulty is soon felt.

If the usual custom of the wife entering the mill to better matters

is impossible and boarders are not available, powerty must follow.
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That except in times of great stress of unemployment on. in individual

cases of sickness, or incapability, it has nox occur ed more often is

strange

.

The 1914 Commission of Immigration for Massachusetts, says:

"ThB relatively small amount of dependency among immigrants from

southern and eastern Europe is then, at least partly explained by the

exclusion of paupers and those handicapped in earning a livelihood

by mental or physical defects, ana by the fact that the majority of

these immigrants come to this country as young men and -omen. It is

still too sarly to judge whether these people of the newer immigration

will prove better able or less able to endure the strain of modern

industry and of life in crowded and insanitary homes than thoBe who

are native Corn or belong to an oiaer immigration. But there is every

reason to oelieve that unless these conditions are improved, the

southern and eastern Europeans will not make so good a showing as they

do now, after the effects of overwork and unsanitary conditions have

had time ic undermine the health of the country-bred peasants."

Racial Tendencies . Concerning the racial tendencies toward

dependency, it can truly be saia that poverty knows neither race,

creed, nor color. Certain fundamental racial traits Characterise the

reaction of the immigrant toward poverty or its relief. The Irish

who hove been the bewilderment and the despair of the organised charity

worker are not intentionally trying to defeat well-meant efforts at

investigation, but to the warm hearted Irish, whether riving or re-

ceiving aid, the philanthropy which demands the minute aetails of the

family history is vastly different from the Irish philosophy which

looks on the needy as God's Poor who are entitled tc the r share in

the good things he has distributed over the earth, no nationality
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is so generous in the care of the needy as are the Irish ana such

seemingly reckless generosity often keeps them on the poverty line.

Races like the Germans and French which are note a for thrift

and industry seldom fall into the dependent class unless by some

calamity outside their control, and thus are less of a problem in

dependency. There have been benefit ana. charitable organizations

among al] of tae earlier immigrants, the Germans particularly taking

upon themselves the burden of caring for their aged poor rather Than

sending them to the public almshouse. The thrift of this race and of

the French Canadians seems tc minimize in some degree the charity

required.

The later races do not seem so spontaneous in their response

to their needy kinsmen with the exception perhaps of the Jew who, in

spite at his anxiety to get ahead, fe~ls the care of the indigent of

his race a duty not to be relegated to public charity. As recipients

of charity, the newcomers show diversified traits— the stolidity of

the Pole, the calculation of the Hebrew, and the childlike simplicity

of the Italian all are emphasized when applying for relief.

Causes . Among the primary causes of poverty in a city

like Lawrence, the predominant ones are insufficiency or irregularity

of work. The specialization in th- city of one inaustry ,an.. that one

which employs uns filed worke_s rather than skilled, has made unskilled

labor a urug on the market. However excellent may be the development

cf the institutions for aiding the indigent, prevention of poverty

to any uegree cannot be accomplished unless by some change in the

economic program.

President Wilson says: "We have been ^roud of our indus-

trial achievements, but we have not hitherto sto ~pea thoughtfully
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enough to count the human cost, the oost of lives snuffed out, of

energies overtaxed and broken, the fearful physical ana spiritual

cost to the men and woman and children upon whom the dead weight and

burden of it all have fallen pitilessly the years through."

Of the secondary or contributary causes of poverty, sickness

or disability of the breadwinner or of the family, intemperance, ana

extravagance ci vice are the notable ones. Sickness in the family,

more especially when that illness is a wasting uisease like tuber-

culosis, the dangers of which textile employment ana bad housing ag-

gravate, have reduced a very large number of the olaer immigrant races

to poverty. Inxe: .perance of the breadwinner, which unfortunately

will exist while human sentiment allocs the saloon to flaunt Its

testation at the door of the workingman, is a cause of far too many

cases of poverty for these same races. Incompetency, both in holding

and getting work an., in expenditure of the family income, which spends

on luxuries sometimes what might better be spent cn necessities as

well as lac.-, of domestio science which dr ves the man of the family

to ihe saloon and the children to the streets aeserve notice. The

rapidly growing ease by which deserting husoa as leave their wives

ana families to the care of the public is fast becoming a factor to

oe dealt with in industrial cities. This tr it is commonly found

among the French Canadians of the older immigrants andAtne different

later races. One of its cauces is often slacx or irregular work which

sends :-. man from the city in :earcn of employment ana thus starts his

lack of interest in the welfare of his family. Degeneracy ana the

resulting vices are at the lowest end of the poverty line.

Agencies for Relief. Publi c . People requiring aid are

cared for by the city in two ways—by inacor relief at the almshouse

or state farm, and outdoor relief which consists of groceries or cash
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given to the poor in their homes. The immigrants who are not eiti ;ens

a^w aided, "by the state out through the agency oi the city. A blightly

different lorn oi' al i is given under the Mothers' Act cf 1915, Massa-

chusetts Statutes, whereby a mother with dependent children under

fourteen may receive aid to enable her to cring up her children suit-

ably without incurring the pauper disability. This law is administered

t..rough the City Poor Department, tut is supervised by the State

Board of Clarity.

There is probably no municipal activity which is criticized

more freely than the adminibi ration of poor relief. The recipients

of the charity feel, not wixhout reason, that their portion is piti-

fully small; the taxpayers feel that the amount spent is ridiculously

large; the politici n denounces it if his constituents are net heeded;

and the professional cnarity worker* regard it as hopelessly unsci-

entific. ?uclic poor relief is necesscrv, however, in a city ii^.e

Lawrence oecause there are few wealthy philanthropists ana many re-

quiring aid, ana it is the fairest way of distributing community bur-

dens in the care of the poor, eince, otherwise, tne niggardly would

refuse to give any alms whatever.

During the distress caused by the unusual unemployment sit-

uation of 1914-5, tht; city organized an Emergency Relief Station for

the unemployed. Through this agency . foot was distributed to many

families in need temporarily because cf lac;-: of work. This relief did

not class the recipients as paupers ana was given with the understanding

that it could be paid each eventually if the recipient eo desired.

Pr ivate . in a city like Lawrence, where a large propor-

tion of the population is foreign and a still larger portion are en-

grossed in a "bare struggle for existence, it is to be expected that
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most effort in sccio.2 ssrvice should come from without. It has long

ceen considered the duty of the employers of labor in Christian coun-

tries to expend of their surplus in the material betterment of the

condition of their help. Modern philanthropy maintained by the rich

for the benefit of the poor is not a noticeable factor in the civic

life of La.wrence. The minute specialization oi each form of relief

so common in organized charities and particularly noticeable in the

city of Boston, where the immigrant districts are honey-combed with

Social agencies, who investigate, correlate, and tabulate the social

ailments of the immigrant as well as furnish him with aavice anu re-

lief, are noticeable chiefly by their absence in Lawrence. The stools—

holders who are interested in Lawrence Mills ao not live in the city,

nor do they, as individuals, contribute to the aid of the poor within

its oounds. Many of ti.em live in Boston and doubtless* if they have

excess of this world's roods and some of them are reported to have,

they maintain by their bonus, the well—o:.lea machinery of organized

charity in that city.

There is. however, one institution on organized charity

lines in the city of Lawrence— the Lawrence CityjMission, its pur; cse

is defined in its constitution thus: "The purpose of this association

is the management and direction of such of the public charities of

the City of Lavrrence as may be intrusted to it, together with a gen-

eral philanthropic work" . According to the report of the State Boar^.

of Charities, it purports to "Relieve distress intelligently, prompt-

ly, adequately, anu ..indly; to pi event unwise giving to the unworthyj

to encourage independence; to protect children; and to study social

problems .

"

The Lawrence City Mission which "/as organized in 185$ has
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had only four different directors in the fifty-six years of its exis-

tence. Of these, three have been ministers of the gospel. The mill

corporations have always been responsible for the salary of the direc-

tor of the mission who is known as the City Missionary. The present

incumbent of the office states that the corporations give hiB the

utmost liberty of action.

Of the four officials of the Lawrence Oity Mission, the

President, Vice President ana Auditor are ...ill officials. There are

seventy-seven .embers. At least twenty of these members are connected

with the mills in some way. Sixteen are ministers of the Protestant

churches. The remainder are business men or their wives and daughters.

There is no Roman Catholic clergyman or layman among its members.

There are four paid workers, the City Missionary, the Rev.

Clark Carter . a Congregationalist minister engaged in social wo^k,

an assistant missionary who is a woman, a woman agent for Child Wel-

fare work, and a Babies* Nurse.

The Mission is now housed on one of the streets facing the

Common in a building which provides offices for the Mission, and also

rooms for the Anti-Tuberculosis League and the Sanitary Mi Ik station.

In the report of the Mission for 1914, the principal revenue

was show., to be, from the iianufacturei

s

1 Association for Welfare Work,

approximately, $5,000; from churches, all Protestant; approximately,

£600; from firms and individuals, approximately, $2,000; ana from

individuals and organizations for special purposes, approximately, |500.

The money given by the Manufacturers' Association for Welfare Work

was a Salary Fund. Among the individuals wrio contributed rather

generously were the agents and higher officials of the mills.

Among the expenditures of the Mission were approximately
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$4,600 i'or provisions, clothing ana board of children, ox which, how-

ever, $1,600 was paid by relatives; tne balance oi expenditure is i'or

running expenses.

There were Si5S new ceses who applied i'or aid during the year

between October, 1915 and October, 1914. Of these, ob were considered

as not requiring aid, 70 should have visitation and aovice only, IS

should be "disciplined", and 64 neeaea work rather than relief, mak-

ing a total of LOG or approximately two-thirds not materially aided.

Only 1C of the remainder were considered as needing continuous relief

.

Of the birthplaces oi those applying for aid, the records

say: "the majority are American corn, the next, British American,

then Italian, t .en Polish, then English, then Irish, some Syrians

and very small numbers of German, French, Portuguese ana Scotch".

The service given to the community by the Laurence City

Mission has been large in comparison with any omer one agency in

The city. It is tne only ?gency— outside of the municipal poor de-

partment—which has trained paid workers at its disposal, and also the

only relief agency subsidized to any degree by the mills. It advan-

tages are also its disadvantages, for the philanthropy i'or which

capitalism holds the purse and which is administered mainly by paid

workers, though it probably excels in technical perfection oi detail,

must be more or less perfunctory in its nature.

The Protestant churches contribute to the general relief

fund cf the City Mission, and in addition, contribute very g.nerously

to their ow:. needy members. The congregation cf these churc-.es are

the prosperous members of the community in great measure.

The Catholic chui cues administer relief either directly
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through xhe pastor and hie assistants, 01 indirectly throughthe con-

ferences of the St. Vincent de Paul Society or similar charitable

organizations in the various churches. The church has always felt

that the province of caring for the poor was particularly her pro-

vince. Dr. Kerby says: "The Catholic spirit shews a marked tendency

to respect the privacy of the poor, to conceal their misery, and to

help their, in ways that are most consi erate of their feelings, pros-

pects and hopes". For this reason few records, open to the put)lie,

are available for social statistics. T.e Catholic vie T.- point, mere—

over, regards almsgiving as but a part of that greater Christian

charity whi .h is exemplied by personal service to the poor, the Bici

ana the wayward, ana it considers the spiritual gain to the strong

in the exercise of charity no less beneficial than the material pro-

fit to the weak.

The League of Catholic Woman organised at the time of the

Strike o^ed its existence to the necessity of giving relief to the

needy at that time. Although in the three years of its existence

it has broadened the scope of its work to include various forms of

social service, it still continues to srend a considerable amount of

money annually in giving of material relief.

The various organizations in the city drawing their member-

ship from the different classes of society as well as from the dif-

ferent races ana having various objects have generally benevolent

departments which augment the relief cf the needy.

Institutions . Among the institutions for the indoor

relief of the poor, the first established was the o phan asylum

—

or to give it its official title— "The Protectory of Mary Immaculate",

which cares for children or old people without distinction of color,
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creea. or nationality* Its establishment after the Civil War was

necessitated by the children left fatherless by that calamity' as well

as those whose destitution was caused by the ordinary faults of soci-

ety. The institution is in charge of the Gray i.u.xs. During the year

of 1913. 368 were cared, some paying and some f-ee.

The La-rence Home for Aged People which was incorporated in

1895 provides a home for aged people of Lawrence and the surrounding

towns. It has twenty- two inmates. Its admission fee of |250 reduces

some-hat the applicants for admission since few of the poor needing

ir.uoor relief in Lawrence are in possession of that sum.

The German Ruth Society incorporated in 1902 cares for

destitute men and women without regard to age, c. eec, or residence,

cut, as is natural, is most useful in caring for those of its own

race. It also has an admission fee of (-£50.

"ihe Arlington Day Nursery anti Children's Temporary Home

incorporated in 1910 supplies a aa3r nursery and permanent home for

children needing it. Of the number cared for, 79, 77 were paying or

partly paying, and 2 free.

A day nursery run in connection with the Italian parochial

school cares for 40 children or more.

The only other institution doing charitable work of import-

ance is the Lawrence General Hospital, which aoes general hospital

wor/. ana district nursing. This is aided by the mills. 403 were

aided outside bhe hospital in the year ending August, 1913* Of the

1,578 aided in the hospital, all cut 580 were paying. This institu-

tion can hardly be classed as altogether a charity since it is patron-

ized more extensively by pay patients than by the poor. It has been

in its present location since lb'0^.
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The charitable institutions in Lawrence are, therefore, ex-

cept for t"n Orphan A3'slum, of very recent date, and with the exception

of the Hospital, accommodate- a small number.
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yii T?ir, i::;:ig~a::t all- pul-.uc \.c?./

.





The Immigrant and Public Morals.

general Statement . Much has been said and written about

the danger to morality which must come from unrestricted immigration.

I hile it is not possible to say th£ the immigrant is not in any way

responsible for vice and crime, still it is true that among cur new

citizens, the vast number ar« law-abiding an,.; that of those who get

into the courts for various .:inas of offences, the *ftidjcriTy are

those Those ignorance of "he law is responsible for their offence or

Those who have been lea to crime by that human fraility which is the

common attribute of ell races. In a city like Lawrence, however,

racial tendencies in crime are distinguishable among the different

nationalities

.

Racial tendencies in Crime . Among the first immigrants,

the Irish, no vice wa$so prevalent as that of intemperance, and by far

the largest number of arrests among that race :re for offences against

public order such as drunkenness, vagrancy or fighting. Almost as

prone to intoxication wrre the English ana Scotch operatives. Various

interwoven causes exist for intemperance: close proximity of saloons

to wor^: and home, thus causing temptation; poor nourishment causea in

turn by small earnings and small knowledge of culinary art; hard man-

ual work or dust-laden mill air stimulative of thirst; the convivial

habits which are proverbial among the British. Though these races

undoubtedly tend to become quarrelsome in their cups, the fist fights

which ensue are less dang .reus to the combatants and to the onlookers

than the stabbing or shooting affrays of more recent immigrants. The

sad effect that the continual intemperance of the bread-wimmer had on

the family circle is recoraed more often in the accounts of charitable
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associations than on the blotter of the police court, for the loyalty

and devotion of the Irish wife and mother in spite of neglect, abuse

and nonsupport is as proverbial as the failings 01 the sale member

a

of the family. When, unfortunately., the women of the British races

sought solace also in the inebriating cup, ihs result was the downfall

of family life, decency, ana sense of respect. The extremely l
_ rge

number of arrests among the Irish in the early da3rs for drunkenness

can C3 some-hat minimized by the explanation that very frequently

the arrests were of the same individual.

With other nationalities such as the Polish an^ Lithuanian,

the festivities attendant upon a wedding often lead to fighting, as-

saults and even graver crimes. The-e people arin*. a gxezl deal at

all times, their belief being that the liquor give them the strength

~c do rough heavy work, but they are seldom arrested for drunkenness

save on festal occasions when all barriers of restraint are passed.

During the stri e in Lawrence, the Poles were perhaps the hardest of

all ~-he foreign groups for the police to handle. While the men could

be controlled by force if necessary, they were sufficiently cogniz-
the

ant oi'AAmer ice.r. custom of chivalry to womankind to push theii wives

into the front rar.^s 01 the struggle. These women attempted to assault

their feiiov/ wcrners and the police, ana when restraint cr arrest

were attempted, the ser.satici.ai press featured articles about clubbing

of women by police. Women with young children ana those in the last

stages of pregnancy were in the thick of the fight. The careless

appearance of the women in their homes, their apparent ignorance of

the American virtu© of modesty is sometimes am index of a lax morality,

cut in consideration of the large numoers of young men and women

boarding out in very C- owaed quartes cway from the restraint of small
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community life, the lapses free virtue v/hile enough to cause serious

thinking are not perhaps excessively large . The Polish and Lithuania!,

girls are most apt of all the immigrants to come alone to America and

they are thus most susceptible to moral clangers. The Report of the

Massachusetts Immigration Commission thus emphasizes this danger:

"Among the immigrant communities, there are many 'causes 1 which ex-

plain the unmarried mother. Because of hex ignorance of English, she

is less able to protect herself than the American country girl, whose

helplessness has beer: so often emphasized. Near an immigrant neigh-

borhood, if at all, the disreputable saloon, dance halj and hotel

are usually tolerated, so that the environment to which the immigrant

girl comes has dangers cf which she is entirely ignorant. Her recre-

ational needs are less unuerstood than are those of The native corn

American and the break with her oia world traditions has left her with

fewer standards cf judgment. Altogether, she is in many ways as easy

victim cf tne unscrupulous. But in housing conditions the lack

of privacy and cf the restraints which privacy brings, may be, with

entire absence of evil intent, the sole cause of her ruin."

The Italian, although usually temperate in his use cf alcohol

is apt to grew excited over a game of cards and scon the gambling

house or the neighboring store become the scene of a stabbing or shoot-

ing affray. One great cause of homicide among the Italian is the

ease with which fire-arms can ce obtained in this com.try. Practically

every Italian is armed and slight provocation brings the gun into

action with results more deadly than when the stiletto— the national

weapon-—was usee, for the shots often .30 wide of the mark ana kill

the innocent bystanders. The Italian or Sicilian is not only excit-

able ana quarrelsome but is often insanely jealous of the honor of the

1
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women of the family. Personal animosities ana family feuds are har-

bored up for years and threats long made are carried out by murder.

Italian men coming to Ame: ica single or without their wives are prone

to sesual excesses but the Italian women seldom come without their

family and their chastity is guarded not only by high national stand-

ards in that respect but by the avenging arm of the male members of

the family. Fnat female offenders of this race there are, are usually

liardened offenders of the professional type and are uncommon at that.

Tre Italians in their labor troubles were very violent in speech and

in action ana probably more men of that race than of any other were

arrest ed during the strike. Unlike the lole, however, the Italian

showed less inclination to hide behind the skirts of the womenfolk,

although some Amazons of the race took the field occasional y. The

Italians were the most enthusiastic supporters of the I. w. pro-

paganda ana many have become thoroughly imbfcsd with socialistic prin-

ciples of the most advanced direct actiontype— saootaffe— abolition
i

of the wage system,* and the general glorification of the Proletariat

oeing favorite issues. The Italian seems to nave little scruple in

violating the labor laws either "07 hiring boys under age or by allow-

ing his children to work under the legal age, and has apparently no

sense of shame in the matter. The Italian population ©f Lawrence comes

mainly from the two strongholds ox the Camorra ana the Mafias-Naples

and Sicily—yet there have been no manifestations of black hsnd acti-

vity in th-i city. The success of such organizations in America would

necessitate, as it doss in Italy, the presence Of a corrupt police.

There is a tendency among Italians, however, to conceal the wrong-

doers of the ra e anajtake upon themselves the personal revenge of

offences belonging rightfully to the hands of the law.
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The Syrian an_t Armenians are as a class law-abiding, cut

crimes of homici.e ana murder are characteristic of them also to some

degree. Tne crimes of this sort committed by these races seem to be

more for gain than those of the Italian whose violence is usually

unpremeditated.

The Hebrew is most usually urought to justice on account of

petty violations of city ordinances such as pedaling without a license,

disregard of bo-rd of health rules, and similar offences causeu alike

by keen competition in business an,:, ignorance of the laws. The Jew-

ish pawn sho" is often not overscrupulous in its reception of stolen

goods ana youthful thefts of lead pipe s:metimes are encouraged by

such laxity. Tne appearance of gangs of Jewish 3/ouths which have

startled the Blew fork police courts by their exploits in crime has had

fortunately no counterpart in the city life of Lawrence -here -Che

Jewish juvenile offender is by no means in excess of the other nation-

alities. The . ather sharp business dealings of the Jews ana their

well-known tendency to cheat the insurance companies ana endanger the

public by arson are the most serious charges against the Hebrew in

Lawrence

.

The Germans ana the French, both Ganaaian ana -eigian, are,

in xhe main, law-abiding, out the young girls among the French Cana-

dians are becoming easy victims to immorality . There seems to b e no

racial tendency to crime among the Germans anu they perhaps are the

least .-mown of all races in criminal circles. The crowded housing

conditions of the French Qana-ians, the environment of their colony

in close proximity to the railway station, the business street and the

few hotels in the city, as well as their well-known love for finery

ana a good time have caused seme of the girls to slip from cheap but
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innocent flirting with the casual passerby to professional street-

walking. The tendency among the men to desert their families when

domestic trouble or jealousy is present, is becoming a serious factor.

The report of the State Commission of 1914 foi the investi-

gation of the White Slave Traffic shows that of the 500 professional

prostitutes selected from throughout the state for investigation,

73/o were native born, and of the foreign born, more than half were

Canadian, approximately one-seventh Irish, one-tenth English, and one-

sixteenth Russian. It seems clear from the report that the immoral

woman of the professional type is not che result of foreign immigra-

tion. While there is no district in Lawrence segregated for immoral

use, the houses which are usually raided by the police in their peri-

odic attempts at control, are as a rule in the central district in

that portion of the tenement house district nearest to the Jewish and

French colony. The recent appointment by the present mayor of a new

license commission and their withholding of licences to three of the

four hotels in the city is an indication that conditions were not as

they should be. There is no indication that there is more of this sort

of vice in Lawrence than in any other community of the state.

Juvenile Delinquency . 'he increase of juvenile delin-

quency common in all communities where the immigrant has become a

noticeable factor is manifest in Lawrence. The delinquency of the

children of immigrants is not due primarily to their racial inheritance,

however, but mainly to poor environment and weak parental control.

The childborn in America of foreign parents or coming to this country

early in life learns the language of his :dopted country much faster

than his parents. The parent is forced to iepend upon the cnild for

his intercourse with the American world. If there is any trouble in
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school, the child, is often the only interpreter between school and

home. The whole attitude of the modern school in its direction and

instruction of matters of health and right living puts the child in

the position of instructor to the parent. In more seriouw cases, where

a law is broken, the juvenile offenders are again the only agency

to explain the situation to the parents. The lack of parental control

so noticeable in immig ant parents is aue primarily either zo the

ignorance or the neglect of the parents. Sometimes the parents are

honest and hardworking, cut, confused by the difficu_ties of the new

life in America, cannot guide their children in the right manner. Others

neglect to look after their children either beco/ase they are forced by

economic necessity to leave them all day or because ameitious to ac-

quire savings or property quickly, they enter the industrial world

when no real need exicos. The freedom from supervision of xhe child-

ren whose parents work away from home, all day is particularly detri-

mental to juvenile morals. With the possible exception of the com-

paratively few children carea for by the day nurseries, children too

young to go to school are left in charge of a neighboring clanswoman

who ta^ies care of a half-^iozen or more in a semi-professional day

nursery. The women who do this work are trained in no sense as nurses

or teachers. They are usually women unable to ~et mill work through

disability, age, or ;ecause they themselves have young children to

mind. The care given the children ia neither scientific or intelli-

gent as a rule. Oftentimes, the mother is unacle or unwilling to pay

even the s all etna which these women chaige ana the children too young

to go to school are left in charge of an older child. Occasionally

also -he children are left at home or on the street without anyone to

care for them during the da -
", cut even in these cases, a neighbor is
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usually delegated to have "an e3r e to them". While the laoor laws re-

quire the attendance ;:.t school of children from seven to fourteen and

the presence of children at work or at school until sixteen, certifi-

cates are sometimes grantee allowing children fro::, fourteen to si :teen

to remain at home to take the place of the mother if she wor.s. Often

children under fourteen attempt to stay at home zo ca: e for younger

children but these atte pts ar^ usually foileu by the attendance

officer, if there are several children in a family of school age,

however, by staying out alternate aays 01 weeks, this method of caring

for the C-.ilj.ren may pass unobserved. .Attempts to bring the baby

brother an^. sister to school are not unknown an^ sometimes teachers

exist who are long-guff er ing enough to allow it. Very naturally,

the early training of these children when delegated to a busy neigh-

bor, an older sister or brother, or a woman doing jit for purely com-

mercial motives is very slight. The children of school age, whose

parents ate working, are but little better off. They are allowed to

roam the street during the cay, and at night ?hren the parents return

weary from work, there is neither time, nor inclination for training

in mann er s or :::or a 1 s .

The temptations, too, which beset the cnild in the tenement

district are not few. Tne families which take in boarders or lodgers

do not usually require any more rigid investigation of the lodgers'

character tnan that he or she seems to be able to pay the board, and

is from the same country. Sometimes the intercourse oetween the child-

ren and the loagers during the aossnce of tne mother at work leads to

harm. All the evils which result from ovtjrc . owding are more harmful

to children than to adults because the mind of the child la still in

its formative p-riod ana is keenly receptive to concepts of soth good
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ana evil. Oramped quarters cause lack of privacy in any case, and

usually a correlative lack either of cleanliness or modesty or both.

In the large tenement houses where ten or twelve families are under

one roof and twenty or more share a yard, the presence of a depraved

boy or girl in one of the tenements is a source of danger to them all.

Stealing is perhaps the offense most characteristic of the

juvenile delinquent of immigrant parents, ana while it is done oy

both girls ana ooys, the ofxencwia bi ought to justice are usually boys.

The methods of thieving aiffer but little among the racial groups.

Unfortunately, ci-cumstances so frequently favor the juvenile thief

that he often becomes proficient in the art before he is either de-

tected or punished. Very many immigrant coys of school age earn some

money by selling papers, delivering goods for a grocer or baker, car-

rying dinners, caring for noises or seasonal work liKt; snow shovelling

ana dandelion or berry picking. The -oarents expect the child to turn

over to them the entire earnings, but of course, it soon aecomes an

easy matter for the children to retain some portion of the money.

Successful experience in this line leads the child to pilf e- small

sums from change rec ived when he is dcmg the family purchasing. The

practice of the immigrant of hoa_ding his savings in a trunk instead

of depositing them in a bank offers another opportunity for theft,

especially if the child is left alone in the house. Instances of this

sort, oven where the sums taxen are of considerable magnitude sometimes

never come to the attention of the police because the parents hesitate

t:o bring theii chiluren to justice. One school girl of thirteen stole

$25 from her father's trunk ana had consumed a considerable portion

of it seeing the sights at a summer resort twenty miles away before

the iDolice found her.
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Another source of temptation is the counters of the five and

ten cent stores where cards, toys, tools, f inery ana all sorts Oi. things

dear to the heart of chilahood are spread foi inspection and examin-

ation. The unguar,ed and frequently unmatched counters are within

easy reach of little lingers ana it is often possible to make a pro-

fitable haul especially when the store is crowded ana the attention of

the clerks aiverted. At all times the salesgirl has to travel a little

distance to make change anu in that short space of time, with a little

proficiency, much plunder can oe secured. Almost every grade teacher

in the foreign district finus herself' an unwilling recipient of stolen

goods, especially in the hcliaay season. Christmas eras, aeccrations,

seals ana toys are spread upon her acsk as a willing offering. The

intrinsic value of the loot is small cut an immense amount of harm

is acne by the comparative ease of the proceaure>.

Some parents themselves are responsible and blamable for

the dishonesty of their children. It is the practise among many of the

recent immigrants to provide all the firing required by the family by

gleanings of coal from the traces and the aump and by wood picket up

from new building, from old buildings in course of aestruetion, ana

from boxes aiscarded by merchants. It is but a step in the mind of a

cnild from picking wood ana coal to taxingthines of greater value.

The women and children often forage together for fuel and neither seem

anxious to observe any strict rules of henr ..ty . Parents will rlead

utter amazement at the thought of their children stealing, -end at the

same time, encourage and even command them to procure the fa ily fuel

supply by fair means or foul. Thu very few families who could not

procure firing except by this means shoula be provided for by some

philanthropic agency rather than have collection of family fuel by the
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children become a training for theft. It is to be notea, however, that

the children who arc fore .ost as scavengers ana fuel gatherers are not

always the most destitute but are far more apt to e the children of

those overambitious parents who are striving to acquire property at

whatever cost to themselves, their families or the community.

Thieving of a slightly different nature is done when the

juvenile delinquent runs with a gang. The gang usually consists of

the boys of a neighborhood who originally come together because of

sc.iool associations, ana whoseunsupervised play leads them into for-

bidden fields. The gang are constant attendants at the cheap moving

picture shows ana the enticing scenes of raboeries depicted on films

find ready imitators. . The leader is usually a little older, a little

stronger, or a little cleverer than the rest ana unaer his leadership,

bake shops ana candy counters are rifled. The milk ana bread delivered

and left on 'the aoor steps in the morning is stolen by the more am-

bitious gangsters who attempt to spend the night away from the parental

roof

.

It is the opinion of those wording among the immigrant child-

ren that no one thing is responsible for so much juvenile delinquency

ae the moving picture show. Children are violently attractea by the

moving picture show. For a time it becomes almost a mania with them

ana in o.aer to procure the necessary coin, petty tnieving is resorted

to. First of all in the mind of the child is the desire to ee the

pictures, com« what may. at whatever cost and last of all, there is the

bad moral effect of views of life not detrimental to aaults out harmful

to children. The moving picture theatres in Lawrence are certainly

no worse than u.ose snown in che average American city. A cemmi ttee

of women of the Municipal League, investigating ccnuitions ac moving
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picture shows in the winter of 1914 and 1915, founa little objection-

able in the films or the vaudeville acts. The presentation of a film

condemned by them was forbidden by the mayor and certain features of

other pe: formances modified. In spite of their decision, however,

it is a well-known fact that the type of film shown, because of the

limitations of the dramatic possibilities of the film, too often

presents a scenario of .crime— in the end, justice may triumph, but

the exploits of the thief, murderer or brigand are apt to be interest-

ing to the last degree, while the culmination of justice is by no

means so clear cut or dramatic. rhe humorous film too frequently

uses as funny man, the policeman or the judge. The cultivation of

this sort of humor is not e. civic virtue. A policeman to be ci use

in a community should ce regarded as something more than a joke and

the purely humorous portrayal of the law, whether in cartoon, book,

cr film is not the best civic instruction for immature minds. Few films

shown are entirely "cad and undoubtedly, the majority are innocuous

at least to the average adult, cut the play or film suitable .or adult

vision is by.no means, for that reason, food for babes. To the well-

balanced adult an occasional evening at the moving picture theatre is

of an altogether different moral value than an every evening entertain-

ment to an immature child with no selective background of common sense

cr good taste. T..e humor of the "movies'"' is of about the same degree

of taste as the comic supplement of the Sunday paper, the dramatic

possibilities range from dims novel variet}r to the adaptation of the

stock play; the much advertised educational advantages are net commer-

cially a success and are therefore seldom featured; and all together

this form of entertainment is characterized by poor taste and lurid

attractiveness. The immigrant and his children will continue to patron-

ize the "movies", however, for the very reasons that the American and
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his children in a city like Laurence patronize them, because they offer

the sort of entertainment that the "tired business man" want a at a

price within reach of the average r-ge- earner

.

Desixe fox spending money for cigarettes and for pretty

clothes are the other causes r.cst contributory to juvenile dishonesty.

Gang thieving is, of course, easily detected and the offenders are

brought to judgement, but often they succeed in being placed on pro-

bation, which often means that the conduct of the child changes not at

all.

"The sympathetic judge not infrequently condones the juvenile

offender on the ground that the offender is small, or the offence is

small, or the number of arrests is small. Indeed, ir: some places,

it is generally be.ieveu among the boys cf a street that a 'first of-

fender' is, according to popular parlance, nearly always 'let go' on

probation. This is a mischievous idea tc have floating about, for

probation that is on±3r sof t- hear tedr.es s breeds contempt. As the r. other

of one probation f Hedging put it, 'We beat the law, Johnny's only on

probation'. And true enough, under an easy-going probation, Johnny

generally does beat the 3aw, beats it many times during probation, with-

out the juage 01 the probation officer ever finding cut the fact.

Probation that is simply giving the boy 'another chance 1 without super-

vision c~ aid, is just as apt to give him a chance to do wrong as a

chance xc uo right" says Arthur Towns. Supt. cf Brooklyn S. P. C. G.

in "The Latest ford in Hegard to Juvenile Probation".

The Juvenile Court . According ic laws of Massachu-

setts, juvenile cases are net tried in the regular courx but ina

special children's court, in Lawrence there is no special juvenile

judge, but the regular police court judge heare the children's cases
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at a separate sitting of the court. The children, if not committed

to some institution, are most frequently placed on probation. The

numbers of juvenile offenders and the scanty of probation officers

make it an almost impossible task to have the work properly aone.

No doubt, there are and always will be probationers who are unres-

ponsive to probationary care, but neither the juvenile court nor the

probation system are uoing what the American public expects of them

if the results of these agencies is simply to defer the time when a

boy shall enter a reformatory . or correction institution instead of

affecting in him a permanent reformation without institutional care.

The Lyman School for Boys at ffestboro and the Industrial

School for Boys at Shirley are the institutions to which boys in .

Lawrence are most often committed for delinquency, coys under fifteen

going to feetboro and under eighteen, to Shirley. Both seeds, wr.ich

have excellent reputations, are so overcrowded as to make probations

necessary. Beys at the Lyman School are frequently farmed out and

in this way become accustomed, for the first time, to American stand-

arcs of living. Then the time for release is at hand, the coy is

returned zo his home uno.er the probationary care of a state visitor.

Many coys who have had a useful ana happy life on a farm find return

to the city with the movie and gang attractions too much of a tempta-

tion. Others find it difficult to get work ana in consequence, are

scon in trouble again. The number who do succeed, however, owe their

moral victory to themselves and the school from which they came rather

than to any geney in La:-Tence which makes their after care ana en-

couragement its business.

The other chief cause cf bringing the juvenile offender to

justice is truancy, but this problem is not a particularly vital one





at present in Lawrence. In the school report for 1913, the number of

arrests for truancy was given as £7, of whom 15 were coi.,r.itted to the

Truant School ana 1£ were placed on probation. Since the total enroll-

ment in the schools for that yer.r was 11,478, the mir.ber of truants

brought to justice is a very minute portion of the total. Undoubtedly

there ere inexcusable absences whi chare rot punished by court pro-

cedure. The truant officers' leport for 1915 shows o,18£ absences re-

ported to them by the teachers for investigation ana 5,074 parents

notif i ea.

The greatest need which the cit can supply -or the juvenile

del in uent is a place to play ana a supervision of such play ry work-

ers trained in the art of re creation and firm enough to prevent the

"gang from* running the show. The back yara anu the vacant lot are fast

passing into history in Lawrence and have been a thing of the past

for years in the central district. Playground space is available and

the workers are the only need. Fortunately, the city supplies surer-

vised playgrounds in the summe : vacation but they are needed for six

months .ore at least.

Indoor recreation of the Kind where the boy and girl is an

active participant, rather than a passive onlooker is a need for the

wintermcnths . Various private organizations are attesting this work

and the success of each one in its small way only proves the necessity

of adequate recreation spots for all the children in all the Congested

districts

.

In almost all literature periaii ing to delinquency, a great

deal is said of the* harmful effect on the rodern child of the absence

of the chores which were the daily portion of the children on the farm.

The glorification of these home duties would lead one to suppose that
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their performance guaranteed a perfect child. Yet home duties in a

maximum degree are often the task of the immigrant child and 3'et that

child seems as frequent a pre-y to temptation as the one with no cares.

Immigrant children, more especially girls, do an immense amount of

household drudgery performed in the hardest possible manner usually

through ignorance of proper methods . Italian and Syrian girls make

lace in seemingly inexhaustible quantities while to the older child-

ren of all the immigrants is delegate^ the task of caring for the

younger ones. The task of proviuxng the family fuel with the accom-

panying hazard of getting "pinched by the cor" is surely as arduous

for the immigrant as for the ooy who simply cnopped it from the fami-

ly wood-pile, yet this drudgery has not provau and never will prove

a panacea for juvenile crime.

The boy or girl ov?r fourteen and under twenty-one also

constitutes a problem in youthful wrongdoing. The children of immi-

grants of these ages are most f-equently wage-earners ana with the

possession cf a pay envelope ccmes a further inuependence ana laxity

of parental control. The same aesire for the "movies" which is mani-

festeo. by the younger cnildren is shown by their olu-er brothers and

sisiers ana usually, for this purpose, money is allowed to the work-

ing chila. It is the custom of foreign parents to claim the entire

earnings of the wor.-.ing son or daughter and while this procedure meets

with but faint protest during the first years when" money for the

"movies" is all that is desirea, sooner or l?:ter there will be an

objection cn the part of young America to this old worla iaea. When

xhe immigrant -arent, as is the general custom, dresses the working

child suitably, satisfies his voracious a] petite, ana allows even a

minimum of pocket money, there is small profit left when the meagre
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wages earned by the child ana the prevalent slackness of work are

taken into account. The most docile ana sometimes the most intelli-

gent childrer see this, but occasionally some Italian boy or Syrian

girl aecides that he or she is contributing more to the family exche-

quer than is necessar- with less freedom of action than is desired,

and the trunk is r iflea of the father or mother's hoarded savings and

a lurid two or three weeks in a big city evens the balance.

One boy, caught in the midst of an adventure of this sort,

showed no signs of remorse or sympathy for his heartbroken parents,

who saw their savings thus dissipated and considered his appropriation

of the money in no sense a theft since he had wcrkea for three years

with only a quarter for weekly pocket money and a m nimum of clothes.

Even when there is no economic clash, the children may de-

mand more freedom of action than the immigrant parents approve. The

result is sometimes equally harmful when excessive re - ession and

absolute freeaom of youthful spirits are set against each other.

Young girls in couples roam the streets on summer evenings willing to

pick up with youths of any description, while the neighboring summer

resorts with the dance hall set in wooded parks offer temptations to

foolish anu inexperienced youth. The children of the earlier immi-

grants, the English, Irish ana Canadian French, are the ones falling

the easiest victims to this sort of thing. The young Italian men

sometimes frequent dance halls but the girls are rarely allowed even

the minimum of personal liberty, while the major it;
- of the other

foreign races, with the -ossible exception of particularly lively or

independent members,have not often ventured far from the foreign

quarter

.

These young girls of easy virtue ana willingness to run
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into temptation -re not typical of Lawrence alone out are character-

istic of the day., -when the entertainment ana recreation of youth is

so frequently far from the sight of the parents ana catered for by

commercial enterprise. The dangers to morality by lax supervision

is emphasized in the 1914 Heport of the vice Commission, which says:

"Until late adolescence, boys and girls should be kept from evil

associations, provided with wholesome and attractive recreation ana

amusement under the eyes of their parents, and not excited by unwhole-

some commercialized amusements which suggestand provoke sex impulse.

If during this period they are taught the sacredness of the uody, are

warned of the aangers of bodily contact and the hazards of chance

acquaintance, and self-control is inculcated by example ana reinforced

by knowledge of life imparted under conditions conducive to modesty

and self-respect, they will be saved from the fate of these wretched

women and their partners".

The boys of the immigrant races, in lieu of better entertain-

ment, loiter on the street corners in gangs which, thanks to the

vigilance of the Lawrence police, do nothing mere serious than waste

their time, and seiaom or never accost passersby. The formation of

small social clubs which are simply rooms which can be used for card-

playing, and shooting craps in the alley out of sight of the rather

watchful police are the more ambitious pleasures. The young men who

like dancing or the society of the other sex spend their evenings in

that mode of entertainment known as "on the pick up", ana the country

roads are favorite walks of these foolish couples who are trying to

forget the adas;e, old ana familiar to their immigrant parents: "Man

is fire ana woman is tow".

The juvenile delinquent whether of school age or older falls
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frequently into the temptations offered him by city life because his

conscience training is weak . His parents reared in a stricter reli-

gious atmosphere in the old land and perhaps still more restricted

by the rigid moral standards of a small village life, often find in

America a rele.-ce from strict religious observa. ces. The withdrawal

of the immigrant from the faith of his fathers is usually not deliber-

ate "out through carelessness or indifference. If oy zea ous evangeli-

zation, he is induced to enter into other religious affiliations , he

usually does so with faint conviction and wavering practise. The

religious and moral training of the child is neglected, both in pre-

cept and example and, in consequence, the child ie Drought up in

atboacc ox ti.e moral standards which are best taug..t by the example

.f the heme and the precept of the church. Sometimes, alas, the im-

migrant is directly responsible for the waywardness of his child by

his own intemperance c- immorality, but often, on the other hand, par-

ents who have kept their strict standards of morality are unable to

offer but an ineffectual brrrier to the onrush of harmful ideas and

practices of the new world. Confused by the many intricacies of

city life, discouraged by economic difficulties and disheartened at

Iheir loss of control over their children, they present the saddest

picture of the story of immigration. It is sometimes impossible for

the immigrant to force upon -is children, old wo^ld iueas of discipline

and since he has no conception of a disciplinary or moral education

which will harmonize with American life and moral standards, his child-

ren dc as they please.

The schools have accomplished very little in the coral train-

ing of children, partly because the sencol time is so taken up with

imparting of /ii.owleage that the equally important task of teaching
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good behaviour is neglected and partly because ethical instruction is

hampered for obvious reasons in a pub ic school. Moreover, standards

of good school behaviour have no counterpart in the active life of the

streets. While the maximum of excellent conduct in s-nooi is assum-

ing a position of absolute rigidity with hanas folded, it can nave no

duplicati n or ethical significance in American life outside scnool

acors

.

Moreover, the responsibility of the chila should be the

vruty of the pa-cnt in America as in every other country. A juver.iie

court which would impress the parents with their responsibility for

their children's delinquency would perhaps in turn impress the parent

with the need of supervision and guidance of their boys and girls.

Too often, it is feared, is the commitment ci" a d:ila to an institu-

tion a consummation most devoutly v.lished.by the thrifty parent w:.o

is cuite willing for the State to ieea, ciotne and manage his child

for a few years until the time when, well-t- ain^d ana well-nourished,

he returns at a wording age to add his mite to the family income.
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VIII EMIGRATION FROM LAWRFiiCE.
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Emigration from Lawrence.

Intention of Return to Homeland . There is a wide-spre

notion that the immigrant comes to the United States, sxays for a few

years, in the meantime living in penury, ariu working for lower wages

than the American workman, and after accumulating his hoard, strides

his tent like the Arab and returns to enrich his homeland with the

money earned in America. That each succeeding race who have come to

America had as their original intention a speedy return to The native

land with an accumulation of c pitai earned in America is an unc ntro-

vertible fact. The Irish immigrant meant only a short absence from

his beloved green Islej tne English contemplated a return to England

when sufficient mone~ was made to live in affluence; the Syrian, the

Italian hoped for a speedy return from gray New Rnglanu skies to sun-

ny southern ones.

The first years in the new lanu were invariably homesick ones

for the imm grant, whether he came from Cor.-, or Cracow, and the life

in America seumeu a sum total of hardship only to be corne in oruer

that the coveted money might be earned to re-establish himself in

affluence in the old land. But as the y^ars progressed and the grow-

in'' children became enamored with America:: ideas, the return 10 the

fatherland became more ana more visionary.

Visits to the Ola Country . Occasional immigrants make

the return home as a visit but the call of Ameiica is str:nger than

the homeland end the second journey to America is often made accom-

panied by a group of fellow townsmen or vistors who have nearu of

America from the glowing tales of the returned traveler. That money

earned in America is sent back to Europe is inevitably true. When,
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as is often the case, the father of the family was the pioneer of

the family to emigrate, it v.
ras obviously necessary for him to send

back money to support his wife ana children until conditions in the

new world warranted him in sending their passage money. When the

immigrant was one of the young members of a family, filial duty re-

quired that he still contribute to tae support of the parents, although

they did not attempt life in America. This -sending back of money

earned in America is no recent custom, it was even more characteristic

cf the earlier immigrants than the later groups. The nu ibers of im-

migrants from Ireland were mainly assisted in their journey by the

money sent "back home" by the earlier immigrants. The evidences of

prosperity to ce found in Ireland today are due in great measure to

the American dollars which paid for the thatching on the roof, or

the purchase of the new bit of farmland.

Permanent Re bnrna . Yet the return of the immigrant to

his native heath, with the sxce^tin of two groups, is not large. The

unsuccessful and the disabled are glad to return to the native land,

and it is quite possible, that under less strenuous industrial condi-

tions ana more favoring skies, the ravages ms.de by over-vcrK, under-

feeding ana bad housing may be eradicated. Another group which has

a tendency to return is that of immigrant men who come for a temporary

rash in the labor market ana when times are uull return again to

fturope. This wandering group of unstable workers willing to do rough

dirty work for what seems to Americans small, but to them large pay,

inevitably ciog the labor market writ mnskillea, casual labor. ThelTin-

tention of life in America is not permanent yet they too are prone to

return when the signs of business are prosperous.

Statistics of Emigration. In the strike investigation by
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the Federal Government in 1912, the following data concerning the

emigration from Lawrence £01 three months of chat year is given. This

data would seem to show the extreme numbers leaving on account of

industrial conditions.

"The records of the United State Bureau of Immigration show

that during the months of January, February and March 1912, 10S aliens

departing from the port of Boston and 127 aliens departing from the

port of New York reported Lawrence, Mass., as their last residence".

The races departing comprise:

2 Armenians 40 Polish
10 Du:ch and Flemish 1 Russian
16 English 3 Ruthenian
13 French 4 Syrian
ao German i Irish

38 Italian Scwth 1 Scotch
40 Lithuanian 7 Portuguese

The races allowing the great number of emigrants, the Italian,

Polish and Lithuanian were those which had the largest non-family

immigration and also those most effocced by the strike. Compared to

the total number of those races in the city, the exodus was compara-

tively slight

.

Evidence of Permanent Settlement . The fact that many of

the recent immigrants intend to make Lawrence their permanent home is

evidenced by their accumulation of property. A nomadic immigration

does not acquire real est te,and once landowners, the immigrant finds

the eld ideal of returning to the homeland only an idle dream or a

remote possibility, if unprecedented prosperity is his lot.





ECONOMIC COHSEQUBNCfiS OF IMMIGRATION
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Economic Consequences of Immigration.

The most aisascrcus economic effect of immigration on Law-

rence has been not its kinu but its quantity. H. H. Boyesen says:

"Just as a body cannot with safety accept nourishment any faster than

it is capable of assimilating it, so a state cannot accept an excessive

influx of people without serious injury." Through misinformation 01

exploitation mo^e immigrants have come to the city than can find work,

ana the inevitable consequence has been that the immigrant in oraer

to get any work at all will work under conditions and for wages w.iich

would not content the American worker anc. thus he oi'times unintentional-

ly causes wages to remain low.

Rev. John A. Ryan, an ec nomist of bread range says: "Immi-

grants must ana do aeprsss wages, for the simple reason that they in-

crease the supplv of a kind of labor that is already too plentiful,

relatively to the higher ^inds of labor Until -ecently, unrestrict-

ed immigration was, owing to the different economic situation here,

:nly less beneficial to America than to the oppressed immigrants.

Hence there was no reasonable ground for keeping them out. Today

their arrival at the current rate has a distinct and very great ev^.1

effect" .

Woiiiers of an older generation in the Lawrence Hills assert

that while in the early days they coulu make $12 a week, now, on ac-

count of too slack work, they make only |5 or $6. In a comparison

of this iiind, the consideration, however, of diminished efficiency

of the worker because of age must be considered.

The Massachusetts Immigration Cominission of 1S1<* Report says:

"It is often saio. that the last new immigrant race, from the tine of
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the Irish ana English to that of the Greek ana Lithuanian, has been

preferrea by employers oecause its members are willing to work for

lower wages, and that they have bee:, willing to do this because the

standard of living has in the c se of each g.oup been lowei than that

of the supplanted nationality. The United States Immigration Commis-

sion makes the following comment in this connection: 'As a matter of

fact, it has not appeared in the case of the industries covered by

the present investigation that it was usual for employers to engage

recent immigrants at wages actually lower than t loss prevailing at

the time of their employment in the industry where they we^e employed*.

In other words, a Pole and an American doing the same kind of work

are paid on the same basis. What the wages of the workers in the tex-

tile mills, in construction work and all the other occupations

of the State would have been if the Irish, English, French Canadian,

South Italian, Pole, Portuguese and others had not, in turn •displaced 1

those T.vho came before them is only a matter of conjecture."

The vast amount of unemployment ana underemployment which

has been manifest in America during the past year and has been most

strikingly exemplified in Lawrence proves the contention that the

labor market is overstocked. The condition this winter was simply

an exaggerated phase of a condition chronic in Lawrence. The immense

plants by which modern capitalists reduce every possible cost of pro-

duction are probably never entirely running full time. Small sections

may be temporarily rushed with work but it is common gossir in Law-

rence that at no time has the immense Wood Mill been entirely in

operation. This method of running the mills, although no doubt prac-

tisea for seme motive of efficiency, has as its correlative effect

underemployment or unemployment of the workers. If several members





of the family work in the same mill, seldom they are all working full

time. The slackness of uhe work causes drifting between the mills

anu. the result is a vast army of operatives who are never employed

to the full limit of their capacity.

The immigrant by his very needs and weakness fits admiraoly

into a scheme of employment whereby the employer need ieei no personal

responsibility towaid his help. There is no personal contact with

che employee, frequently he is xnown only as a number since his name

is unpronounceable or unspellabie by the bookkeeper and a conception

of responsibility for his continued employment is a thought uncon-

sidered by the manufacturer.

As Eaward A. Ross, in his book "The Ola World in the New",

says: "Employers observe a tendency for employment to become ...ore

fluctuating ana seasonal because of an elastic supply of aliens, with-

out family or local attachments, ready to go anywhere or ao anything.

In certain centers, immigrant laborers form, as it were, visible riv-

ing pools from which the employer can dip as he needs. Wpy should he

smooth his work evenly throughout the year in or.er to -eep a labor

force composes of family men with local roots when he can always take

on ;; ginnies" witnout trouble anu drop them without compunction?

In a concern with ^0,000 employees, the rate of change is a hun.rred

per cent a yecir, and is increasing I Labor leaders notice that em-

ployment is becoming more iluctuating, there axe fewer steady jobs,

and the proportion of men who are justified in founding a home con-

stantly diminishes."

Racial Qisplacement . The immigrants being largely unskille

at first do the haraest, most unskilled, airtiest work. When one

nationality invaaes a certain territory in mill work, Ihe other races
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tend to leave that field.

The olaer races in Lawrence seem to have suffered little

because of this racial displacement. The earliest immigrants— the

Irish— since their exodus from the mill have entered generally the

mercantile or professional fields. The son of the Celt that carried

the hod is seldom stranded in the field of manual labor, but by dim:

-f the sacrifice of his parents and his own ideals, has acquired a

"white collar job" in an office or store. The English and Scotch

and German, always more or less skilled, have moved higher in the

textile processes, 01 ifi some cases have gone into mill business on

a small scale, to furnish some specialized product for the mills.

The less skilled operatives have suffered more, n:turally from the

competition and the operatives of maturer years whoare the only Eng-

lish speaking persons in their respective rooms find the occupation

less congenial on account of the foreign influx.

Without the entrance of the immigrant to Lawrence , it would

have been impossible either to construct or man the huge plants erected

in Lawrence by the woolen and cotton manufacturers. The development

to their present degree of supremacy of the woolen and cotton indus-

tries of New England would be imj ossible without the brawn of the

immigrant

.

"While the new immigrant with his willingness to work in

the dirt ana the filth and the danger that are a concomitant, has maae

possicle much of America 1 s splendid industrial development, the very

fact of his willingness to brave these things ana brave them at scant

wages, has made him a liability to the nation. The man who will do

these things is necessary to the industrial life of a nation; but the

raan who is content to ao them and never to look up ana beyond them may

be a menace." li.iinigrant An Asset anu Liability. P. J. Ha&^en.
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Social ana Civic Effects of Immigration.

Besides prcx/ id.ing the labor market with an abundance of

raw material, the immigrant as well as fur dshing a problem has made

various contributions to the civic ana social life of the community.

That the immigrants have potent possibilities of development in the

realms of art ana literature is manifest by the history of the nations

from which they ome. It is true that the industrial life of America

has seemed to stifle this artistic development and we find in America

no counterpart of the musical genius of Chopin, the artistic prowess

of Raphael, the literary art of Shakespeare, o- the philosophy of

Schopenhauer. It has been often stated that genius does not travel

in the steerage but history shows that genius and talent are by no

means restricted to the refined and cultivated classes in any region

or clime.

Each succeeding race which has come to Lawrence has by its

progress in the new wo^ld both gainea and lost much by assimilation

with America. If success were measured only in terms of material pro-

gress, the Ixish immigrant and his descendants have far outstripped

their Celtic forbears. The prosperous Irish American turns over

more red goiu in a week than his prototype on the bleak farm on a

Kerry hillside dreamt of possessing even by obtaining the magic store

of the leprechaun. But tne blatant .and successful commercialism of

the prosperous Irish American has almost extinguished the germ of

mystic idealism which is the birthright of every Celt. The Irish

immigrants of f -*6, ignorant as some of them were of pen and book, were

yet possessed of that magic gift of Celtic legenary which no conquer-

ing nation had ever been able to wrest from them. Coming from a land





soraid. poverty of the most distressing sort, political repression of

the cruellest description and lack of possibilities of educational

ana socis.1 advancement "rere paramount, the natives of that same unfor-

tunate land had a religious faith dearer than life itself, a simple

family life where the homely virtues were manifest ana a rigorous

standard of morality which no race has ever surpassed. Material pro-

gress beyond his wildest dreams has been maae by man.- a country boy

of bogland and mountain; but his children rearea in America scorn the

fairy lore and pious custom that were his dearest possession.

In like manner each successive race has lost and gained

much by contact with America. The somewhat phlegmatic British tem-

perament has Quickened to the pulse of American life, and the after-

noon tea that is the custom of the humolest Saxon is considered a

waste of time in commercial America. The simple folk lore of the

country village, the quaint customs of family ana communal life find

no counterpart in the tenement life of busy America. Even the Ghetto

aoes not e::ist in the New World and Judaism which has held its follow-

ers to its rigorous rules through centuries of bioodstainea persecu-

tion finds its orthoaoxy weakening and melting in the sunlight of

American tolerance.

The nationalities in Lawrence who have held themselves most

aloof from American life are obviously tnose which retain the more

extensively their peculiar racial tendencies. The Germans and the

French have a distinct 1 fe of their own, separate from the American

life around them ana retain to a greater extent the use of their

native language and the enjoyment of their native customs. The French

children attend the parochial schools ana there learn the French lan-

guage, but the Germans attena the puolic schools and acquir . tne
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German after school hours. The numerous German halls - enew in America

The social spirit of hhe old world. Neither of these races seems to

xiave suffered as a result, of their isolation out frugal, thrifty and

law-abiding in the main, their contribution to America:' civic life is

a tning apart from ordinary American living.

To the German element more than to any other isaue the

awakened public interests in music, both choral ana instrumental,

ihe Teuton love cf entertainment and his obvious enjoyment of inno-

cent amusement has paved the way for a general public merrymaking

quite unknown in Puritan New England. The Germans with their ath-

letic interest ana their reaainess to give exhibitions 01 their s*;ill

on public occasions have led in all civic manifestations of community

spirit

.

The ability in labor organization was best shown in the

English of the older races and only the influx of later rajes and the

restrictive attitude of the mills stoppea its fu bher development.

The Irishman's political ability has made him perhaps most

conspicuous in municipal affairs cut the conservative vote of German

and Englishman has been a potent factor when the main issue was to

oe settled by the silent vote.

Of the later races, too snort a time has eiu.pseu to do any

more than hazard a guess at their civic ana social contributions to

ohe city's life. The Italian's love for the fruits of the earth has

tempted the American to forsake his restrictea meat diet; the intel-

lectual stimulus of the Hebrew in school as the commercial stimulus

of his father in business has sharpenea tae American wits, and, some-

times, also their tempers; and, in general, the thrift of -he later

races has cast in high relief our great American habit of waste.
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Unfortunately , the later races have shown little interest in the civie

life although their intention of permanence of residence in proof

of their acceptance of the city for weal and woe . The way to a man's

heart is often through his pocket cook, however, ana a rapia interest

in public affairs comes with the payment of the first tax- bill.

Whether the present anarchistic tenaency of the Italian will soften

with prosperity as did the socialistic one of the German, the coming

years will tell us; whether the nationless Pole, of an ancestry strong

in patriotism will translate his allegiance to America as did the

Irishman, time will disclose, "out if the future deve..ops as the past

Lawrence has little to fear in political development or social life

from her diversity of races.
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Solving the Problem.

Economic? Solution . Restric cion . Immigration to America

ana to communities like Lawrence which are at present ove stocked with

a labor supply is fast becoming an economic problem. Immigration is

prooably yet needed by certain portions of the United States, but it

seems to oe rather clearly demonstrated by statistical figures that

further labor supply is not needea in a community like Lawrence. The

supply of unskilled labor is more than the demand for such laoor, wx.ile

the
A

even for s-illeu. labor aoes nou seem to be a crying need. The

European War . while it brought temporary ousiness depression also

brought a temporary lull in the immigrant suppl}*- although, up to this

time, nc relief of the Lawrence situation has resulted.

The American Protectionist commenting on the decrease in

immigration snys: "President Wilson must have studied the statistics

of immig atior: for the calendar year 1914 before vetoing the immigra-

tion bill. Immigration fell from 1,387,000 in 1915 to 688,485 in

1914, ana 343,000 ie.'t the country in 1914 compared to £74,000 in

1913. Democratic depression has proved to be an effective means of

restricting immigration ana the Presiaent probably concluded that no

other restrictive measures were needed." While fair-minded men un-

biased by political or party prejudices will aiffer as to the causes

of financial depression, its effect on immigration is marked.

Literacy Test . The delay in solving the problem of the

restriction of the immigrant supply has been caused for the most part

by the lack of a test by which some immigrants may be permitted zc

enter the country if an entire prohibition of iinrnigration—not yet

contemplates with serioisnese— is not aesirea. The tests so far
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effered, notably that of literacy, are opposed by many thinking people •

ana a* analysis of its probable effect on a community like Lawrence

had it oeen in effect since the development of the city are pertinent.

in judging the fitness for America of the immigrants who

clamor at the sates, the students ox xhe suc 2 ect seer, to divide on

the question of a proper test of qualification for prospective good

citizenship.. The majority of immigrants who have come to Lawrence

in the years of its existence would have been barred frcr, its civic

life if the literacy test had been in operation. Her aces it seem

that the literacy test would have kept cut only the undesirables free

the stream which entered.for scree of the most successful of the im-

migrants have been these illiterate ones.

Jane Addams says: "After all, literacy is neither a test

of character ,cr cf ability; it is merely an index of the educational

system in which a man has been reared. The literacy test will always

work in favor cf the nan from the city and discriminate against the

man from the country. On the face cf it, it would seem safer to ad-

mit a sturdy peasant from the mountains of Calabria than a sophis-

ticated Neapolitan, familiar with the refined methods of police graft

which have made the Camorra famous The only service America ie

universally eager to renaer to the immigrant ana his children, and

moreover, the only one it is thoroughly eeuippea to offer, is free

education"

.

Property Qualifications . Another popular fallacy as re-

gards fitness of the immigrant places bis aesiraeilitv in direct ratio

to his previous supply of this world's gooes. There is fear of the

Pauper element, and yet of all -the immigrants who have come to America,

perhaps the most successful have been these who entered the country
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penniless. The earliest immigrants tc Laurence, the famine-.driven

Irish, came from conditions of the direst poverty that the civilized

world has ever known ana yet it cannot be proven chat the majority

of the Irish or ever, a majority of the more penn less of the Irish

immigrants have been a detriment to American progress, although Irish

naL.es will he found on the records of charity both ruclic and private.

The Jewo, also, who have come to the city penniless have in

the short time they have been here progressed rapialy. Very few of

the i..r.igra: ts who have come tc Lawrence, early or recently, of North

European or South European extraction have come with any amount of

capital. The majority of all the races have succeeded in wresting

from the new world a living better than that of tne old world and

have often succeeded in the New Forld in inverse ratio to tlieir pros-

per ixy in the Old.

Inimum Wage for Immigrants . The inefficacy an unfair-

ness cf a literacy test is felt by economists generally. Paul P.ellogg,

in an article in the Survey January 7, 1911, voices a novel idea cf

a restrictive policy. He says: "Yet the two most discuss-a proposals

for restricting ii.n.igratior—property and educational t:Sts—h^ve the

disadvantages that only indirect ly ao they reach the economic springs

of what is distinctly an economic inundation. Wcul- it not be yes-

sible to apply minimum wage standards airectly and solsly to immi-

gration? That is—prcviae that until an immigrant has spent five

years in America he cannot be hired for less than a living wage, say

lor purposes of discussion, £2.50 a day For in essence, a mini-

mam wage immigration certificate would give promise of being, what

the wool scneaule and the steel schedule and the cotton schcaule have

failed to prove, a 'tariff fo- the protection of American labor'."
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Commenting of this proposition. Rev. John A. Ryan, the author

of "The Living Wage", in a letter to the Survey says: "To prohibit

by law the employment of any immigrant, within five years of his ar-

rival, at less than a living wage, ^oula, if the law were held con-

stitutional ana wereenforcedas well as the average law, solve the im-

migration question more effectively, more satisfactorily xo all the

interested classes, than any oxher measure that could be devised."

A careful study of the difficulties in the Lawrence immigra-

tion pro'clem shows that such a restriction would not only help xo

solve the principal difficulty cf the Lawrence situation--the economic

one— but also by insuring a better income to bhe immigrant would permit

him lo live more in accordance with American standards ana educate His

children to a greater degree, thus solving in part the social ana civic

aifficuities contingent on immigration as well.

Distribution. Many students of the immigration problem

feel thax the ccunxry ax large is still in need of the services cf xhe

immigrants however much lack of distribution of the immigrant flow

has caused congestion in canters like Lawrence . The former Secretary

Hagel of the Department of Labor says: "We need labor in this coun-

try and the natives are unwilling to do the work which the aliens come

over to do. It is perfectly true that in a few cities ana localities

there are congested conditions. It is equally xrue that in much larger

areas we are practically without help". That distribution ana not

restriction is the present need was voiced by A. Piatt Andrew in xhe

June 1914 number of the North American Review. Re says:

"Our problem is not how we can exclude cut how we can ef-

fectively distribute those who are coming to us. We nee.- ana can use

in America all the strong ana healthy helpers that can come. We need
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their help in developing the almost boundless resources of this great

country, but at the same time, we muct protect those that come and

these that are already here from excessive concentration in the older

anu more uensely populated communities whose resources are limited

anu whose opportunities are already sufficiently exploited."

The reasons for the influx of immigration to Lawrence are

primarily because of its geographic situation near the port of Boston,

and because of the utilization of unskilled labor by its principal

industry as well as by the attraction to it of further members of its

already numerous racial elements. Reference to this contributing

factor in distribution of immigration is made in the Report of the

Massachusetts Commission of Immigration in 1914: "An assertion that

is often made to explain the need of distribution is that the immigrant

through ignorance goes to the cities and mill towns, 'where. he is not

wanted* instead of xc the sparsely settled sec. ions of the W^st, where

his work is much desired. This is not in accordance with the facts.

The great majority of the immigrants come to join relatives or friends

in the United States, who want them so much that they have usually

made many sacrifices to enable them to come If the immigrant were

not industrially 'wanted 1
, he would not go to the city or to the mill

i own, ior his friends and relatives arc not able to support him in

leisure

.

The immigrant is in most cases informed by his relatives and

as to certain places where he is 'wanted 1
, end comes guided by that

information. This is a ^ino of iistribution that may seem to ce work-

ing itself out satisfactorily , but as a matter of fact , it only seems

wO be doing so. The immigrant who comes from Souther: 1
, and Eastern

Europe is advised by friends who have been here only a short time them-
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selves, ana who know really nothing of where the immigrant may best

sell ".he skill, intelligence or physical enuurance he possesses".

Under presenx conditions, universe- in America, the search

for work even in normal times is a procedure both uneconomic and dis-

Heartening. In a cixy like' Lawrence where the labor market is over-

stocked ana xhe unemployed have the handicap of ignorance of the lan-

guage, conditions are at their worst. The policy of the Lawrence liiils

in hiring their help by application at the mill gaxes is a r exnod

which, ax the present stage of inuustrial progress, the public should

not tolerate. This one phase of xhe economic problem can oesx be solved

by the establishment of public employment bureaus where the job with-

out a man ana the man without a job may be connected by some more

rational method than a "worK line" at the mill gates.

The distribution of surplus labor can only be attempted with

success by a state and national agency, cut a civic bureaxi on the

lines of those managed by the German cities wculd care for the local

problem.

An investigation of the earning capacities of the majority

of the immigrants, especially of the later arrivals, shows that be-

fore notable progress can be made in Americanising the immigrant , in

Lawrence, he must receive a wage which will enable -.im to maintain

an American standard of living. Rev. John A. Ryan says: "Upon one

rrinciple of partial justice, unpre judicial men are in suosxantial

agreement. They hold that wages should be suff icier."*. ly high xo enable

the la:orer to live in a manner consistent with a dignity of a human

being". All the laborers .n the Lawrence Mills do not receive such

a wage. The encuse for poor wc.ges often offered is that the workman

is a free -gent and his willingness to work for low wages is a cause
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of the economic situation.

Pope Leo XIII in his famous encyclical on Labor which is

considered a valuable contribution to labor literature says:

"Let it be granted, then, that as a rule workman and employ-

er should make agreements and in particular should freely agree as

to wages; nevertheless there is a dictote of nature more imperious

and more ancient than any bargain between man man , that the remunera-

tion must be enough to support the wage-earner in reasonabl and

frugal ccmfcrt . If, through necessity, or fear of a worse evil, the

workman accepts harder conditions because :n employer or contractor

will give him no better, he is the victim oi fraud ana injustice."

Of course, no employer of labor is under a moral cb. igatior: to pay a

highei wage than he is able to, allowing him, of course, a reasonable

profit. It has been shown that tie wages "aid in Lawrence in the

woolen and worstea industry, the primary industry oi this city, are

no worse, ana perhaps somewhat better, than the wages paid in that

industry in other places. It also seems, by governmental data, that

xhe textile industry in general aoes not pay a wage by which ix is

possiole for the unskilled workers to maintain a family in comfort.

What wages the textile industry is able to pay inLawrence in parti-

cular is a difficult problem to determine. The absence of the mill

owners from the community prevents the public from any bur a vague

idea of their prosperi'y ana the fact also that the mills are usually

in the hands of incorporated companies makes still more difficult an

estimation of their profits. The immense plants erecteu by the Lc.w-

rence Hills are manifestations to the average citizen at least that

there is no dearth of profit.

Vida bcudder of Wellesley College in a much criticized

»
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speech which sne made at the time of the Lawrence Strike ssio:

e
"What we of the genial public would like to see would be

a boara of government experts who should determine just what wages

the woolen trades could carry consistently witn reasonable profits

to their stockholders ana to the manufacturers. And I speak for

the New England of our fathers when I say that if such wages are (even

for the least skilled 01 the workers) below the standard necessary

to maintain men and women in decency and health, tne woolen in-

dustry has not a present rignt to exist in Massachusetts. For the

first point in any industry is tnat it snail be competent to support

its workers in honor

.

w

The Minimum Wage Commission of Massacxiusetts - 01 rather

recent birth - has made no such investigation of the textile in-

dustry up to the present time. Until an investigation by state or

fecerai authority is made concerning the ability oi the textile in-

dustry to pay wages on whicn an American standard of living may be

maintained, discussion of the duty of the manufacturers as to wages must

necessarily be fruitless.

If the low wages are proven to be purely for the xinancial

profit of the strong by the exploitation of the weak, some Americans,

who are keenly sensitive to the wrongs and rights of labor, reel in

truth that "God visits eternal punishment upon a board of directors

as surely as upon a secret society of assssins, though the first may

have let the victim* s heart 'a blood out with a majority stockholders'

vote instead of with a stiletto."

At all events, we may be certain that all responsibility

for poor wages dots not rest directly on tne manufacturer or stock-

holder, but indirectly on tne general public who desire to purchase at

the cheapest market and thus cause excessive competition.
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Father Cuthbert says: "If men and women are sweated to deatn for a

miserable pittance, who is to blame? Not the employers only, tnough

their sin is great; but all who patronize such labor contribute to sin.

The insatiable yearning to buy cheaply, without any thougnt as to

whether cneapness is consistent with fair wages; this is the incentive

which tempts men to buy oheap labor and under pay the workmen, there-

fore this craze for cneapness, but that most often there may oe more

money to spend in unncessary luxuries, in fine ribbons or a better brand

of tobacco and the like. It is the increasing luxury 01 the period

which gives tne public its thirst for cheapness ana condones tne in-

justice ox the sweater and smiles on the successiul gambler."

There is no country in the world where excessive zeal for

bargain -hunting is displayed more keenly than in America^ whether it is

shown by tne manufacturer in delaying hi6 purcnase or raw material until

the market is down, regardless of the fact that his workmen are, for lack

of material, idle, or by the housewife who descends to the deptns oi

a department store basement to grab, in a seething crowd oi other bargain

-

hunters^ for goods in a special markaown, while she ignores tne question

of how such cheap goous were obtained. Striving to reauce tne high

cost of living is sometimes tne cause of such methoxis of trading^ but also

it is caused because the average American consumer ie not educated

sufficiently in economics to perceive the more or less airect connection

between cheap goods and low wages, ana Decause it is too much trouble

to £ind out just what articles oi mercnandise are voucned for by a

Consumers League. Joseph McSoney scores this American attitude when he

says: "If you take the trouble to remember the betting averegeof some

base ball favorite, why should it seem an impossible nuisance to keep

track of and patronize the White List 01 tne Consumer* s League?"
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Fortunately for America there is an ever growing

majority of citizens who feel that better wages are necessary and they

are willing to pay the price. The American public though thoughtless,

is not -unintelligent, and feels with Paul Kellogg: n If we cannot

have cheap, ready-made clothes unless the garment manufacturers can

turn the needle workers adrift on the street with every sag in the

market; if we cannot have cheap transportation unless the steel

car manufacturers can use successive groups of raw immigrants to

hammer down the rates of pay for older men; if we cannot have cheap

meat without a crowd of men clamoring for work each day at the stock

yards, then as a nation better for us to pay more for these things

and less for our hospitals, our orphanages, our courts, and our prisons,

and the other social institutions where the waste of industry comes

back as toll on humanity."

Assimilation . The restriction and distribution of

immigrants can be done only by the nation as a whole. Until the nation

adopts some definite policy in regard to these two matters, however,

the city and state to which the immigrant comes must of necessity assist

him in his assimilation of American ideas. Under present conditions,

the responsibility toward the immigrant is entirely that of the munici-

pality where he happens to make his home and varies, of course, accord-

ing to the civic resources, culture, and means possessed by that city.

Lorin F. Deland in an article on the Lawrence Strike in the Atlantic

MonthJy says : "The mills which have practically built up the city,

are owned mainly by a large body of non-residents, who have little

knowledge of the place or its problems. Paying no taxes, they have

no interest in municipal government. The resident mill officials are

very able men, but they have their impoitant duties and feel no call to
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engage in politics. The mills until two years ago, paid only a tax on

their real estate and machinery (no franchise tax) yet they dumped into

Lawrence, thousands of operatives, who, while not paying a single dollar

towards the support of the city, must at the city's expense, be educated,

policed, safeguarded from fire, watched over in the manner of sanitation

and health and generally given all the privileges of city planning and

admins trat ion. To cater to the wants of 30,000 factory hands, there

have come to Lawrence many small store keepers, clerks, sales people and

mechanics in all trades, none of them owning much taxable property.

Naturally the taxes are high; the one cry of the tax payer is » Keep

down the taxes 1
' and his last concern or desire is to do anything for the

foreigners who herd like cattle, outrage health and decency, and raise

the tax rate".

Housing. The need of improvement of the housing conditions

in Lawrence is evident. It is manifestly unwise to allow the con-

struction of houses which will endanger the health and morals of their

occupants for succeeding generations, or to allow the occupation of any

dwelling proven dangerous to the community. A duplication of the slums

of the old world is not necessary in America either from capitalistic

greed, ignorance, or public inertia.

S.J. Barrows says: "Fortunately for the credit of the

immigrants, there has been of late years a dawning perception that it is

the tenement, not the tenant, that makes the slum, and that the

rational remedy for congestion does not lie in the exclusion of the flow

of productive labor, but in its effective regulation and distribution.

Our present slums are the natural outgrowth of the reckless laxity of

our building laws and sanitary regulations. They are plainly chargeable
to our civic blindness and the toleration of greed. It is the native
born rookery, not the foreign born influx, that must bear the burden
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of reproach for the slum."

The evils of bad housing as it exists in Lawrence are due

primarily to the fact that the buildings were constructed for owners who

knew and cared little about good housing, planned for by architects who

had never considered the prime requisites of city tenement house, and

allowed under building laws which were weak and unprogressive . The

earlier and some of the worst houses were built purely as a comn ercial

investment by people who might have built better if they had studied the

problem or had more civic spirit, the later houses, some very bad indeed,

are being built by immigrants who have never had any opportunity to study

the subject of city housing and who are anxious to get the largest amount

of profit on the smallest expenditure, and who have in truth no models to

follow which are much better than those they are building.

In relation to the assumption once more of the mill owners of

housing for operatives, the Massachuetts Immigration Commission of 1914

says: "Experience, some 6f it pretty bitter, has, however, pretty generally

convinced employers, employees, and the public generally that it is con-

tray to public policy to have one body of men at once the employers and

the landlords of the others. The powers thus combined in one control

can be made to buttress one another in ways which create much bad feeling if

not actual hardship. We believe, therefore, that it is not too much to say

that the policy of corporation-owned tenement.-- is outlived."

It has never been claimed that the building laws are or have ever

been grossly violated, but that the law for the city as well as for the

State is not strict enough to afford either sufficient fire protection of

a maximum of suitability to civic needs.

The Lawrence Survey says: "It is extremely doubtful whether

adequate, effective action for the control of conditions i$ Lawrence is

attainable through city legislation. Those among its citizens who -.now
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the city best and. have the best interests of the city near at heart

know better than the public knows what an extremely weak, and except-

tionally broken an assembly of peoples it is. Though the pride of

the individuals in their city may be as great as it is in most cities,

the best of the citizens, if they are honest with themselves, must

quietly acknowledge the fact. But the fact, because of its relation to

the housing condition, is not one that can be merely quietly asserted.

It must be openly faced, publicly asserted, if the help is to be secured

that will bring in adequate remedies. It is not just to the better

citizens of Lawrence to speak of it in direct comparison with other

cities. The citizens with influence and civic ideals are too few.

The prospect of successfully controlling the building of houses in the

indefensively congested center cannot be considered without mentioning

the absence of mill owners as residents. Stated baldly, Lawrence is

an appendage to the textile industries - a tool room attached to a

work shop. Many cities have such economic balance within themselves

that they are far more integers than Lawrence and are far better able to

take care of themselves. The city is woefully weak because there is

lacking in the control of its civic affairs, the direct sense of shame

and personal responsibility and the efficient publicspirited controlling

interest, which the mill owners 1 families would have, if they were

resiaents. Because mill owners live outside of the city, the housing

problem i3 a state problem, and can be solved only by state legislation,"

Judging, . howe^r, the civic spirit of the mill owners by

their manifestation of it in their dealings with their work people,

no such roseate view of the entrance into the civic iife of Lawrence

$s possible. That there is obvious need of state housing laws is

apparent from other reasons, not the least important aimong ^ich is
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the ease "by which builders anxious to be untrammelea by city ordinances

build "three deckers" just outside the city limits. This is especially

practicable in Lawrence where the city area is small,

Tne crying need is proper legislation concerning tenement

nouse construction and following tnat, the construction ol model tenements

on a philantnropic basis which would be content with a three percent

return on investment.

Living . The constant cry ol reformers is that the

immigrants are lowering the American standards and that they must be

taught American customs and standards ol living. Yet immeaiately

comes the obvious difficulty oi choice of American custom whicn we needs

must select to teacn the immigrants • Some customs - manifestly

American - yet thundered at from the pulpit ana press ao not appear

as excellent ones to teach the newcomers, Tne matter of divorce, lor

instance, seems by statistics to be a custom, while not peculiarly

American, yet hignly developed in this country, still does nor, suggest

itself as a highly advisable custom into whicn to initiate the foreigner.

The court records seem to show, however, that the immigrant is follow-

ing this custom of hie own volition,

A former president of the United States delivered valiant

phil ippics against wtruat ne conceived to be prevalent American custom -

race suicide - and judging irom the advice of some progressive or re-

trogressive social workers, it would seem to be necessary to harangue

the immigrant on the size of tiis family, fcxpressions of

3re heafdu
regret that the immigrant workman endeavors to rear a family on his

eagre wages, but it does not occur to the reformer tnat the raising

the pay might obviate the difficulty quite as easily as diminishing

the family.

Certain customs and manners affected by tne richer scions
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of American ancestors do not recommend themselves as models of virtue

for the imir.ig_ants to copy. All the existing customs of America are

worthy neither of imitation by the immigrant nor adoption by the native

born.

As regards the American standards of living which the foreign

worker is accused of lowering, it must be remembered that living

standards vary greatly in the different communities, and it can hardly

be proved that the standard of cotton mill operative3in the South,

who are the only textile operatives in existance of American stocky are

any higher than those of the recently arrived immigrant. The southern

cotton mill worker has probably a higher standard of living than the

southern farmer. Urban standards of life are usually higher than rural

standards. In the same way, the Americans in the cities of the North

require many more of the luxuries of life than the Americans on the

farm. The immigrants come mainly from rural districts and their

standards on arrival in America are rural, not urban standards, and as

such are of times low.

It is claimed and it is undoubtedly true that the recent

immigrant spends less for the food he consumes than the American or than

the immigrant from the north of Europe. Sometimes he does, it is true,

and sometimes, also he gets more for his money for he consumes less meat

and more vegetables, which is a fact hardly to be deplored, however.

A further point in connection with the immigrant and his

violation of American standards is well taken in the report of the Massa-

chusetts Immigration Commission: "There is a great deal of talk about

teaching the immigrant American standards. This teaching begins with his

experience with Massachusetts housing laws, and it is idle to imagine

that he will believe that we have desirable standards of health and
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cleanliness, when too often the America -.Thich he knows is so intolerably

dirty; or that the law is respected in the United States, when he sees

it flagrantly violated on all sides.

"

Education, Among the duties which are the province of

the civic authorities in solving the problem of the immigrant perhaps

none is so important as that of education. By education of the

immigrant is not meant merely the acquisition by the immigrant of the

English language. Excellent as such learning may be, its ^ower has been

tremendously overvalued by its exponents. The English language has no

sacramental virtue in itself whereby its use guarantees to the user

virtues, moral, civic, or economic. The fact that immigrant strikers

incited by incendiary speakers of their own tongue, may commit acts

and demonstrations contrary to law, and the spirit of American tradition

does not necessarily prove that the aame strikers would be law-abiding

if possessed of the English language. Lamentably anarchistic are

many labor leaders of foreign speech, but they do not monopolize the

anarchistic propaganda of the country which is spread by English speaking

as well as foreign speakers. Moreover, it is quite easily demonstrated

that assaulting one f s fellow workers is not lawful whether one hears

the instructions to do so in Italian or in English. The Italian,

Polish, and S3rrian strikers who molested their non-striking fellow

workers during the strike were as conscious of wrong-doing as were

their English speaking companions. Any adult with a normally developed

moral sense knows the unlawfulness of assault on person or property

whether he or she speaks English or not. The assumption that strikes

will be carried on in a peaceful and harmonious manner if the striking

body understands the English language is a fallacy easily proved by the

history of the strikes in England where the foreign laborer is not a
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factor. Similarly the teaching of English to foreign women will not by

any miracle revolutionize their house-keeping or their personal hygiene

There are as excellent housekeepers in countries where English is never

spoken as in those countries where English is the mother tongue.

Education of the immigrant in the English language is neverthe-

less an important duty of the community since it is not only right and

proper for all inhabitants to have a common medium of speech, but

also because lack of knowledge of English renders the immigrant peculiarly

liable to exploitation as well by unscrupulous employers, landlords,

and political bossess as by labor leaders.

Having acquired the English language, the immigrant requires

instruction in civic duties lest he become a menace to the health of

the neighooihood. The agency best fitted to so instruct him is the

state or city. If this instructional matters so vital in importance

to the community is left to any private organization of however high

motives, there are the resulting dangers of religious proselytizing or

monopolistic control. If the immigrant receives all his instruction

in civic duties from an organization managed by funds secured, in the

main, from mill agents, the resulting policy of that organization will be

favorable to capitalistic control rather than to the rights of labor.

If the agencies which guide the immigrant in civic fields ar9 church

agencies, there is the danger of undue influence of a particular creed .

It is to the state that the immigrant should look for instruction along

civic lines.

It is also within the province of the state to furnish in-

struction which shall raise the immigrant in economic starus from that of

the unskilled worker to the trained worker. Many workers avail themselves

of correspondence courses, or of evening schools, and for adult workers

these schemes seem to be only feasible ones. Doubtless a system of
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of correspondence or lecture courses conducted cy the state woula

secure a larger number of students than any private agencies since

the state could supply free or at nominal cost what a commercial enter-

prise aoes at a profit. For the children of immigrants who must aug-

ment the family income as soon as possible, a system of co-operation

oetween the public school and the mills whereby children may attend

school part-time ana work part-time, and thus receive a training which

shall keep them from drifting into the great class of unskilled work-

ers is a need.

For all the children of the community whether immigrant or

native, there should be opportunities of education ana the education

offered should not be merely of the type which is the standardized

academic education. Perhaps in greater portion than in the native

population, the immigrant population furnishes its quota of motor-

minded children, those, who are unattracted by education on academic

lines but can achieve contentment ana skill through training of the

hands. If all the children of all the community are to be properly

educated, it will mean the establishment of schools for the defective,

the mainea, the aeaf, and the incorrigible, or the arrangement of

transfer of pupils in the Lawrence Schools to state institutions car-

ing for these types, if the establishment of a school seems imprac-

tical. There will be backward and deficient children in every com-

munity, ana one rich in racial elements will have a complicated prob-

lem since apparent deficiency ray be caused by home conditions more

prevalent in a community a majority of whose members are poor. The

deficient child of rich or moderately well-to-do parents may be cared

for and educatea, and protected by its parents through their abundance

of means, but the deficient child of immigrant parents frequently lacks
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care and training as much cn account of economic condition as the ig-

norance of the parents. Under present conditions, none 'cut normal

children are provided for in the educational regime of Larj.er.ee. A

need for adequate education of those unfortunate children who are de-

ficient, crippled, tubercular, deaf, blind or nearly so, ana those

suffering from malnutrition are needed.

Under the laws of Massachusetts, all children unaer sixteen

are required either to be at work or in school. There are obvious

difficulties to the plan of sending back to the regular school the

fourteen or fifteen-year eld child who has worked but is temporarily

cut of a job. The class from which the child went to work has pro-

gressed in his absence, ana he can rarely catch up with the work, and

thus loses interest. If the working child is placea in a grade in

which he can do the work, he is at a disadvantage because of his size.

Moreover, the children who have been at work find school rules, which

are needed for the majority of young children, irksome to them. The

inevitable result is that attendance is irregular and the child of

working and school age, when out of a job is also out of school or

when he is in school, is there simply because of the exertion of the

truant officer, and is gaining little. The ideal method would be to

have a separate school under competent, experienced and sympathetic

teachers who would work with th-: children returning fo school for a

also
short time, and a course of study adapted to their needs, tastes, and

capabilities. An ideal course of study would combine industrial train-

ing with purely clerical work. If, however, industrial training would

prove an expense xoo great to be borne, an interesting ana instructive

course of study could be given which iid not specialize on all the

stumbling blocks to enjoyment in the school curriculum.
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It will be found in almost every community which specializes

in an evening industrial school that the school is patronized by

American cr English speaking people rather than by non-English speaking

immigrants. While in nc sense the Americans or English speaking should

be discouraged from cultivation or participation in an industrial school,

it is to be regretted that the foreign born do not avail themselves of

the opportunity.

In order that they may do so, the classes will have to be

organized on a slightly different bases. Immigrant women who need

instruction in the domestic arts can best be aided if there is present

an instructor or interpreter of their own tongue. Advertisement in

different languages of the industrial courses posted in the foreign

districts and mentioned in the foreign churches and by the foreignpress

would acquaint the people with the opportunities offered for advance-

ment. Separate classes of older and lounger pupils will work more

harmoniously

.

Obviously, the need of the non-English speaking foreigner

is first, instruction in English ana then further optional courses,

industrial or cultural.

Although the textile industry absorbs the great part of the

working population of Lawrence, there are still some other lines of

industry open to the children ready to make a start in life. Such

children ought to be given soma instruction in the vocational and

occupational opportunities cf their city. Because their parents are

often foreign born and poorly educated, they are unable zo know what

jobs are desirable and what are "blind alleys". Since advice in

choosing a life career cannot, therefore, be gained in the home, a

correspondence school system for such a city as Lawrence should include





some form of vocational training and guidance for its boys and girls.

Such guidance, if wisely given, could, to a large extent, prevent the

blind drift from, school to job and from job to job which constitutes

one of the greatest wastes of the modern industrial world.

Besides the need of work, for an individual or £ community,

there is an obvious need of play. Modern city life relegates to com-

mercial enterprise the provision of recreation for young and old.

The theatre, the dance hall, the club, the saloon, all cater to a

human need in no place so intense as in a community where monotonous

rcrk, poor housing, ana lack cf education combine to limit the indivi-

dual ability for enjoyment J The establishment of social centers where

safe and sane recreation may be found, of dance halls where youth-

seeking enjoyment can have an evening's pleasure without loss cf vir-

tue, of schools where programs of intellectual enjoyment can be ad-

justed to the capabilities of the learners— all these possibilities

would brighten the life and sweeten the leisure of the working folk.

The great need of the public school system in Lawrence ana

elsewhere is a vital interest in its issues by the public at large. In

no field of human endeavor is their so much need of social service as

in the schools. The individual . teachers may ana often do make heroic

efforts to ameliorate xhe living conditions of their pupils but such

individual efforts, rich as they may be in particular result- to peda-

gogue and pupil, are out a fraction of the good that coula be accom-

plished be a well- conceived plan of co-operation between teachers, parents,

and the general public. The training and personality of all teachers,

moreover, does not necessarily guarantee their ability as social worke

ers for often the necessary requisites of poise, authority and aecisicn

to class room success are not so useful in helping the need'/ as the
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equalities of sympathy, patience end understanding of the poor man's

lot. Aside from the teacher's capability in the matter is the serious

question cf adding to her alreaay over heavy burden further tasks of

friendly visiting among the poor-p when in all probability she neeas

her free hours for healthful recreation ana stimulative companionship

in social intercourse. If there r/as , however, at the service cf the

schools, a corps of social workers, volunteer or professional, who

would follow up the child in his home environment and persuade the

parent tc readjust harmful conditions, arrange for medical attention

if necessary, ana connect t-ie family, if needy, with some agency for

constructive relief, much good could be accompiisned.

In questions of interrelation between school an.\ charitable

agency, there is no mere fruitful cause for friction than the as -ump—

tion usual to the organized charity worker that her preconceived plan

or estimate concerning a family is like unto the laws of the <Iedes and

Persians and the attitude of the school te .her of absolute auxnority

in matters educational and otherwise. Even more important than the

help to the children is the stimulation of co-operative interest which

woulu. come if the charity worker saw something- outside the family

viewpoint ana the teacher something outsiae of the indiviaual child or

• the course of study. To secure the success cf any plan for school

social service, there would be necessary an interest in the theory by

the parties concerned, public and school.

N-cessary ana vital as many of these prcposeu reforms are,

they will amount to nothing unless within the city itself is a vital

stirring of civic spirit on the part of all its citizens and t.-ose

who contribute to its growth. The economic difficulty of the insuf-

ficient wage ana irregular employment overs-aaows the civic difficulties
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and delays their solution. Joseph McScrley says: "There is one thing

uiiiver sally a omitted that our economic machine is working badly and

is crushing human souls in the process. Whether or not the machine

can ever be made to function perfectly, is at best, an open question.

But that it can he made to function better, thousands do maintain."

Restriction and distribution of immigration, minimum wage

laws, housing regulations, further extension of protective policy

in child labor and industrial insurance, and extensive opportunities

of education complete a program accomplished more quickly by the

ballot box than by any other means. But as Evan Woolen says: "How

we Americans are plagued by the obsession that everything, even good

government, can be secured cy legislation 1." It is this policy of

rushing into legislation r
(ood in itself, but hampered by laci; of funas

or understanding by the general "ublic that has led so many reforms

enthusiastically urged by their proponents to be greeted with indif-

ference by the body politic.

More vital than all legislative effort, however, is the moral

regeneration which must ensue in modern life before social reform is

complete. To lessen the economic pressure on the weak, there must come

a realization on the part of the strong, of a better moral sense.

C. S. DeVas in "The Key to the World's Progress" says:

"For the social question is much ...ore than a money question

and no code of laws* however wise, can provide all that is neeuful

for fruitful reform. There must be interior reformation, without

which neither workmen^ insurance, nor factory laws, lot continuation

schools, nor public baths and libraries, nor acunaant leisure, nor

nigh wages, nor short hours of work, nor cheap and sanitary dwelling^,

nor allotments ana small holdings, nor light and equable taxation, will

avail for social TDeace."








